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Gove_'nor of the Stale of New Jersey,
and ex officio President of the Board qf Managers of the Sla_
Geological Survey:
SIR--]:

have the honor

herewith

to submit

my annual

report

State Geologist for the year 1885.
With

high respect,
Your obedient servant:
GEO.

H. COOK 1
Slate Geologist.
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The work included in this part of tile survey has all been done
under the direction of tile State Geologist, though tile chief part of its
cost has been paid by the United States : the geodetic portion by the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the topographic by the
United States Geological Survey.
Tile large expenses required for
carrying on such work is far beyond the moderate appropriation made
by our State, and we are fortunate in getting the benefit of these
government surveys, at a time when they _n be so well combined
with our own.
GEODETIC

SURVEYS.

The United States Geodetic Survey has been conducted in New
Jersey, for several years past, by Prof. Edward A. Bowser, assistant
in United States Coast and Geodetic.Survey.
The work to be accomplished is that of determining with precision the latitndes and ]ongltudes of points in all parts of the State, so that surveys made may be
adjusted around them in their true geographical
position.
These
points are established on mountain or hill-tops, or on other elevated
ground, so that there may be unobstructed vision from one to another.
The lines joining these points constitute a net-work of triangles which,
when completed, will cover the whole State.
The points are at distances of from ten to thirty miles apart, and in the ,same triangle are
located so as to make the sides as nearly of the same length as po_ible. The reconnaissance for ascertaining and selecting these points is
excessively tedious and laborious, on account of the great mfiformity
of the surface and[ the large tracts of wooded country.
It requires the
climbing of trees, the erection of signals, and finally the construction
of high and substantial platforms.
And when the reconnaissance is
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satisfactorily done, the angles of all the triangles have to be mrasnred_
and the measurements repeated till extreme aeeuraey is attained. The
angles can only be measured when the air is clear and of nearly uniform temperature. Days are frequently spent without a single satisfactory observation, sometimes whole weeks together. 'It will then
be understood that such surveys are conducted with extreme slowness.
This of _NVew
Jersey has now been going on, in a rather ]hutted way,
for 11 years, and it will yet require 2 years more tbr its completion.
The work still to be done is in the counties of Gloncester, Atlantic,
Salem, Cumberland and Cape May.
The small map of tile State, lacing this page, shows the primary
triangulation points. Those marked with a small triangle have
been occupied, and those marked with a small circle are still to be
occupied. Prof. E. A. Bowser, assistant in the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, who is conducting the work in h'ew Jenny, reports
that, during the season, he has occupied and finished the observations
at the Primary Stations Martha (42) and Blaogie Place (45), and
has occupied the Primary Station (41) Hammonton and got about
two-thlrds through with it. Observations have also been made from
these primaries upon the Tcrtial T Stations at West Plains, Spring Hill,
Bear Swamp, Jemima Mount, Batsto, Hammonton Church, [udian
Mills, Atco, West Creek church spire, Lower BaRk church spire,
Egg Harbor City church spire, Tuckertou church spire, Port Republic
church spire, Third Hill, Minerva, Bass River, Hfi.rrisville factory
cupola staff_Tuckahoe church spire, Estellville, Mays Landing court
house, English Creek, Miry Rm b Elwood church spire, Williamstown church spire, Clayton church spire, Sharps Mount, and Crowlcy
Town church spire. The reconnaissance has also been continued for
establishing primary stations at Muskee Hill, Fairton and Bridgcton.
TOPOGRAPHIC

SURVEY.

The Topographic Survey of the State has been vigorously proseouted during the entire year/and the progress made has been highly
satisfactory. The work done is indicated on the small map of the
State here inserted. The order in which the surveys have been made
has been mainly directed by the progress of the Geodetic Survey, and
its determination of the latitude and longitude o? points necessary to
be used in the adjustment of topographic surveys, upon the maps.
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The plan pursued in drawing the maps, and locating and dividing
them so as to cover the whole State, was given in last year's report,
and is here reprinted.
They are all on a scale of one inch to a mile,
which is 1 to 63,360, and are all to be of the same size, and as
large as they can be conveniently printed on a single sheet of paper.
After a number of trials to ascertain what would best fit the irregular
shape of the State, and the geological belts which cross it obliquely,
having regard al_ t_ the location of tmportant centers of population

J

t

and business, the plan shown on the accompanying small map of the
State was adopted.
Tile entire State re_lulres 17 sheets to cover it. Each sheet is 24x34
inch_ in size. At tint view it will be thought that they overlap each
other and require :m extra amount of engraving.
The overlapping
is not more than enough to give room for titles to the maps, and the
engraving
is not increased, as tile printing is not done from the
engraw_t stones dlreetly, but fi'om transfers which can be joined
together in any way that may h_, required.
The numbering of the maps is generally from the north towards
the south, and they arc arranged so lhat those covering the same geological formation can be _sily grouped together, thus :
Sos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 cover all the Arch_ean and Paleozoic rocks.
Nos. 2, 3 and 4 cover all the Archlean rocks and all the iron ore district of the State.
Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 cover the red sandstone formations.
Nos. 8 and 9, with 10, 11 and 12, cover the clay and marl districts of
the State.
Nos. 9j 13, D; and 17 rover the entire Atlantic

shore.

The sheets 'can be taken separately or the whole together.
The
maps are all drawn on the same system of projection so that ally two
adjoining ones can he cut, fitted accurately to each other, and made
into a single map, or they ran be folded across and put in an atlas of
17x24 inches. These, with a map of the whole State, on a scale of
five miles to an inch, and which will go'on the same sized sheet with
the others, win make a complete atlas of New Jersey.
The contour lines are drawn on these maps so as to show every rise
of 20 feet elevation in the hilly portions of the State, and every 10
feet in the more level portions.
Of the work for 1885, Mr. Vermeule reports as follows :
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During the season for field-work the part)" has numbered from ten
to fourteen.
The detail of _sistants has been about as follows : two
men to the oMce_ two to setting monuments and running primary lines
of levels, and from eight to ten to the field-work of the topographical
survey proper.
This last party has been divided into sub-parties of
two each, mm of which prosecuted a survey of roads and reconnaissance, the results of which have been embodied in sketch-maps in the
office ibr the use of the topographcm;
and the rest have been engaged in leveling and topographical sketching, with those sketeh-map_
as a basis. For transitosurveys
these sub-partles have usually been
combined in parties of five or six. I have personally executed the
trigonometrical
survey, with temporary
assistance secured ill the
vicinity of the stations.
The present condition of the work is shown
by the small map accompanying
_hls report.
At the close of 1884.
the total area surveyed was reported to be 4,438 square miles. During this year an area of 1,390 square miles has been completed:
making the whole area now surveyed 5,828 square miles, which is
more than three-quarters of the State.
The field of operations this season has been the district covered by
atlas sheets Nos. 8, 12 and 11, the surveys ibr 8 and 12 being now
completed.
In addition to the 1,390 square miles completed_ a survey of the roads_ and triangulation in advance of the contouring, ha_
been extended over 475 square miles, embracing the remainder of
atlas sheet :No. 11.
The survey of this district, which is tbr the most part in a rich
agricultural
region, has involved running the traverse over 4,500
miles of roads, and leveling 3,000 miles of secondary lines for the
contours.
To insure accuracy of the elevations, 571 miles of primary
levels have also been run.
Detailed transit surveys of Sandy Hook
and of the Delaware river for 35 miles_ have been made, the telemeter having been used with continued success for lineal measurements.
In order to furnish a sufficient number of accurately located trigonometrical stations for checking the surveys of detaiis_ a tertiary
triangulation has been extended over an area of 1_700 square miles,
to supplement the primary triangulation of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey.
Fifty-three stations have been located with sufficient accuracy for plotting on the scale of 3 inches to a mile; and
these, together with the 24 stations available from the work of the

L
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above-mentloned
survey, make a total of 77 stations, or an average of
one to 93 square miles. They are, therefore, at an average distance
apart of about five miles; somewhat les._ in the important districts,
and more in country less developed.

PIA}TTING

AND

ENORAVING.

During the first fimr month_ of the year, the topographers were
en_aged in mapping the area _urveyed during the season of 1884_
and when fiehl-wnrk was resumed, May 1st, the total area mapped was
4,438 square miles. OF this area 2,910 square miles were reported
engraved at th,, close of 1884, and the atlas sheets including this area
had all been puhllsln_l at the heginning of this year.
Since May 1st,
th_ remainin_
1,528 _qoar_. miles have bceu engraved, and atlas
sheets Sos. 1, 9, 13 mul 17 are now ready to go to press. When
they have It.co printed, the fidlowing will present the condition of the
topographical
atla._ : published sheets Nos. 1_ 2, 3, 4, 6_ 7, 9, 13, 16
and 17--10 in all. T)w surveys for Nos. 8, 12 and half of 11 are
made, and the original maps will he prepared this winter.
The
sheet_ remaining to be sarveyed are 5, 10, 14 and 15.

PRI3,IAItY

LINI'_S

OF

LEVEI£.

The running of prima_ T lines of levels has formed an important
part of the sea_.n's work.
The objects of this work may be stated
w, follows : (1_ To insure accuracy in the determination of elevations
for tnpogmphy;
12) To ascertain the exact elevation of a series of
permanent hench-marks, shove mean sea level, by which nmans any
future elevation or depressiml of the earth's crust may be detected and
measured : (31 To filrnlsh a series of reliable bench-marks throughout
the State for the use of city and railroad surveys and all engineering
purpose._, in order that such surveys, by being all referred to a common datum, ma.v constantly add to the general fired of information
Survey,
an aid
increased
by having all
as to the as
surface
.f to
the such
State, surveys
aml thatmay
the be
value
of the Topographical
referred to the same datum plan_.
In order that the above ends may
be served, a statement of the methods nsed and results attained, in
rnnning these lines, i_ here in place.
The tbllowing lines have been
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nm during tile season : No. 1. From Sandy Hook_ down tile coast,
to Cape May. This llne is dnplicated, or rhu over a second time in
reverse direction, throughout.
No. 2. From Toms River on line
No. 1, via Whitings to Winslow and returning to Absecon on line
So. 1, making a closed circuit. No. 3. From Winslow to Camden,
returning via Mr. Holly to Whitings on line No. 2 ; a closed circuit.
No. 4. From Mt. Holly ou line No. 3, via Trenton, to Bound Brook,
by way of the Delaware and Raritan canal, to secondary B. M. XII L
of Geodetic Levels of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
(see report of the State Geologist for 1881), which Iine of levels runs
across the State from Sandy Hook to Phillipsburg.
Line No. 1 is the most important and will serve as the initial llne
for all of the State sooth of New Brnnswiek and Trenton. It was
run with an excellent fifteen-inch Y level of the ordinary pattern
made by W. & L. E. Gurley for engineering purposes ;. a New York
rod, with target, was used and read to 0.001 foot. The other lines
were run with another level of the same kind, but with a Philadelphia rod, read to 0.01 foot, with the telescope. The average length
of sight was 125 yards, and the leveling was done along railroads, or
level highways, principally, so that the foresights and backsights
could be carefldly equalized. The work was stopped only for storms
or very high winds. The average rate of progress was 23.8 miles per
week, no allowanc_ being made /br time lost because of storms. In
short, the work was done under the same conditions as ordinary leveling for engineering purposes, and with the same instruments. The
following resnlts may serve as a guide to those who wish to make use
of the elevations :
Line No. 1-Localityof B.M.
Sandy Hook ............
West End ................
Mantoloking
............
Tmus River .............
Tuckerton ...............
Absecon ..................
Ocean View ..............
Cape May ................

Line No. 2--Length
0.33 foot.

Distance.
O.0 miles
9.0
"
5_6.5
40.3
67.6
86.6
113.6
135.6

"
"
"

Fir6t
Elevation.
9.2&_
16.725
5.419
32,69_
9.697
24.295
17.628
6.491

Second
nilElevatlou. ference.
9.983
.000 feet.
16.705
--.0"20 "
5.381
32.656
9.626
24.251
17.677
6A57

--.638
--,038
--.ffTl
--.044
-{-.049
--.034

"
"
"
"
"

of closed circuit, 94.6 miles ; error of closnre_
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of closed eireuit, 102.5 miles ; error of closure,

Line No. 4--1,cngth
of closed circuit, 192.3 miles (includiug 40.3
.f lira. No. 1 and 44.5 of United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
levt.lsJ: error of_'losure, 0.14 foot.
t )t_ thi_ last circuit a distance of 148 miles was run, reading entirely
with the telescope to nearest .005 foot, with an error amounting to
tl 3 _5 fleet. This was in part a preliminary" llne to line No. 1.
The al,nve diser_,paneies have been _trefnlly adjnsted in the aCCompanying list of' elevations of bench-marks.
For heuch-marks
small crosses, cut on the door or window-sills,
water-tables or c.plng stones of the more permanent structures of
stone t*r ir_m along the route, are used so far as is possible; but it not
infrequently occurs that a bench-mark is needed where no such structures _.xist ; spevlal monuments are then constructed for the purpose.
The ordlnary marks of reference used in surveys may be divided
into twl_ t.'lasses : First, those which depend for their safety on secrecy,
¢_r the f_._'t of their inconspicuous or hidden position, and valueless
eh:tracWr, ,o Far as ordinary utility goes ; second, those which depend
on their stability and durubillty, and the protection afforded by those
intelligent members of the neighboring community who understand
their important uses. Experience has shown that the first-class can
hardl.v be relied on in a populous country.
The planting of any kind
of under,round
mark is sure to excite the curiosity of the ignorant_
and this curiosity increases with the lapse of time.
Hence many such
marks have been fiumd disturbed during the prosecution of the survey', and if not disturimd the difficult)" of finding them is a serious
one. It was, theretbre, decided to adopt a monument of the latter class
tbr the primary bench-marks.
The cut on the following page shows one
of these benvh-mark_, part in elevation and part in se_,tion. A granite
post about 2_ feet in length and 8 to 10 inches square is selected, and
9 ineh_._._f one end is dressed to a cylindrical shape.
The end is cut
to a spherical surface, with a radius of 9 inches.
Exactly 9 inches
below the summit of this spherical surface a shoulder is cut at the
base of tbe cylinder, and just over this shoulder the number of the
mnnumen h the letters N. J. G. S., and the year of erection are cut.
The remainder of the stone is left rough.
In setting, a hole is dug
about 4 t_t deep aml 2 feet square.
In the bottom of this a smaller
bo]e, 9 inches deep, is excavated, and in it is set a glass insulating cap_
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such as is used on telegraph poles, with sufficient hydraulic cement
run around it to hold it in place. The elevation of this underground
mark is taken by holding the rod on the convex top of the glass. The
small hole is now filled with ashes, or cinders.
The large hole is next
filled with a coarse betm b of brokeu stone or brick, and hydraulic
cement, to such a height that the stoue post, when stood on the beton_
will project six inches above the ground.
This stone is then set in
position and beton run in armmd it to the level of the base of the
cylinder, and gravel three or four inches deep forms a covering for the
cement and completes the filling. _Vhen tile whole is in place it forms
a monolith weighing about a ton. It is set some time before the elevation is taken so as to allow shrinkage and settlement to take place.
This sometimes amounts to 0.02 feet. The elevation is then taken by
holding the rod ou the exact summit of the monument.
Should the
top of the monument be destroyed, then the shoulder_ 0.75 feet below,
may be used ; and if this has also disappeared_ then the underground
mark of glass will still rebord the elevation.
Eighteen of these bench-marks have been erected during the season.
They have been located on public property as far as possible.
Along
the coast the lots of the United States Life Saving Service were chosen,
and county court-yaMs also offered a good site. When such sites cannot be obtalned_ the monuments are set at the intersections of highways. In such cases they are placed entirely
to be out of the way of vehicles.

When

the topographical

lines of levels are

below the surface so as

properly
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these prhnary floes it will he possible to furnish bench-marks in every
village in the State, although these will be somewhat less accurate
than those of the primary lines. The bench-marks of the latter lines
will be cla, sed a_ primary aml secondary, while those of the topographical levels will be tertiary.
A list of bench-marks, with descriptions and elevations, is furnished
herewith.
I)kXSURIPTIO.'ffS

AND

ELEVATIONS

OF

BENGH-_[ARK8.

All elevations arc in feet, and refer to mcan sea-level at Sandy
Hook, as determined by a series of observations by tile United States
Coa'_t and Gec_Ictic Survey, extending from October 21st_ 1875, to
October 31_t, la81, in a cnntinuous series. For bench-marks of the
United States Co_t and Geodetic Survey, from Sandy
Philllpsburg, *.e Report of the State Geologist for 1881..
NEW

Hook

to

BRUNSWICK--PRIMARY.

Elevation, 70.95l feet.
Elevation of underground mark, 65.709 feet.
This monument (No. 1) is on Rutgers College campus, at a distance
of 35 feet, measured on a perpendicular
from the face of the front
wall of the main college building, the perpendicular
being erected
from the middle of front entrance door, which door is in the middle
of south side of the building.
NEW B I_.UNS W1C1'7.'-'_'__N
Eh'vation,

17.616

D A R Y.

feet.

A cross cut on a large coping stone at south end of lock-elmmber
and on the east wall of the seemed, or "deep"
lock of the Delaware
and Raritan canal.
FREEHOLD--PRIMA.RY.
Elevation,

186.635

feet.

A cross cut 2_ inches south of the intersection of the three joints
formed by the three most southerly stones in the south corner of the
large triangular base of the Monmouth Battle-Field _fonument.
The
cross is 2_ inches south of the north apex of the stone which abuts on
its south sides against the octagonal gun pedestal, which is built at
the south corner of the triangular base.

l
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FREEHOLD--SECONDARY.

Elevation, 178.146feet.
A cross cut on east end of stone door-sill

of the sheriff's

office,

being the most easterly of two doors in the middle of the front of
Monmouth county court-housc.
FARMI_NGDALE---SECONDARY.
Elevation,

71.704

feet.

On most easterly intersection of rails in the frog at crossing of
_reehold and gamesburg and New Jersey Southern railroads.
MONMOUTH

BEACH--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

10.252 feet.

A cross cut on east end of lower stone step of southern flight at
entrance, forty feet from and in front of Episcopal 'church, near Life
Saving Station No. 4.
NORTH

LONG

BRANCH--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

On a marble

monument,

7.262 feet.

150 yards north

of Charles _,ran Note's

blacksmith shop, at east side of Ocean avenue, just
place in the road.
WEST

END--PRrMARY.

Elevation,
Elevation

north of a low

12.256 feet.

of underground

mark,

7,574,

This monument (No. 3) is erected according to the description
already given (page 14), but its top is placed even with the surface of
ground.
It is located on the lot of Life Saving Station No. 5, West End,
and is placed at a distance of 10 feet measured perpendicularly
from
the middle of the west end of the station building.
The llne of face
of north abutment of the Ocean avenue bridge over Lake Takanassee
passes 6 feet to south of center of monument, and the magnetic bearing of this line is S. 75 ° 301 E. Tile monument is 224½ feet back
from the line of Ocean avenue.
2
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LAKE TAKANASMEEBRIDGE--SECO*_DARY.
Elevation, 16.715.
A cro_s ¢'ut on m_rth eud of west wing wall of the northern abutment at the foot of the iron post at end of railing of bridge over LakeTakauas.see (Grsen's Pondl, on Ocean avenue, near Life Saving Station.
So. 5, West End.
ASBURY PARK--'_ECONDARY.
Elevation, 2_.184 feet.
On water-table at southwest corner_ just over the corner-stone_ of"
First M. E. Church, at corner of Grand and First avemlee, Asbury
Park.
OCEAN BEACH--SECONDARY.
Elevation, 20.151 feet.
A cross cut on south end of stone door-sill
brick school-house at Ocean Beach.

of front

entrance

of"

SPRING LAKE_PRIMARY.
Elevation. 1S.,_51feet.
Elevation of underground mark, 13.978 feet.
Thls monument (No. 4)
So. ,_, Spring Irake, on
Ocean Beach and Spring
ment the ._tation building
the roof was about on the
feet on the avenue.
The

is located on the lot of Life Saving Statiorr
the east side of Ocean avenue_ between
Lake.
At the time of setting the monuwas so located that the northerly edge of
l_ne of the lot, but the front was about 25
monument was set 27.6 feet back from the

west end of station, and 5 t_et south of its south side. It may also
be located as fbllows : Beginning at the point where the line of south
curb of St. Clair avenue intersects the center line of Ocean avenue,
and running thence N, 22' 15" E., 973 feet along center line of said
avenue to a p_int in llne with s_uth side of station ; thence along the.
station, 52.6 feet ; thence at right angles to station, 5 feet to the monument.
The monument was set with its top level with the surface of ground_
which was a little higher than the surrounding surface.
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'GlRT--SECO.N_DARY.

Elevation, 19.470 feet.

A pointof an arrow-headcut in the stoneunder secondpillar
of
tile
piazzaat northeast
cornerof tilenorthernof tile
two fimr-story
buildings
of theBench House,Sea Girt.
MA NASQUAN--SECONDARY."
Elevation,

21.780 feet.

A cross cut on east end of sand-stone door-sill of the ]_'irst National
Bank on Main street, just east of entrance to South street.
MAN

TOLOK

I.NG--PRIMARY.

Elevation, 4.146 feet.
Elaration of underground

mark, 0.780 feet.

This monument (No. 5) islocated
on thelotof LifeSaving Station
No. 11,Mantoloking,on the beach about halfa mile south of the
railroadstation.It isplacediN.67° E., 2 feetfrom thesouthwest
cornerof the Int. The location
with reference
to propertylinesurveysisas follows
: Beginningata corneron thesaltmeadows,which
isS. 14° W., 281 feet
from thepointof meadows ateastsideofmouth
of a smallcreek,and N. 85° W., 150 feetfrom head of same creek;
runningthenceN. 86° :E.,
550 feet
to theintersection
of thislinewith
tile
producedwestlineof above-mentioned
lot;thenceN. 22° E.,33_
feettosouthwsstcornerof lot; thenceN. 67° E.,2 feetto themonument.
[This monument is set 3½ feet deep, and rests on the old meadow
which underlies the beach at this place.
The turf of the meadow was
not disturbed, but an area of cement was spread right upon it. It
"can scarcely be entirely depended npon, but shrinkage of the new
cement and settlement of stone had ouly amounted to .014 feet one
month after setting.]
TOMS

RIVER--PRIMARY.

Elevation,
Elevation

Ocean county court-yard,

This monument

30.380

of underground

feet.

mark,

'95.400 feet.

3 feet back from the iron front fence and 3

(No. 6) is placed in the southwest
I JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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feet east of west line of lot. Measured parallel with Washington
street, it is 28.75 feet west of the west llne of Allen street produced,
72.3 feet w_t of center line of court-house, and 145 feet west of
southern marble true meridian monument which stands in southeast
corner of the yard.
The monument is also distant 69.6 feet southwesterly from the southwest corner of court-house.
TOMS

RIVER--SECONDARY.

Elevathm,

32.675

feet.

A cross cut ou east end of stone door-sill of main entrance of Ocean
county court-house,

Toms River.
WARETOW._--PRIMARY.
Elevation,

Elevation

12.664 feet.

of underground

mark,

8.4.'29 feet.

This monument (No. 7) is located at the cross-roads at the Hopkins
House_ where the center line of the road from Warctown station, New
Jersey Southern Railroad, to the shore of Barnegat bay, intersects the
easterly fence line of the main shore road.
It is 86.2 feet from southwest corner of hotel, 17.7 feet from northeast stone pier under porch
of store, and 20.7 feet from center of willow tree standing just to
southwest of it. )_Ieasuring along the produced first course of the
road running by a small graveyard to the bay_ the distances are, to
edge of upland, 1,540 feet, to ordinary high-water mark, 2,850 feet.
The top of monument was placed just below the surface of the
road.
WARETOWN--SECONDARY.
Elevation, .'20.721
feet.

On centerof southwestsideof largegranlte(Falkinsburg)
monument, on topof _mal],flatprojection
of tlm top base-stone
directly
under thepolishedinscriptlan-faee,
upon the bottomof which iscut,
"Died May I0,1855." The monument is in the_Varetowueemeter$.,
eastof main shoreroad.
BARNEGAT
Elevation,

--SECONDARY.
35.764

feet.

A ero_ cut in east end of lowest flagstone step on south side of the
basement

front door of Baptist

church.

t
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TUCKERTO.N'--PRIMARY.
Elevation, 22.632 feet.
Elevation of underground mark, 17.972 feet.
This monument (No. 8) is set in the northwest corner of the Presbyterian churchyard, at the corner of Main and Cedar streets, 3.2 feet
back from the front fence, being in line with the south fence line of
Main street, west of Cedar street, and 3 feet east of the east llne of
Cedar street.
It is 32.9 feet from the northwest corner of the church.

LEEDS POINT--PRL_IARY.
Elevation, 5°.691 feet.
Elevation of underground mark, 48.648 feet.
This monument (No. 9) is located just west of the hotel at forks of
roads to Port Republic and to Abeecon.
It is at the intersection of
the center line of Absecon road with the south line of Port Republic
road. The following measurements were taken : To northeast corner
of store at southwest corner of roads, 52.5 feet; to center of small
cedar north of and opposite the store, 69.2 feet; to center of wild
cherry tree at southeast road corner, 22.5 feet, and to center of maple
tree standing on the south side of Point road, east of forks of roads,
75.9 feet.
The top of this monument

is just below the surface of the road.

ABSECO_'--PRIMARY.
Elevation, 24.232 feet.
:Elevation of underground mark, 19.561 feet.
TMs monument (No. 10) is located in the small triangular
plot where the main road from Philadelphia and Egg Harbor
enters the main shore road from Abseeon to Leeds Point.
It

glass
City,
is sct

in the center line of the Philadelphia road and 12.75 feet west of the
center llne of the Shore road (the road being 49.5 feet wide).
It is
also 64 feet from the corner of old house standing in yard at the west
street corner ; 62.6 feet from corner of house on the south street curner_ and about in range with its northeast
of new house on the east street corner.

end_ and 131.9 from corner

The top is level "with the surface of ground.
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RY.

30.656 feet,

Elevation,

On east end of stone door-_ill of Methodist Episcopal
220 yams west of the above Primary Monument.

_OUNT

ehureh_ about

PLEASANT---SECONDARY.
Elevation,

13.962

feet.

A cross cut on bluestone door-sill of northerll_ door at east side of
Atlantic City water-works
pumping station, just north of Mouut
Pleasant.
ATLANTIC

CITY--PRIMARY.

Elevation,

8.954

feet.

On an old United States Coast Survey tidal bench-mark cut on
northwest side of base of Absecon light-house.
It is under the south
end of a window-sill, and is a small shelf cut in the convex watertable, with the letters "U. S. C. S." cut above it.

ATLANTIC

CITY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

10.184

feet.

A cro_ cut on north end of stone do0r-sill of Atlantic City National
Bank, at northerly corner of Atlantic and North Carolina avenues,
the door being on Atlantic avenue.

SOME P_ POINT--PRIMARY.
Elevation,
Elevation

of underground

28.840

feet.

mark,

o_.596

feet.

This monument (No. ll) is placed on the brow of
of the old Somers homestead, a brick building on the
south of the railroad crossing, at Somcrs Point.
It is
llne of the road which runs to the west and is 75 feet

the hill in front
Shore road just
set in the center
from the south-

east corner of the house; 52 feet due west of a small cedar standing
on the east side of road, and N. 63 ° E., 52 feet from a large cedar
standing at the southwest road corner.
The monument was placed with its top level with surface of ground.
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OCEAN

Elevation,
10.°98 feet.
of underground
mark,

Elevation

23

5.320

feet.

This monument (No. 12) is set about 3 feet south of the north coronerof the new life saving station lot, which runs from the corner of
Atlantic avenue and Fourth street, northeasterly 100 feet along said
_avenue, and southeasterly 130 feet along said street. It is set about
2.1 feet southweat of the northeast line of the lot. It is about 400
feet from hlgh-water line at this time.
SEA

ISLE

CITY--PRIMARY.

Elevation,
Elevation

5.198

of underground

feet.
mark,

1.130 feet.

This mannment (No. 13) is set jast south of the north corner of the
_ew United States light-house lot, which is located on the east side of
the Sea Isle and Ocean City Railroad, in the south corner of block
_2 and is bounded on the southeast by tile beach, and on the southwest by Whelen street.
The monument is set 2 feet from the northwest line of the lot and
2_feet from the northeast line, which makes it 2.8 feet from the north
,corner of the lot.
CAPE

MAY

COURT

Elevation,

HOUSF_---PRIHARY.
_9.49S feet.

Elevation of underground mark, 14.961feet.
This monument (No. 14) is set in ti_e east corner of Cape May
county court-yard, 4 feet from the front or street fence, and 5 feet
from the line-fence between the court-yard and the hi. E. churchyard. It is also 81.7 feet from the center of the south "true
meridian " post, 62 feet from the nortb one, 54 feet from east corner
•of court-house and 42 feet from south corner of M. E. church.

COLD

SPRI_'G---SECO,_

Elevation,

DA RY.

20.703 feet.

k cross cut on north end of northerly stone door-sill of Cold
Spring Presbyterian'church (brick).
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Elevation,
Elevation

OF

",

6.409 feet.

of underground

mark,

1.8.'2'9 feet.

This monument (No. 15) is located on the Cape _i'ay light-house
lot, just southeast of Cape May Point and about two miles west of
Cape May City.
The Cape May aml Sewell's Point Railroad divides the llght-house
property into two parts.
The monument is set in the east corner of the south part, 2 feet
from the llne-feuce of the railroad _ud 2 feet from the southeast llne
of the lot. The United States Life Saving Station stands
south and the llght-house on the north part of the lot. The
of the lot are marked by square granite posts.
Beginning at the southwest corner of lot, the line runs S.
E., 206.8 feet to south corner ; thence N. 28 ° 30' E., 214.25

on the
corners
62 ° 40 r
feet to a

point 2 teet southeast of the monument, the whole distance to the next
corner being 424.6 feet. From the first-mentioned
corner the mag=
netic bearing is _'. 1_ 40' :E., from the second N: 10 ° V/., and from
the third ,N. 28 ° W., to the center of the llght-house.

CAPE

MAY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

O3 northwest
light-house lot.

8._A4 feet.

corner square stone monument

(:APE

in southeast corner oi"

_IAY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

13.187 feet.

On I:n[ted States Coast Survey tida[ beuch-ms.rk of 1867 cut ol_
east side of projecting water-table at base of Cape May light-house.

WESTO.N'--SECONDARY.
Eievation,

4_970

feet.

A triangle cut on the coping of Delaware and Raritau
and six feet north of cast edge of lock bridge.
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MILLSTOnE--SECONDARY.
Elevation,

45.480 feet.

A triangle on the southwest corner of a stone supporting south gate
post at entrance to N. S. Witson's brick residencd, south of Thatchler_s drug store at easterly corner of ]_[arket street and Railroad
avenue.
GRIG GSTOWN--SECON])A
Elevation,

44.070

RY.

feet.

On summit of stone, indicated by an arrow, standing
of Edgar's

at east corner

mill on west side of canal at Griggstown.

GRIGG._row
Elevation,

N--SECONDA
50.530

RY.

feet.

A triangle on the coping of west lock wall under east edge of
bridge at Delaware and Raritan canal lock, half a mile south of"
Grlggstown.
ROCKY

HILL----SECO.NDARY.

Elevation,

43.910

feet.

Center of triangle cut on the east end of stone door-sill at entrance of old stone grisl-mill beside race, 50 rods west of railroad
station.
KINGSTON---$ECON
Elevation,

57.710

DARY.
feet.

A triangle cut on the east edge of west wall of Delaware
]{aritan canal lock.
.MILLSTONE

and

A QU EDUCT--SECO.N'DA_Y.

Elevation,

58.940 feet.

A triangle cut h_ the center of the memorial plate on top of the
south end of the west _batment of aqueduct carrying the Delaware
and Raritan caeal over the Millstone river, two miles south of
Kingston.
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PRINCETON--PRIMARY,
Elevation,

208.510

feet.

Center of triangle cut on the north end of the door-sill at west entrance to the IIall of Science on college campus.

PRINCETON--SECONDARY.
Elevat'o . 217.1S0 feet.

A ero_ cut on topof water-table
at the northeast
cornerof East
College_on PHnceton Collegecampus.

TRE£_TON--PRIMARh**
Elevation, 54.0-.,50
feet.

On 'aroadwater-tab]e_
3.2feetabove pavement_in re-entrant
angle
of stone moulding.
The point is indicated by an arrow-head, and is
1.1 feet south from produced line of south jamb of file most southerly
window on the west side of the United States Government building,
at the northeast corner of _,Iontgomery and State street.

TRENTON--SECONDAIRY.
Elevation,

56.36

feet.

A triangle cut on the coping of north side of stone pivot-pier
railroad bridge over canal at entrance of feeder, one block north
• Perry street.

of
of

TRENTON---SECONDAI_Y.
EIevation,

52.610

feet.

A triangle cut on the northeast corner of the most northerly coping
stone of west lock-wall of Prison lock of Delaware and Raritan canal.

BO RDENTOWN--SECONDAR¥.
Elevatiom

15.530

feet.

A triangle cut on the west end of stone door-sill at the south entrance to fire-room of Bordentown
Reservoir and Water Co._s pumphouse_ near the outlet lock of the Delaware and Raritan
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RY.
feet.

A triangle cut on coping stone at the cast end of the north abutment of railroad bridge over roadway, just north of lower Borden_owu railroad station.
WHITE

HILL--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

]_4.°40 feet.

On a protuberance indicated by an arrow and the letters B. M., on
_he southcast corner of the flagstone coping of the northwest wall of"
bridge over ice pond, on the road to Burlington,
one mile west of
White H_ll.
BURLINGTO/_-Elevation,

PRIMARY.
12.530

feet.

Cross cut on dressed stone a_ west end of door-sill of main entrance
to Baptist church, at northwest corner of Broad and Stacy streets.

BURLI,NOTON--'-SECONDA
Elevation,

RY.

ll 300 feet.

A cross on northwest corner of projecting ledge of' iron post "at
northwest corner of iron bridge over Assiscunk creek, on Main street.

DEACON _S--S ECONDA RY.
Elevation,

80.560 feet.

A triangle cut on water-table at southwest corner of brick schoolhouse, on east side of turnpike, _ mile southeast of Deacon's station.

MOUNT

HOLLY--PRIMARY.

Elevation,

185.470

feet.

On the northwest corner of granite monument, located on the summit of Mount Holly, which marks the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey triangulation point, Mount Holly.
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HOLLY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

On northwest corner of door-sill
corner of Main and Mill streets.
M()I'NT

On the northwest

16.880

feet.

of _National Bank, on northeast;

HOLLY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

Burlington

OF

42.970

corner of marble

feet.

door-sill

of main entrance

to

county court-house.
U [RMING HA M--SECONDARY*
Elevation,

31.o90 feet.

On the mo_t southerly of two bolts on the top of northwest wingwall of bridge over race, 100 yams north of Birmingham
railroad
station.
PEMBERTON--SECONDARY,
Elevation,

39.°3 feet.

On the southwest corner of granite block, upon which rests the
south end of west iron arch of bridge over mill pond, South Pemberton.

WHITInGS--PRIMARY.
Elevation,
Elevation

of underground

173.460

feet.

mark,

170.583

feet.

This monument (No. 16) is located at the cross roads in Whitings,
where the road from New Egypt to Toms River crosses the road
running along the west side of the New Jersey Southern Railroad
from Wo(s.lmansic to Manclm_ter.
It is set in the center line of the
former road, and in llne with the trees planted along the west side of
the latter road_ between the sidewalk and wagon track.
It is 41.5
feet southwest of the soutbwest corner of Mr. _Vright's store i 11
t_.t from the west llnc of the street running nearly north aud south ;
_8 feet to center of the main track of the New Jersey Southern Railroad ; 21 feet to ('enter of nearest maple tree of the row on the north ;
45.4 fcet to center of the next ; 21.7 to center of nearest maple tree
_t' the row on the s_)uth, and 46.9 feet to the next.
The top t,f this monument

is below the surface.
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WIIITI,NGS--SECONDARY.
Elevation,

172.530

feet.

On granite monument marking northwest corner of roads. It is
seven yards distant from southeast corner of large hotel, now unoccupied.
MERCIIANTVILLE--S_NDARY.
Elevation,

80.110 feet.

On tile west end of marble door-sill (close by cornet' of brick work),
of tile east front door of neu" railroad station.

GLOUCESTER

FERRY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

5.910 feet.

A cross cut on southeast corner of slate slab an top of rubble wall,
southeast of Gloucester ferry pier, aml 56 yards in a southerly
lion from Buena Vista I't*otel.

dither-

CAMDE,N'--PRIMARY.
Elevation,

30.040 feet.

A cro_ et_t on southeast end of h_ghest step of malu entrance
new Camden county court-house, on Federal street.

to

CAM DEN--SECONDA.RY*

Elevation, 21.230 feet.
A cross cu_ on north end of north door-sill
at junction of Camden and Atlantic
corner of Tenth and Market streets.

on east side of station

and Pennsylvania

Railroads,

at

CAMDEN--SECONDARY.
Elevation,

34.530 feet.

On easterly corner of pedestal, over the builders' names (Krips &
Shearman), of the soldlel_' monument, on Haddon a_,enue, just north
of city ball.
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PII ILADELPHIA--PRIMARY.
Elevation,

On a granite

11.680

post, at the southwest

foot.

corner of Swanson

and Reed

streets, about 8 inches square, and projectlag 1 foot above the ground,
close to the corner of the Delaware Sugar Refinery and one and
a halt' feet north of Reed street. This bench-mark was established by
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and its height above mean lowwater at the old navy yard on the Delaware, from their tidal observations, is given as 15.029 feet. The range of tides is given as 6.01
feet at the same place.
This would make the elevation of the benchmark above mean tide in the Delaware 12.024 feet, and would make
the elevation of mean tide as determined by the levels--0.34 feet, or
four inches lower than mean tide at Sandy Hook.
KIRK WOOD'--SECONDA
Elevstion,

On cross on southeast

corner

60.040

RY.

foot.

of slate slab on south side of outlet

of pond, on dam opposite railroad station.
WINSLOW--PRIMARY.

• Etevation, 112.019 feet.
Elovation of underground mark, 107.779 feet.
This monument (No. 18) is located in the grass plot, 22.5 feet
west of flag pole. It is in the center line of road running south of
.N'ew Jersey Southern Railroad station, and is about in center llne of"
roads running
to tIammonton
and Waterford.
The following
measurement.s were taken from the monument: N. 46 ° 30 _ E, 57
feet to large oak: N. 6 ° 30' W., 41 feet to anofller large oak; 193.25
l_et to ._outheast corner of tiny & Co.'s store; 50 feet to corner of
glass works fence: 55 feet perpendicularly
to south llne of road to
New Germany;
5S feet to southwes_ street corner, and 73 feet to
northea.,_t e_rner of house _m this southwest corner.
W I NSLOW----SECONDAR¥.
Elevation,

112.760

feet.

A cavity cut in foundation at south corner of brick chimney, at
south corner of Hay & Co.'s steam flour mill, at Winslow.
A_
arrow-head

points to it, and it is 1.8 feet above surface of ground.
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HILL--PRIMA

Elevation,

On summit

GEOLOGIST.

of the monument

207.570

which

3|

RY.

feet.

marks

the

United

States

Coast and Geodetic Survey triangulation
point on Apple-pie Hill, 3
miles southeast of Shamong station, and three-quarters
of a mile
northwest of Harris station, on :New Jersey Southern Railroad,
in
Burlington

count)'.
HAMMOlqTO_---SECO_DARY.
:Elevation,

A cross cut on the water-table

102.8';'0 feet.

on south side of front door, and 3.1

feet from corner of three-story concrete store standing on east side of
Bellevue street, and on north side of Camden and Atlantic Railroad.
DJk COSTA--SECONDARY.
Elevation,

80.143 feet.

A cross cut 0.40 feet from each edge of stone at southeast corner of
coping of southeasterly culvert wall on Camden and Atlantic
road, one mile west of Da Costa station.
EGG

HARBOR
Elevation,

Elevation

Rail-

CITY--PRIMARY.
56.573

of underground

feet.
mark,

5.°.511.

This monument (No. 17) is located on southwest side of Agassiz
street and the southeast side of Buffalo avenue, 5 feet from the street
and avenue lines, and 3 feet inside of center of hedge which stands 2
feet from the street and runs around the School Park.
There are
three parks on the southwest side of Agassiz street_ the School Park
being in the middle.
Excursion
Park lles northwest of Buffalo
avenue; School I)ark lies southeast of it and runs to Agricultural
:Fair Grounds, and these :Fair Grounds extend from School Park to
St. ]_ouis avenue.
The monument is 251.8 feet to the northwest of the north corner
of the school-house, 26.5 feet from center of a large maple tree on
Buffalo avenue, 12.45 feet from center of another tree standing to
to northeast of former_ and 44.93 feet from center of large maple tree
standing on southwest side of Agassiz street.
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CITY--SECONDARY.

Elevation,

60.274 feet.

A cro_ cnt on south corner of upper outside flag-stone step in front
of side door of brick store on the north corner of Philadelphia
avenue and Agassiz street.
DOUGHTY'S--SECONDARY.
Elevation,

25.755

feet.

A cross cut on coping stone at east end of south wall of calvert ou
Camden and Atlantic Railroad, 60 yams east of 11-49 mile-pest,
just west of Doughty's station.
The cross is 0.75 feet from tile corner.

COMPARISON

OF TIDES
MEANS

ALOINO
OF THE

THE

COAST

PRIMARY

OF

_N'EW JERSEY

BY

LEVEI_.

At Sandy Hook the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey has
taken a series of observations, with a self-registerlng
tide-gauge,
extending continuously from October 21st, 1875, to October 31st,
1881.
The mean of all the readings of this series is taken as mean
sea level at this place and is the datum plane (the zero) for all elevations. This series of observations makes the mean rise and fall of
the tide at Sandy Hook 4.7 feet. The gauge was placed at the New
Jersey Southern Railroad wharf on the inner side of the Hook.
.
In the following lists the observations
compared by means of
United States Coast Survey tidal bench-marks, as they give a series
representing very closely the mean of tides at the given date, are most
exact.
It should be mentioned, however, that from contraction or
broadening of the inlets from year to year it is almost ecrtain that the
mean of the tides in all of the bays, &c., changes from year to year.
Observations of the present height of hlgh-water
are necessarily
approximate,
being from single observations or from testimony of
residents familiar with the tides, but are believed to be correct within
one or two-tenths of a foot.
Elevations of the tide-marsh do not necessarily correspond to present high-water, but the marshes are probably slightly higher than
any mean high-water that has prevailed
perhaps a half century past.

for any length of tinm, for
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It will be noticed that high-water in the bays is much lower, generally, than in the ocean, bat, as the range of tide is much less, both
mean tide and low-water are much higher than in the ocean.
The
fact is that high-water is of too short duration to enable the bays to
fill through the contracted inlets. The study of the tides in Barnegat
bay reveals the fact that for some time after high-water the tide sets
in the inlet, and later from a central point in the bay in both directions, i. e. toward the head of the bay and toward the inlets, and high
tide at the head of the bay is several hours later than in the ocean
outside the beach.
It is hoped that as the survey progresses it will
be possible to gain much more information as to the tides.

ELEVATION
LOCALITY.

IN FEET.

i
TIDE ! lIIGII MEAN
3_AR_H_I WA'rER_
I

'r 2.35

•

LOW
WA'i"F,P_

--

!
_andy Hook, U. S. C. S...........................................

'rIDE_

J

0.00

-2.35

Perth Amboy, Lewm street .............................
II......... 1 2.40
One-quarter mile N. W. of l_[atawan................ I 2.84 I..................

.........

Flat creek; road from Keyport to Kea nsburg...I 3.14 .........

i.........

Two miles west of Port l',fonmouth ...........................
'
Red Bank, Navesin k river, 1884................................

2.76 ..................
,.H,o
1.62 ., ..........

Clay-pit Creek, Navesink river, 1884.........................

1.76

Parker's creek, 1 mile north of Oceanport, 1884.. 1.91

.......................

_,Ianasquan river, north side ...........................

......

2.05

.

},Iantoloking, on Barnegat bay ........................
1.40 .........
Bay Head, Barnegat bay .................................
0.98 0.67
Metedeconk river, 1 mile east of Cedar Bridge,

ettleereek,
. .O. .,gives,a geo,ide0.4,..'.iii
Toms river, U. S. C. S. observations of 187(
west of Island Heights .........................................
Toms river, 1885, at village bridge ...........................
3

i 0.89
! 0.80
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L_:
ELEVATION"

IN

FEET.

LOt_ALITY.
TIDE

LOW

Cedar creek, 18._5, at _hore road .......
Cedar creek, U. S. C. S. observations,
of tides 0.75 ................................
Waretown

(Barnegat

bay)

Barnegat.

End of Bay avenue ........................

Barnegat
Landing, • on Double creek range of I
tides, U. S. C. S. obscrvat ons, 1874, 0.75 .........
Barnegat inlet, range of tides in the bay, 2.04,
from U. S. C. S. observations, 1866 .................
Osborne's
Great

island, north side of Great bay ..........

bay, mouth

of Mullica river ...................

Wiliett'_ house, north _hore of Great bay, 1
back from New inlet ........
Willett's house, from U. S. C. S. observation
tides in Great bay, 1872.
(Compare
abovcl
for 1885.) ..................................................
4

-0.73

'F or reason fi)r this change of about -0.10
. in II
height of( high-water,
see maps showing[
changes at .New inlet.]
V,'I arfat Bet d, Long Beach house, range of tide

Oswego river, at Bridgeport, 1884 .....................
..3o feet, from t. _. C. _. obser_atmns, 1873 ............
Mullion river, at Lower Bank bridge, 1884 ..................
Mullica river, at GIoucester

Absecon

landing,

1884 .................

1.42 .........
1.45 [.................
I
1.26 [..................
I

creek, shore road, 1883 .......................................

Absecon bay, west side, 1S83...........................

2.17

......

Absecou vinlet, range of tide
inside of beach 8.95,
,
•
from I]. S. C. S. obser_atmns,
1872 ..................................
Atlantic

City, draw.bridge_

..............................

2.08
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ELEVATION
X,OCALITY.

I_

FEET.

i
T]DI;

I "HIGII r :qEA_

Low

--I
Great

Egg Harbor

bay, Seiners

Point,

Aprh,

]888 ....................................................................

q 2.01

Great _;gg Harbor bay, Seiners Point, September 8th, 1885 ...................
Great Egg Harbor
bay, mouth of Tuckahoe
ri_er .........................................................

_ 2.05 1..................
I
2.86' ........ .'......... .........

Great Egg Harbor bay, mouth of Groat Egg
Harbor river ..............................................

2.06 i.........

Taekahoe

2.87

bridge, 1884 .....................................

End of shore road, Beesley's

point, 1884 ............

.................

......... :................

2.46 rl......... I ...............

Corson s "nlet ................................................
Sea Isle City ................................................

2.67 I......... ................
J
2.5{3 1.........................

Ocean View, at Van Glider's mill pond, 1884 .....

1.74

Jenkins'

2.40

sound, Shell-heal hmding,

b

1854 ............

Cape Hay
Lauding, T1884, from a short series by•
the U.• __. G. and G.
S................................................
Fishing

creek, Delaware

Dyer's creek, bay shore
I)etmis creek landing,
Mauricetown,
_ortesql_e

Maurice

......... ,...................

70.? 0.35? .2.()07
I
2.59 I........
'.................
i

bay shore, 1884 ...........
road, 1884 ...................

cmbanked

.......................

IO

2.60 I...................

meadow, 1884. (1.87)

river, 1884 ....................

be_ch, ee_t shore of Delaware

2.32 !..................
I

I

ba'¢, U.
i......... t......... I.........
i
2.67

-0.34

,I ......... I ........

3.33

.........

3.80
i 3.70

.........
.........

Raneocas

creek, },fount Holly. .......................

Delaware
Delaware

river, Burlington_ ..............................................
river, Bordentown ...........................
t .................

_OTE.--When

I.........

........ i......... I.........

I.........

S. C. S. observations, 1880, range pf tide 6".00...I.........
1 blladelph'la
Old _Navy "/ard, U. S. 0. S. obser- I
vation_ of 1873, compared
by bench-mark
aL
Swanson and Reed streets...._. .......................
I.........
/
•

..................

nO other date is given, observations

-3.34

were made in 1885.
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II.
GEOLOGICAL
SURVEYS--STRUCTURAL
AND
LITHOLOGICAL.

The Completion of the topographical maps is furnishing the basis
from which to study, describe, and lay down with accuracy the various geological phenomena and features of the State. And the work
is fairly begun, both in the older and the newer formations, and satisfactory progress has been made.
The work in the older rocks has been done by Dr. N. L. Britton,
assisted by Mr. F. J. H. l_Ierrill. With the topographical maps in
hand, section Hnes were drawn in a northwest and southeast direction entirely across the Archman rocks which constitute the Highlands.
The first of these was along the boundary line between New Jersey
and New York, and then others were drawn nearly parallel to these,
and at intervals of about five miles, until the Delaware was reached.
There were eleven of these drawn, the last following the bank of the
Delaware river. These sections were carefullysurveyed, the structure
of the outcropping rocks examined and recorded, and specimens of all
the varieties of rock were taken for further examination. The topographic maps have furnished the data from which to draw the sections,
and the result of the work thus fax is given in the following report by
Dr. Britton :
ARCH_AN

ROCKS.

.

The geological study of all Archman regions is difficult, as compared
with that of slmple sedimentary rocks. The stratigraphy is complicated ; the strata contain no fossils by which we can accurately determine their age, and are often very similar over great areas. We have
to depend on the kinds of rock ; to measure very carefully the amount
and direction of the inclination of the beds, and to consider the surface
features of the region, and then have some means of graphically rep-
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resenting all the field observations and the results of laboratory work,
before conclusions of value can be drawn.
To this end, accurate maps
are an absolute ncceeslty. These have rccently bccn supplied in the shccts
of the topographical survey of the State, which arc now engraved and
printed for the entire Highland area.
Besides the ordinary features
given on most maps, they show the absolute height of all points, to
within a few feet. This is accomplished by means of contour flues
of equal altitude, which represent as well the exact position of ever)"
mountain, hill and valley.
With these maps, much more accurate
work can be accomplished than has been possible without them.

WORK

ALREADY

DONE.

The Arehtean, metamorphic
rocks of New Jersey have been
described in various reports of the State Geological Survey, and the
geographical aress underlaid by them have been laid down on geological maps which have accompanied these reports, and on the large
wall-map of 1868. The geological structure of the system, inelhding its general northeast and southwest strike, its prevailing so,theast
dip and other salient features, have been elucidated.
The phenomena
of faults have also been made plain.
The physical features of the
Highland mountain ranges have been noted, and the numerous deposits
of magnetic iron ore in them have been described.
The geology of the Highlands was first studied by Professor Henry
D. Rogers, and, in his first report as State Geologist,* he briefly
describes the :Primary Region. He gives five geological sections across
the State, three of which cross the Highlands,
and represent tbe
mountain ridges as anticlinal
folds, the strata exposed along the
southeastern side of a ridge dipping tbwards the southeast, while those
on the opposite side dipped northwestwardly.
In this his sections are
quite imaginary, very few, if any, of the ridges being simple antiolimfl
folds, and the southeast dip is generally as prevalent on one side cf a
mountain or hill as on the other, though often differing perceptibly
in degree.
He paid much attention to the deposits of iron and zinc
ores, which he regarded as veins filled originally by molten ore from
below, a view which has not been entertained by any members oi
subsequent surveys.
They are abundantly proven to be integral parts
_Report on the Geol. Survey

of the State of New Jersey, 1836.
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of the stratification and contemporaneous
in origin with the other
Arehman rocks.
Pr, fessor Rogers appears to have thought that
the. white crystalline llmestones were derive(1 from and hence of the
_ame geological age as the blue magnesian limestones, the agent of
alteration being the heat introduced by outbursts of molten ore with
others of granite and syenite.
It has been conc]usive]y shown that
this theory is erroneous; the supposed dykes of granite are strata
conformable to the white limestone, as are the iron and zinc ore be(is
cc_ntained in it, all geologically older than the blue limestones with
the associated quartzltes or sandstones, and slates, which compose the
lower silurian system.
In his final report of 1840, he further discusses the Primary rocks of the Highlands,*
describing
many of
the iron mines, and briefly refers to the area of gneisslc rocks at
Trenton.
Dr. William Kitchell,t
in describing the Physical Geography and
Geological Formation of Sussex county, mentions the metamorphic
reeks as "gnei._, hornblende slate and white crystalline limestone" ;
subsequently_ he described the Archman formation with much detail,
notlngaits relation to the sandstones, limestones and slates of newer
forma_on, the kinds of rocks recognized by him, the boundaries of
the areas, and the occurrence and properties of the iron ores.
In 1868, all the information regarding the Arch_cau rocks which
had been gathered by the present survey up to that time, was brought
together in the "Geology of l_ew Jersey," in tile chapter on tile
Azoie Formation.§
The boundaries of the formation were minutely
de._cribed ; its structure was discussed and the kinds of rock and their
mineral constituents were noted, especial attention being given the
crystalline
lime_tones.
The metamorphic rocks of Trenton, Jersey
City and Hoboken were described and discussed,
Tile Highland
_eries was here divided geographically, for convenience of description,
into four belt_, corresponding
with tile more prominent
mountain
ranges and running nearly parallel with each other from southwest to
northeast.
In 1873i tile subject was again opened, and additional thcts anti
_.oncluAons relating to the Archman were presented.
Tile subdivision
Rogers'Report of 1840.
+ First Ann. Rep. GeologicalSurvey of New Jersey, 1854,p. 169.
++Secondand Third Ann. Rep, 1855and 1856.
Geologyof New Jersey,pp. 43-69 and 309-326.
'_Ann. Rep.State Geologist,pp. 11-96.
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of the region into four belts was here more fully described, and names
,were given these as follows :
(1) The Ramapo Belt, along the southeastern side of the area, its
most prominent ridges being Ramapo, Trowbridge
and Mine Mrs. ;
its northward extension in :New York State is marked by the Duuderberg, on the Hudson river.
(2) The _Passaic Belt, next towards the
northwest, a generally elevated table-land area, but including some
marked ridges, as Mt. Hope and :Fox Hill ; this, also, is continued
into New York, and on the Hudson is marked by tile lofty Crow's
:Nest and Storm King Mts., below Cornwall; it is bounded to the
_aorthwest by a continuous valley, in which lie Greenwood lake,
l_lacopin pend, Denmark pond and other bodies of water, and known
to the southwest as German valley.
(3) The Musconetcong Belt,
including the Wawayanda,
Hamburgh,
Sohooley's, Pohatcong
and
_Iusconetcong
mountains, and containing the highest land in the
State; this belt also extends into :New York, but does not reach the
Hudson ; and (4) the _Pequest Belt, including Poehuck mountain, in
2qew Jersey and :New York, and the detached mounts, Adam and
:Eve, in Orange county, southwestwardly continued in the Pimple hills,
Jenny Jump, Scott's and Marble mountain to the Delaware, and in
Pennsylvania
known as Chestnut Hill; this belt forms the northwestern side of the Highlands.
The geographical
positions of these
belts Were shown on an accompanying map. A list of iron mines, then
_pened in the State, with notes, is appended.
In 1879" ttle magnetite deposits were again discussed, and a list
given of the mines ; they were geographically classified in the four
belts above described.
A chapter was devoted to the exploration for
new deposits.
In 18801" a revised and extended iist of mines was presented.
In 1881:_ additional notes on a few iron mines were supplied and
_ome analyses of ores published.
In 1883 § the whole subject of Arch_can Rocks was again discussed.
Their geographical
extent and surface features, the rocks and their
mineral composition, the geological structure of the system and its
,dip, strike, pitch, folding and faulting were described and many of
SAnn.Rop. State Geologist,1879,pp. 86--101.
tAna. Rop. State Geologist,1880,pp. 98-130.
$ Ann. Rep. State Geologist,1881,pp. 33-39.
Ann. Rop.State Geologist,1883,pp. 27-158.
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these points illustrated. A complete list of iron mines was given and
the methods of exploration for mines and the location of new deposits
were discussed. A short account was given of the dykes and veins
of igneott_ rock, which occur in tile formation.
In last year's report * the results of the season's field-work were
presented. It w_s then concluded that the former geographical subdivision of the Arch_ean area into the four belts has little geological
value, that the rocks of one belt might almost pass as representative
of them all, and some more rational and valuable geological subdivision was sought. It was shown that there are great areas of practically unstratified rocks in the Highlands, and on each of the two
section lines which were examined--one beginning at the Ramapo
river, near Oakland, and followed northwestwardly across the system
and the included Paleozoic areas to Milton, the other extending from
Pompton to the vicinity of Deckertown--these massive areas were
crossed. Their location was in the old second or Passaic belt. The
rocks of these unstratified areas were described as consisting mainly of
feldspar, quartz and hornblende, the amount of mica being inconsiderable in proportion to the other constituents. They are mainly the
granulites, quartz, syenites and hornblendic granulites of the present
report_ though all these occur also in beds, and often well stratified
elsewhere in the system. Their relation to the stratified rocks by
which they are surrounded was not ascertained, no contacts being observed. These massive areas were described as occupying the elevated
table-lands, and the suggestion was made that our Archtcan might,
naturally be divided into massive_ granitoid and stratified gneissio'
rocks. Another list of iron mines was given, with additional notes
and analyses.
KINDS

OF

ROCKS.

In the study of the numerous specimens collected during the fieldwork of the past season, as well as of those previously obtained, it
has been found necessary to considerably augment the list of rocks
composing the Arehman system. As there is much difference of
nomenclature in the published works on lithology, it is thought advisable to briefly describe the structure and mineral composition of
each kind of rock recognized by us, so that in alluding to them we
ahall not be misunderstood. The following include only metamorphia
*Ann. Rep. State GeologiJt,

1884, pp. 27-69.
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rocks; those of undoubted igneous origin, occurring in dykes and
irregular masses injected into or through the others, aro now being
critically examined with the aid of the microscope. These dykes are
quite abundant in the Highlands; fine examples were seen at the
Buckwheat Mine, Franklin, at Gordon's limestone quarry, near
Montville, and about the limestone area near Oxfbrd church. Great
numbers of them occur in the cuts of the :NowYork, West Shore and
Buffalo railroad, along the Hudson river from Stony Point to Cornwall, in :New York. They are especially abundant in the Dundcrberg. The rock is dark-colored, generally fine-gralned, and of variab_e composition; in decaying, it ohen presents a peculiar slaty
cleavage, which may be mistaken for stratification. Among our
crystalline rocks we have nearly all the different kinds that have elsewhere been observed. They are all combinations of a few minerals,
and by the various mixtures of these and the structure of the rock,
the kinds are distinguished. The minerals which may be regarded as
the only important ones in rock formation in tile Archaean of _ew
Jersey, are feldspar (principally orthoclas% but incidentally oligoclase
or albitc, these latter two often referred to as plagioclase), quartz,
hornblende, mica (mainly biotite, the black mica, though some muscovite has been seen), magnetite, calcite, dolomite, graphite, tale, eerpentin% garnet, franklinite_ chlorite, tourmaline. These are arranged
about in the order of their relative abundance. A multitude of other
minerals ocoitr, but none are important constituents of the rocks. A
list of _ew Jersey minerals may be found in the appendix to tile
"Geology of :New Jersey of 1868."
The following names are but provisional, and it may ultimately be
necessary to substitute others for some of them. The whole subject
of lithological nomenclature is now under consideration by a Committee of the International Geological Congress, which met this summer in Berlin, and reassembles in London in 1888.
GRANITE consists essentially of orthoclase feldspar, quartz and
mica, the latter either biotite or muscovite; oligoclase or other plagioelase feldspars are commonly present in small quantities. It occurs
only as a massive rock ; is found in some of the unstratified areas

i

masses, segregated from the enclosing stratified rocks, and in dykes
which
One ofinthese
granite mountain
dykes, in ; aascut
on the
before intersect
noted, as,these.
for example,
the Sparta
irregular
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railroad, near the Pequest

Fur-

nat.e, was illustrated in the Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 61, and
others were mentioned ill the Annual Report for 1883, pp. 76-77.
HORNBLENDIC
GRA._ITEj or SYENITIC
GRANITE,
containshornblendein additiontotheabove-named constituents;
itsoccurrence
is

similar to that of granite.
PFLLXIA.TITE
consists
of quartz and orthoclase
fe[dspar_
with plagioelasefeldspars
as accessor)_.
The compi)nentmineralsare in large
pieces, making this a very coarse-grained
rock. Found mainly as
irregular masses of various sizes, segregated from the enclosing rocks,
and is particularly abundant along the northwestern side of the Highlands, though of frequent occurrence throughout the system.
SYZ_ITE consists essentially of orthoclase feldspar and hornblende,
with little or no quartz.*
Is not of very common occurrence in _ew
Jersey, lint has been observed both as a bedded and a massive rock.
(_UARTZ
SYENITE,
composed of quartz, orthoclase feldspar and
hornblende, with plagioclase feldspars as accessory constituents, is,
perhaps, the most common rock in the massive areas, and is locally
persistent in very great extents of territory ; it occurs also as a stratified rock, and in a very coarse form as segregrated masses with the pegmatltes, differing from these iu the presence of hornblefi_de. It is_ in
.part, the hornblendlc gneiss of former reports.

GRA_VLITE is a rather fine-grained mixture of quartz and orthoclase, sometimes containing scattered flakes of mica, and oceasioDally
plagioclase feldspars and garnet. A very common rock in the massive
areas, but occurring also in the stratified condition.
Differs from
pegmatite in its fineness of crystallization
and its occurrence.
In
part, the feldspathie gneiss of' former reports.
In many specimens
the feldspar is greatly in excess of the quartz.
HORNBLENDIC GRA._ULITE contains small quantities of hornblende
in addition to the above-named constituents, and is of similar occur°
_ The term was applied to rocks of this mineral compogition by Werner.
The rock
_f 8yeae, Upper Egypt, from which theobelisks
were quarried,wa_ calledSyeniteby
Pliny. Itcontainsmuch mica,however, and in the nomenclatureadopted by recent
_vritere, iB a Syeuiti¢ Granite,
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renee. When containing considerable hornblende, it grades easily into
quartz 8yenlte. These three last kinds of rock frequently contain
magnetite in disseminated grains, and when they are stratified contain
some of the largest ore-bodies ill the State. The Mt. Hope mines, for
example, are in fl_ese rocks.
GNEISS is a bedded rock, composed of quartz, orthoclase and mica ;
rOCCaSlonallyplagloclase feldspars are present. The mica of the Highland rocks is mainly biotite, the black mica making this generally a
bloti_s gneiss. Of common occurrence except in the massive areas.
Found also at Jersey City* and at Trenton.
J-IoR,'_BLE_'DIC G:cslss contains hornblende
abundant and of the same distribution.

in addition;

it is

GARSETIFEROUS G_gmS contains garnet in appreciable quantities.
It is an uncommon rock in New Jersey, but has been observed about
Lake Hopatcong and elsewhere.
GRAPHITIC G._ErSS, containing
observed in several localities.

graphite

or black lead, has been

MIcA SCHmT, consisting mainly of mica, which in our rocks is
generally biotite, or iu some cases lepidomelanc_ is of frequent occurrenco in the iron mines. Quartz, feldspar and hornblende are accessory
minerals, and tim rock grades into biotite gneiss ; many outcrops of
the latter have a somewhat schistose structure, but true mica schists
are rare in the Highlands
It is always stratified.

except in proximity

of the magnetite

bodies.

C_tLortlxE SCHIST is composed essentially of chlorite or rlpidolite,
and occurs with the iron ores. Fine specimens were obtained at the
West End mines.
TALC SCHIST is mainly the mineral talc. It is of limited occurrenco in tl_ State, but characterizes portions of the northwestern
Highlands and is quarried for paper-weighting
on the east side of
Jenny Jump mountain, near Great meadows_ above Marble mountain,
on the Delaware river, and on the Pennsylvania
shore opposite.
_N'o
*See Geologyof I_'ewJersey, 1868,p. 323.
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true talc has been observed in the serpentine rocks of Hoboken, but
it occurs in their southwestern extension on Staten Island, interbedded with serpentine.
ttORNBLE.'Cl)E SCHIST consists mainly of hornblende.
There are
two varieties, one containing quartz with the hornblende, the other
orthoclase feldspar.
It is abundant in the Highlands, and especially
well represented
along their northwestern
side; in places it is so
thinly bedded and fine-grained that it resembles slate. This feature
is well shown in the ravine back of Roxburgh
village_ $_,rarren
county.

G_:,"zr
ROCK consists of garnet and hornblende•
It is of rare
occurrence.
Collected on the west shorn of Negro pond, on the State
line, in Passaic county, and above Iona Island, :New York.
CRYSTALLINE LL_fESTONEis composed of calcite or dolomite.
Our
rocks show every gradation in chemical composition* from a pure
carbonate of lime to the double carbonate of lime and magnesia.
In
New Jersey it has been observed in but two belts ; one of these is of
great extent in the Northwestern
Highlands, extending southwestwardly in isolated outcrops to the Delaware river, at Marble mountain s
and is characterized by the association of manganese-bearlng
minerals ;
the other is in the Northeastern
Highlands, and is exposed only in
isolated patches, the most southern of these being near Mcudham_
Morris county, the others lying to the northwest of the Ramapo
mountain range, all characterized
by the abundance of magnesia_
minerals, such as serpentine, maguesite, &c. These crystalline limestones are always found to be stratified, though from the great thickness of the beds this feature is often obscure.
SERPENTINE occurs at Castle Point_ Hoboken, where it forms the
greater part of the hill, and as a mineral in several of the iron mines,
notably the Split Rook mine, in Morris county, and abundantly in the
eastern limestone belt above described.
It occurs also in the northwestern crystalline
limestone belt at :Franklin,
and in :Frankford
township.
(See Rogers' report of 1836,. p. 120.) Our serpentines
are all of metamorphic
origin, differing in this from many of the
* For

some

aaaly_e_

of

these

rocks,

see Geology"

of

N. J.,

1868,
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foreign ones which have been conclusively shown to result from the
alteration
of igneousrockscontaining
themineralolivine
or chrysolite.
OPHIOLITE_
all intimatemixture of crystalline
limestonoand
serpentine,
occursin theeasternlimestonebe'It.It isalsoknown as
verd antiquemarble. The name ophiolite
is in reference
to the
sinuoussnake-like
bands of serpentine_
a featurebeautifully
shown
atthequarries
nearM-endham.

G@RAPHITEis found and mined at several localities.
At Bloomingdale, Passaic county, there is a bed several feet thick, mined and
worked by Messrs. Ryerson, of that place. A bed of impure graphite, four feetthick_on thefarm of :Elias:Engclmamb nearPeapack,
was noted in the "Geologyof :New Jersey,"1868,p. 715. At the
Mendham quarries
itisdisseminated
throughtheophiolite,
and forms
a graphlllc
schist
to theeastof it. This isalsoextensively
developed
about High Bridge,Morris county,and elsewherein the Eastern
Highlands. Graphiteisalsoabundant in the westernlimestones,
occurringas disseminated
black flakes. ProfessorSmock found a
graphitic gneiss along the rpad to the Parrott mlne_ about one mile
south of Warwick, Orange county, New York.
MAGNETIq-'E,or magnetic iron ore, occurs in beds in stratified portions of the erystalllne rooks, excepting, perhaps, the ltornblende
schists, etc., of the northeastern parts of the Areh_can area and other
schistose districts.
During the past season considerable attention was
given to the position of the ore bodies in the series, though no attempt
was made to visit all of them.
Those examined are all in stratified
rocks, though
massive ones.

in many cases near the junction of these with the
The beds of iron ore are often traceable for several

miles, and are of variable
FRANKLINITE

stones of Franklin

thickness.

O(_CUrain immense masses in the crystalline
and Ogdensburgh_ Sussex county.

TOUR_aALI_E ROCK_ composed mainly of tourmaline
occurs in the well stratified rocks of Marble mountain

lime-

and quartz,
and Ragged

ridge, Warren county, and in large segregated masses in the crystailine limestone quarry at I,ower Harmony, where fine crystalline tour-
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maline was observed. This mineral has also been noticed in white.
crystalline limestone at Sterling tlill and Franklin.*
These are all the kinds of rock so far determined. A few others
may yet be tbund. No true quartzites have been noticed in the
Highland Arch:t,an, though some of the granulites rare heavily"
quartzifernus.
WORK OF THE PAST SEASON.

The field-work of the past season has had for its object the development of prcviously-ascer.taine_l facts ; the location and study _ the
massive areas previously discovered, with search for others, and their
relation to the surrounding stratified rocks ; a continued study of the
stratigraphy of the system, with a view of ascertaining if there be a
series of folds, or if the whole is but one vast succession of strata ; the
relation of the crystalline limestones and magnetite iron ore deposits
to the enclosing rocks ; the contact phenomena along the junctions of
the crystalline rocks with the palcozoie and triassic strata, and other
matters of importance in the accurate study of the region. Eleven
section lines, about five miles apart, crossing the Highlands from
southeast to northwest, were examined, and some time was spent in
the study of territory between these sections. Strike and dip were.
carefully measured on all stratified outcrops found, and correcf_xlfor
magnetic variation by accompanying readings on a solar compass. On
the new topographical maps, which have now been engraved for the entire Itighland area, thcsc have all been located. Numerous specimens,.
to illustrate the lithology, were collected, which have been studied,
labeled and catalogued as far as time has permitted. As much of the
area north of the terminal moralnet is heavily covered with glacial drift,
and the southern portion of it being unglaciated, is generally overlain.
by the products of its own decay, except where streams have cut down
to the solid rock, or this has been artificially exposed through railroad
cuttings or other excavations, there are many gaps in the sections,.
which it is hoped may be_ in part at least, filled in by examining the
country a short distance to the northeast and southwest of the lines.
traversed, where these gaps arc lei_.
A preliminary section extending along the west bank of the Hud"_SeeHenry D. Rogers' Rep. on Geol. SarvQy, N. ft., 1836, pp. 119-120.
_"For the Boatheru b_uad_ry of t_ $laciLl drift, Bee tb._ &an. P-.ep.of th_ St_te,
Geologist, 1577.
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sou river, from Stony Point to Cornwall, was first studied, for here
the rock cuts of the New York, West Shore and Buffalo railway
afford an excellent opportunity for the study of tbe system, and this
proved very valuable as a comparison with the others running across
the mountains.
Unstratified but somewhat laminated quartz syenites,
gmnulites and hornblendic granulites compose the cores of Donderberg, Crow's :Nest and Storm King mountains;
and between these
loft), elevations, as on the southeasterp slope of Dunderberg and the
northwestern side of Storm King, lie series of stratified rocks--those
on the immediate flanks of the ridges of nearly the same mineralogical composition as the cores or central portions--but
grading off into
gneisses, hornblende schists, &c., in the depressions and minor hilla
between.
The section lines followed across the Highlands

were as follows :

(1) The :New Jersey and :New York State line from Suffern on the
southeast to the Wallkill river.
Its general direction is about
N. 57 ° W., which proved nearly at right angles to the average strike of the system and its enclosed paleozoic areas, and
all the subsequent lines were run nearly parallel with tiffs.
(2) From the Ramapo river near Darlington,
Bergen county, to
Deekertown, Sussex county.
(3) From Pompton to Franklin Furnace, Sussex county.
(4) From near Wlfiteball, Morris count)', to White's pond, Sussex
county.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

From
From
From
From
From
on

Parsippany, Morris county, to Long pond,
Morristown to Tranquility, Sussex county.
Bernardsvil]e, Somerset county, to Shilob,
Fairmount, Hunterdon county_ to Sarepta,
Lebanon, Hunterdon county, to Roxburgh,
the Delaware river.

Sussex county.
Warren county.
Warren county.
Warren count)',

(10) :From Pattenburg,
Hunterdon
count)', to the Delaware river,
below Harmony Station.
(11) Along the Delaware river t_om Holland Station to l_Iarble
mountain, following both shores.
AREAS OF UNSTRATIFIED ROCK.
The presence of large areas underlaid by unstratified crystalline
rocks was recorded in last year's report, and has been fully con-
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firmed in the field-work of the past season. These consist in the main
of quartz syenltcs, granulltes and hornblendic granulites of various
degrees of coameness.
Locally they contain some black mica, becoming then granites, but this rock is not nearly as abundant as the three
first named. Along tile Hudson river, unstratified but somewhat laminated quartz syenites, &c., are found in the Dundcrberg, Crow's Nest
and St(_rm King mountains, flanked on either side by bedded rocks.
On the first or State llne section, two areas were seen in the mountains east of G reenwuod lake, separated by a narrow strip of gneisees,
bedded quartz syenite_ and granulites.
Others occur in the region
between Long ttou_c creek and Wawayanda creek.
On the second
section they were crossed to tbe northwest of the Windbeam mountain at Stonetown, where there appear to be three separated areas, and
in the Wawayanda mountain there is a massive area nearly three miles
wide. The third section line crossed them between Smith Mills and
the Kanouse mountain, between Wallace Corner and Stockholm, and
again to the northwest of Two Bridges.
On the fourth section they
were found in two separated areas to the northwest of Gordon's limestone quarry, Rear ),Iontville;
to the northwest of tile northern end
of Splitrock pond ; about Greenville and in two areas in the Sparta
mountain.
The fifth ._ection llne crossed massive rocks in the Sparta
mountaic, and again about a mile to the southeast of Long pond, Sussex county.
Along section six a broad area is indicated in the tableland country between Washington valley and Suekasunna plains, hut,
as this is an unglaciated region, the outcrops are poor. The loose
rock is mainly granulite and quartz syenite ; a small area occurs to
the northwest of Drakesville, and two in the Alamuche mmmtain.
Massive areas are indicated along the seventh section in l_[ine mountain and Schooley's mountain, but few outcrops were noticed; the
eastern ridge of Jenny Jump mountain is here composed of unstratified rocks. On the eighth section indications of these rocks were
found in the country between the south branch of the Raritan river
and the ),[useonetcong, and the southwestern
end of Jenny Jump
mountain is apparently massive.
Along section nine indications of
unstratified roek were tbund in the Mueconeteong and Scott's mountains, but the outcrops are insufficient for positive assertion.
Similarly
along the tenth section llne, across the Musconetcong mountain, the
loose work indicates a massive area, but no outcrops were found. The
Delaware river section shows no unstratified rocks.
Part of the ridge
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northwest of Marble mountain is composed of granulite, etc., but it is
poorly though evidently stratified or at least laminated.
It is apparent that these unstratified rock-maeses underlie the bed<led crystalline rocks, but the lines of separation are poorly defined,
for stratified rocks of the same mineral composition commonly occur
on the sides of the massive areas, and there is apparently a gradual
passage from massive to stratified series. This feature was noticed in
many places, and at no point has any actual unconformability
been
tound.
Several abrupt changes within a short distance have indeed
been noticed, but these may have been produeed by faulting or by
erosion and subsequent greater folding.
Lines of lamination and
poorly-marked
bedding-planes
occur locally in all the massive areas,
and these agree with the general stratification
of the surrounding
bedded rocks. These facts, when considered with the occurrence of
great areas of evidently bedded rocks of the same kinds as those composing the massive series, indicate that these are massive only because
the stratification has for the most part been destroyed through greater
metamorphism.
The massive rocks are then older than the gueisses, schists, crystalllne limestones, &c., and they form the base of the geological column
in :New J'erecy.
RRL&TIO_S

OF

THE

_,IAS.cJIVE A_D

STRATIFIED

ROCKS.

In but few places can we show a direct superposltlon of the stratlfled rocks on both sides of a massive area.
The tilting of the strata
in the processes of mountaln-maklng
has been unequal in different
parts of the region, aud in many places very great, locally even
throwing them past the perpendicular.
This explains the prevalent
soutbeastwardly
inclination of the system.
The schistose series commonly dip more steeply along their southeastern margins than along
their opposite sides, and often rcaqh the perpendicular ; thus the axial
.p/aries of the folds are often inclined towards the southeast.
This is
not invariable,
however.
Marble mountain, above Philllpsburg,
Warren county, is shown by the section exposed along the Delaware
river, to consist of quartzose and feldspathic lmrnblende schists, finegrained gneieses, masses of segregated granite and pegmatite, and a
small amount of crystalline limestone.
The strata dip forty to fifty
degrees towards the northwest, along the whole breadth of the
4
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mountain, and are quite evenly bedded.
The ridge northwest of"
$Iarble mountain is composed of well-bedded gneiss on its southeastern side, which grades into a very massive granulite, somewhat
laminated.
Between this ridge and the Marble mountain is a bed of"
tale schist, which dips southeastwardly.
The structure is illustrated
in a cut.
The rocks of the ridge arc older, and those of the mountain have been fi_lded against them, the valley between the two having
been formed by subsequent erosion.
The axial plane of this fold
inclines towards the northwest, and a few others have been made out r
but most of them dip towards the southeast.
The uncontbrmability
shown at certain of the contacts with the
Potsdam and other Paleozoic rocks, proves that while considerable
folding of the Arch;can beds occurred before these were deposited, thi._
action was continued after these newer strata were laid down_ they
being generally appreciably tilted, and along certain lines, such as the
Green Pond, Copperas and Bearfort mountain ranges_ the Silurian.
and Devonian beds are as much disturbed as are those of the Arehman.
]Indeed, it is indicated from the tilting of the Triassic and Cretaceousstrata that the uplifting of certain areas and depression of others
continued through all geological time, and the alterations of coast
elevation which have occurred in recent times, and which are still in
progress, as marked by the gradual depression of the shore at the
prc._ent time r are proofs that a similar process is yet in operation.

THE

DEPOSITS

OF

IRON

ORE,

A detailed re-examination
of all the mines has not been attempted
thi, year, but many have iucidentally been visited.
Comparatively
t_w of them have been in operation during the past season, owing to
the low prices obtainable for ores. Those which have been studied
confirm the statements made in previous reports.*
The beds are
uniibrmly ennfi*rmabIe '_to the stratification of the enclosing rocks,
which, in most cases, is a rather thickly-bedded
granullte or gneiss,
with or without hornblende, and the magnetite occurs in grains and
small masses, often with a parallel arrangement to that bed_ through
thc_e r(_'ks to a considerable distance--in
places as great as one hundred fect--from
the main deposit.
:No extensive beds were seen in
See,

1888.

in

particular,

"Geology

of New

Jersey," 1868;

Ann. Rep. State Geologist,.
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gneiss, granite and pegmatite series of Marble mountain, Ragged
ridge, &c., of the nortilwestern side of the Highlands,
hut several
deposits of hematite ore have beeu found and mlned in this series.
The magnetite ore-bodies contain as common mineral constituents,
hornblende, pyroxene, biotite and Iepidomelane micas, epldotc, scrpentlne, pyrite, apatite, chlorite and ripidolite;
these arc seldom all
present in the same ore-body, and vary in amount ill lhe different
deposits.
There is evidence, in the presence of these minerals and in
the structure of the beds, that there has been ctmsiderable segregation
aceompanying
the metamorphosing
processes, and intense chemical
action must have taken place at the time of formation of the magnetite.
These ore-beds and their enclosing rocks, generally with a northeast
and southwest trend, are, in cases, traceable for several miles, thougb
frequently of much more limited extent.
They are not of uniform
thickness throughout, but are locally very thick, and, again, reduced
almost to nothing.
At their ends they are lost in the enclosing rocks,
or "pinch out," as this feature is termed by the miners.
In beds of
smaU extent this produces somewhat ]entlcular ore-bodies_ which have
frequently been called "magnetic ore lenses."

AGE

OF THE

ROCKS.

In referring to our crystalline rocks as a whole we have called them
Arohccan.
This name has been adopted by tile International Geological Congress at its recent meeting in Berlin, Germany.
They have
hcen variously termed l'rimitive,
Azoic and Eozoic.
The name
Primitive was rejected by tbe International
Congress.
Azoie, which
was used in the earlier reports, is aH unsatisfactory
designation, for
while no undoubted fossil organisms have been found in our rocks,
there is strong evidence in the immense crystalline limestone deposits,
and in the graphite, apatite and iron ores, that life of some kind did
exist at the time of their deposition.
Certain writers on geology have
atten_pted to explain away these occurrences, and to show that tbese
minerals do not necessarily imply the existence of living bodies. The
term Eozolc, implying the beginning of life during the deposition of
the rocks, is questionable, for we do not know when, in geological
time, the first organisms were created.
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Many attempts have been made to subdivide the Archman rocks.
Those of Canada were first carefully studied, and were separated by
llthological differences into two systems, the older called Laurentian,
the newer Huronian.
The Laurentlan comprised gnelsses, syenitee,
hornblende and mica schists, granites, crystalline
limestones, magnetltes, graphite, &c., and as a whole agrees very closely with our
Highland
system.
The Huronian is composed largely of quartzitee,
with chlorite and talcose schists, &e., with immense quantities of
diorite, and has no parallel with us.
Out of these two original divisions numerous others have been
proposed and given names, generally on lithological differences alone.
Dr. T. Sterry tIunt has proposed the term 1%rian for the Labradorite
rocks of Canada and the Adirondacks,
and Montalban for rocks
resembling those of the White mountains, consisting largely of mica
schists.
We have so far been unable to identify either of these in
New Jersey.
Professor J. D. Whitney and Dr. M. E. Wadsworth,*
in a paper on "Azolc Rocks," have recently proposed ten lithological
divisions for the rocks older than the Potsdam sandstone.
They
place all magnetite, hematites and similar highly ferriferous minerals
in a distinct series which is called by them Siderian.
Our magnetite
deposits are interstratified
with gneisses, granulites, &c., probably of
Laurentian Age, and we have been unable to refer them to auy special
geological horizon other than this.
They omit the crystalline limestones entirely, regarding them as segregated masses ; with this concluslon we cannot agree, for the white limestones of the Vernon and "
Wallkill valleys are unquestionably stratified and of immense thickness; they are a prominent and important featm'e in our Archman
geology.
And they are interbedded with gusisses, hornblende schists,
&c., and contain, near Franklin
Furnace, Sussex county, at least one
great deposit of magnetic iron ore and several of franklinite.
_lsssrs.
Whitney and Wadsworth group the mica schists in the series Montalban.
Of these rocks we have little or no representation
in New
Jersey.
Under the name Laurentian they group granites, gneisses
and syenites, and regard them as the base of the Archsean system.
We are of the opinion that lithological distinctions alone are of
little value in the classification of crystalline rocks.
They must be
'connected with stratigraphical
relations which can only be determined
by careful and patient field observations.
pp.
* Bull. MuseumCompar.Zool..Vol. VII..

331-565.1884.
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Up to the present time we are unable to divide the New Jersey
Archtean farther than to say that the massive or laminated and
heavily-bedded
granulites, quartz syenitcs, etc., geologically underlie
the well-stratified
gnelsees, hornblendes, schists, talc schists, crystalllne limestones, ophiolltes, graphite, etc., which consequently constitute a newer series ; possibly the schistose rocks, goelsses and pegmatltes of the northwestern border of the Highlands
may constitute a
distinct member of this newer series, as they are lithologically somewhat different from the well-stratlfied
rooks elsewhere found in the
Highlands,
though this is a difference of degree rather than kind.
We cannot reasonably hold that all are more than parts of a single
geological system, which answers very well to the Laurentian.
We
may, perhaps, say that we have a lower and an upper Archte.an
series, but between these we can at present draw no exact lines.
Further field-work may enable us better to define the lines of demarkation and to map out the older areas, which are evidently very
irregular

in outline.
CONTACT

•

PHENOMENA

WITH

THE

PALEOZOIC

ROCKS,

But few places are known where the actual junction of Areh_ean
rocks with the Potsdam sandstone may be seen. One of these, on
"Owen's Island," two-thlrds of a mile south of the State line, in
Sussex county, was described by Professor Rogers in his report of
1836. The two were there found quite unconformable ; tile Potsdam,
resting on the upturned edges of' the Archtean strata, inclined 20
degrees towards the northwest;
the dip of the Archman was 70
degrees southwestwardly.
A contact near Franklin
Furnace was
described and figured in the "Geology of New Jersey," 1868, pp. 7273, where a similar unconformability
was shown.
And the same conditions appear persistent along the entire northwestern margin of the
Highlands in New Jersey, though no other actual contacts have been
observed along this line.
[n Pennsylvania,
a few miles southwest of
the Delaware river, Professor Rogers found the two sets of rocks unconformable.
Similar conditions

are found farther southwest,

along the Allegha-

nies and Blue Ridge.
Near Balcony Falls, ¥irgloia,
ber of the Paleozoie series is seen in unconformable
hornblendic

grannlite;

it contains

fragments

the basal memcontact with a

of this rock, and

is

|

i
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heavily fieldspathic.
In Doe river gorge, East Tennessee, a vitreous
quartzite is in contact with a coarse pegmatlts, and contains abundant
fi'agments of decaying feldspar.
Several contacts have been noted along the margins of the Paleozolc rocks enclosed by the Arcblean.
At Wawnyanda creek, above
New BtiIford, nearly on the State llne, in Sussex county, the rocks
are exposed very nearly in conjunction.
The Potsdam, here several
i_et in thickness, dips tlfteen to twenty degrees towards tile north ; the
Arch_ean, here a massive granulite, has no well-marked bedding planes
at the contact.
Near Vernon the conditions are similar.
At each of
these last-named places tile features are perplexing, for the Potsdam
quartzite and conglomerute is so heavily feldspathic near tbe junction
that it appears to shade gradually into the older rock, fragments and
masses of which are included in it. So at ]_'ranklin Furnace, tile
actual line of junction is ascertained only by tile most careful scrutiny,
there being so much fchlspathic matter in the quartzite.
theThese
crystalline
rocks andthesubsequent
debris.
fac-U indicate
formation agglomeratiou
of the Potsdamof tile
by the
wear of
Along the southeastern
margin of the Highlands,
between the
Archa, an and Triassic formations, is a belt of Siluriau rocks exposed
in detached outcrops.
This extends into New Jersey from Pennsylvania on the southwest, and is exposed in isolated patches above
Holland Station, Little York, Clinton and Pottersvi]lc, in Hunterdon
county ; Peapaek, in Somerset county ; laompton, in Passaic county,
and Oakland, in Bergen county, and through _ew York Slate, at
several points, to Stony Point and Toinpklns Cove, on the western side
of the Hudson, where it has great development.
Ccessing the Hudson,
it is seen at YerpIanck's Point, and extends for a long distance up the
narrow valley known as Pcekskill Hollow, in Westchester and Putnam
counties, New York.
Throughout
this entire extent its rocks maintalu a grcat slndlarlty, and they are more highly metamorphosed titan
strata of the same geological age farther to the northwest.
They arc quartzites, somewhat crystalline-blue
or light-colored limestones, and ._hining slate_, which have been termed "hydro-miea slatcs_"
because their metamorphism has been so far advanced as to change them
partially into a mlca-llke mineral ; this is distinguished from the micas,
however, in containing water, hence the name.
Between the rocks of this belt and those of tile Areh_can, tim unconformabilityis much less pronounced..N'osatisfactoryeontacts
are known
in New Jersey.
At Pompton the slate ledges in the Pequannock river

i
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have very nearly the same dip and strike as the nearest Archman out-crops. The two are not seen near enough together, however, to warrant
any conclusions as to their relations.
In the hills bordering tile northwestern side of Peskskill Hollow,
:New York, the slates and Arch_ean rocks are seen in several places
very nearly in contact; their deviation in strike is very little, and
both dip steeply to the southeast; the slates are greatly contorted.
Along the southeastern side of this same valley, and to the southeast
-of the bluish limestones, which occupy the greater portion of it, strata
of quartzite are found, and are well exposed about the old furnace
stack at Annsville Cove. This quartzite comes directly in contact
with a crystalline reek of variable composition, consisting of ortho-clase and oligoelase feldspars, quartz and some black mica and hornblende, and is directly conformable to it; at least, the divergence of
dip and strike is small enough to be inappreciable. Tile strata have
been subjected to an overturn, causing the quartzite to dip under the
older rock, and it is difficult to say exactly where the llne of separation is. The contact features of this eastern Silurian belt indicate that
the Arch;can was not extensively folded along this line before the
newer rocks were deposited on it, but that all have been folded and
uplifted together and without much alteration of their original relative positions.
QtrATEn_ZARYa_r_ _ECEZCTFOmIAa'rO_S.
THE WORKin the newer formations has been done by Mr. F. J. H.
Merrill, since the field-work in the Areh_ean rocks closed. The various phenomena along the Atlantic sbore from the mouth of the Raritan
to Cape May have been examined and notes made following out the
.explanations and directions here given, with tile following paper of
instructions, viz. :
I_srRtrc'rro_'s for the geological phenomena to be noted in the survey of the sea-coast from Sandy Hook southward. These may be
:arranged in the order of their age, beginning with the most recent.
They are :
1. THE TIDE-MAaSrIF_.--These are of recent origin, some of them
are in process of formation now, and all are undergoing changes of
elevation of their upper surfaces. They may oscar in all places
where the hard bottom is below high-water mark, and the shore is
protected from the violent action of the waves.
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2. ALLUVIAL D.,_POSITS.--In most places the upland comes down
to the level of high-water with a gentle slope, at_d in this condition
of the shore lands it is noticeable that the sell is generally of a more
loamy character than that away from the sea-slde, that it contains
more organic matter and is more fertile.
This fringe or border of
alluvial lands extends up to an elevation of from fifteen to thirty feet
above hlgh-water
mark. The upper margin is difficult to define
accurately, as it has been exposed, for centuries, to the wash from
heavy mlns and torrents of water.
It appears, however, to mark the
level of high-water at some former time, though as the shore is not
worn by the force of waves, but remains smooth and even, the line
must have been made since the beaches were in their present placesr
to break the effects of the open sea.
3. BEAc_F_s.--This
term is applied to the islands and banks of
loose sand which line or border on the sea-coast of the State from
Sandy Hook to Cape May.
The beaches are of two kinds, (a) danes
or hillocks of rather coarse, clean sand, which may drift with the
wind, and (b) Iong_ low ridges of fine, slightly yellowish sand, whick
are usually almost parallel with the shore, and have probably been
first formed as bars under the water, by waves and eurrents_ and
brought above the surface in violent storms by the waves and
currents, or by slower geological changes of level.
4. TERRACES.--In

the few places where

there

are bluff

banks

from forty to sixty* or more feet above the sea-level, terraces are to
be seen in protected places, resting against them.
The highest of the
terraces bordering the tide-waters are in tbe northern part of the
State, where the)" are seventy or eighty feet high, and they are found
of l_s and less height as we go south till, in Atlantic county, they are
but llttle over thirty feet high, and in Cape May they can hardly
be distinguished from others of the alluvial deposits.
Other terraces
of less elevation are to be seen in many places. Of course the terraces
_The terrace on _bieh I,It_. Pliant
e_meteTy, in NoYth _ark,
h lo_,tcd, i_
about sixty five feet above mean-tide.
The terraces on the Raritan above New Brunswick, are somethiDg over fifty feet above ; that at Trenton is about fifty feet ; that at.
Leeds' Point, in Atlantic county, is thirty-five
feet above, and the south end of Cape
May, extending back from Town Bank, is twenty feet above mean-tide.
There are
many others still to be measured, when a more accurate
present the terracea appear to diminish
about _.b.reeiuch_a to oue mile,

in height,

r_ult
going

can be made out, but at
southward,
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are not to be expected unless there is higher ground
could supply the material to make them.
5. THE

YELLOW GRAVEL AND EART_r.--This

near, which

constitutes

the

surface material everywhere outside of the lines within which the
alluvial and formations occur.
It varies much in quality, but is
everywhere marked by the presence of quartzose pebbles, which are
of a rusty white or yellow color, and many of them contain fossils of
well-known Silurian and Devonian species. The gravel is mixed
with clayey earth in the higher grounds, while in lower places the
sorting effect of the rains has carried away the clayey matter--has
separated the sand and deposited it in lower places, and the gravel
itself is very irregularly exposed.
It, however, constitutes a greater
or less portion of the surface material over more than half the State-all of that portion south of the glacial drift.
It is evidently older
than the several formations mentioned, while it is newer than the
stratified materials of the various Tertiary_ Cretaceous and older formations which it overlies.
6.

THE

LOWER

TERTIARY

AND

These are exposed at various places
Branch to Deal, but not so fairly as
inland.
The grains of greensand, and
washed up by the ocean waves, show
out under the sea.

CRETACEOUS

]_'ORMATIONS.--

along the sea-shore from Long
they are at many places farther
stony masses of marl and fossils,
that these formations do extend

Tile several classes of phenomena mentioned above give evidencc-(a.) That there is a change in the relative level of the sea and tile
land going on now : the sea is rising upon the land. The marshes
now cover land which, since the first settlement of the country, has
been above tide-level and cultivated in farm crops. Trees formerly
grew where the salt-marsh now covers the surface, and only salt-grass
or other marsh vegetation can grow.
This has gone on to a large
extent_ so much that stumps of trees with their roots still firm in the
hard ground where they grew are found under the marsh where ditches
are dug, 4 or 5 feet beneath the surface, and in the thoroughfams and
other water-courses in the marshes such stumps are found at very much
greater depths.
In many places, too, Indian shell heaps are found in
thi_ marsh, and, going down to hard ground : the marsh has evidently
grown around them since they were begun.
Marsh sods are found
under the beaches and along the strand, which_ though in their places
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Tbe storms and waves

of the sea appear to have greater effect in wearlng away and changing
the shore line than they bad in former times. This would naturally
occur if the sea rises higher on the land than it formerly did. It is
desirable to collect all the facts possible bearing upon thls general
subje('t and their location and chaeacter_ giving as much precision as
possible to all measurements of time and distance.
(b.) It wouhl appear that preceding the present advance of the sea,
"them was a period of w_thdrawal of the ocesn waters, so that the land
in which the stumps are ibund below tide was above the sea-level, and
these trees could grow.
It is desirable to get any facts which will
mark tile loweet point to which the sea receded.
They may be found
ia the depth at which fixed stumps occur, aud perhaps in the meadow
•_ods found on the sea-side, or in sinking wells or holes in the sand.
(e.) The oceurrence of alluvial deposits indicats that preceding the
]ast-mentloned recession of the sea-leve]_ there was an advance of the
sea upon the upland wbich continued until it reached the height
shown by the upper margin of these lands.
It is desirable to get all
ihcts pnssihlc which tbrow llgbt upon this point.
It is also important
to ascertain whether the upper margin of these alluvial deposits is
parallel to the present sea-level, as it appears now to be, though it is
not fully proved.
In a number of places on the upland, but not Par
above tlde-level, sea-shells, apparently
of tbc species now found
living in the adjacent waters, bave been found buried in the earth.
In some cases tbey were found in digging wells, cellars, pits, etc., and
in other cases in banks, and in places where they can be dug opt as
marl, and used to fertilize the soil. The facts connected with tbese
should be fully and carefully

ascertained

and noted, fi_r while it is the

simplest explanation to consider them as of the same age with the
alluvial deposits in or under wbich they are fonod, there may be
reasons for os-igning them to an earlier period.
(d.) The mat_'rial of which the beaches are composed has all been
_vashed by tht. ocean. It is clean, white quartz sand, with a few small
pel)bles or gravel stones. The clay which may have once been mixed
with it, is now all washed out, tbe rust)- color or coating on the
grains of sand has all been wasbed off, or else worn off by the attrition of tbe grains against each other.
A_ bare inspection of the sand
of the beaches is sufficient evidence of this, but as attention has not
generally been called to this, it is important to collect as many facts
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to corroborate it as possible.
The formation of sand bars parallel to
the shore, the appearance of new bars above the surface, the changes
which have taken place in the form and location of the beaches in
modern times, and the changes of the strand in quiet and in storm)"
wsather, all lend support to this view. The depth at which sand can
be moved forward by the violence of the waves, and ttle effect of
currents which are parallel to ttle shore, in checking the movement of
sand carried by waves towards the shore_ need more extended and
carcfill study.
(e.) The higher terraces are considered to have been formed at the
close of the glacial period, and their upper and flat snrfnces mark the
level of the ocean at that time. The elevatlon of these terraces above
the present tlde-level being varlable,.and greater at the north than at
the south, opens very important questions in theoretical geology,
¢c]ating to the form of the earth and the curvature of its surface.
It
is important, then, to measure carefully the elevation of all the terraces
that can be identified along the shore of the State, throughout
its
whole length, from north to south.
(f.) The distribution of tbe yellow gravel is very irregular.
It is
desirable to note the thlckncss and structure of the gravel beds
wherever they are exposed in gullies, bluff banks, or in artificial
cuttings or openings.
As this gravel is not confined to the shore, the
facts can only be collected fbr use at some later period, when it has
been examined throughout its whole extent.
SA,_'DY Hook is a good exmnple of the changes to which the
beaches on the Atlantic shore are subject.
The map inserted at the
beginning of this report gives the outline of the Hook as it was
in the summer of 1885, and the contour lines give the elevation
of its sand ridges and hillocks above the tide-level for every five feet.
The Hook was surveyed by-George.Keith,
Surveyor-General
of East
Jersey, in 1685, and the survey is recorded in Liber L of Warrants,
in Proprietors' Office, at Perth Amboy.
It is "By virtue of a warrant from the Governor, bearing date at Elizabethtown,
the seventeenth of the first month, 1685, surveyed and ]aid out for RichaM
Hartshorue, a tract of land within the bounds of Middletown, called
Sandy Hook : Beginning at the first hummocks on the said tract_ and
running due north one hundred and ten chains i then north northwest and thrce-_luarters of a point nmre northerly seventy chains;
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thence northwest forty chains to the end of the hummocks ; then the
same course to the most northerly poynt along a narrow neck of land
twenty chaln_ ; the greatest breadth of the said
chains, but running to a poynt at both ends in
moon, containing with allowance for barrens,
bounded on the south with his own lauds formerly
neck of sand betwixt the hummocks on Sandy
land being included in the said tract,) and on all
by the sea.

[tIere follows description

tract being twenty
the form of a halftwo hundred acres,
surveyed, (a narrow
Hook, and his own
other parts bounded

of another tract.]
" GEORGE KEITH.

'_

The above survey is only a single line, but from the timber and
bushes on the Hook, it would how, and probably would then, have
been difficult to run a single llne directly up the middle of the wooded
part of the beach, and the survey was most llke]y made upon the
strand on one side of it. The most southerly hummocks are easily
distinguished
now, and the old timber is limited to the westerly side
of the Hook.
The variation of the magnetic needle was recorded by
Keith, in 1687, as being nine degrees west. Taking these facts into
consideration, the line is plotted on the map and marked by a series
ilar line drawn to conform to this description of Keith.
of The
bars Hook
and interposed
circles.
Hook is also
bounded
by a simwas surveyed
again The
by William
Lawrence
at some
date
earlier than 1765, and a map of it and its connection with the Highlands was made. This map is still in existence, and a copy is in possession of the Geological Survey.
The outline of this map is also
drawn upon the map of the present Hook, and is marked by a series
of bars and interposed crosses.
Lin_ showing the north end of the Hook at several dates from
1782 onwards, are also drawn upon the map from the United States
Coast Survey sketch, in the report for 1853.
It will be perceived that the Hook has increased in length and in
breadth so as to include more than four times the area it covered in
1685.
The changes in the extent of the beaches, and in location of the
shore line, is also well shown about Little Egg Harbor Inlet.
The
map here inserted shows the shore lines in 1841 and in 1885.
The
whole interval between the south end of Long Beach and the east
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side of Tucker's Beach, has been filled in with sand, and the shore
of Island Beach, on the south side of New Inlet, has taken an
entirely

new form.

EIVE MILE :BEACH, on the east shore of Cape May, has also
undergone remarkable changes in tile wearing away on the sea-side at
its north end and tile large accretions made at its south end. The
accompanying map shows the beach as it is in 1885.
The beach was
surveyed in 1772, and a map, on a scale of ten chains to an inch, was
made for the purpose of dividing it among several heirs. This map
is still in existence, and the Geological Survey has a copy. The
thoroughfare
on the west side of the beach_ as shown on this map,
agrees singularly well with that on the present map, and this affords
a satisfactory means of comparing the shape and area of tile beach of
1772 with that of 1885.
The accretions have nearly doubled its
area, but the old holly and oak trees sufficiently characterize the
beach of 1772 and distinguish it from that which has formed since.
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The following is a report of field-work on the Atlantic coast of
:New Jersey, from October 1st to December 8th, 1885.
In view of
the limited time available_ the aim of this season's investigation has
been to cover the whole ground as well as possible rather than
attempt an exhaustive study of any one formation or district, and
to obtain all possible information with regard to loealitic_ of interest
which might be carefully examined at another season. The material
thus obtained is discussed in the following pages, under the heads
mentioned in the paper of instructions_ viz. :
1. Tide-marshes.
2. Alluvial deposits.
3. Quaternaryfossils.
4. :Beaches.
5. Terraces.
TIDE-M&I_SH]_

OR SALT-bII_ADOWS.

These formations cover a great area along the New
and consist of mud_ at or below the level of high-water
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are favoredby moisture

and the

As they can thrive only on protected shores, and will not grow on
upland soil, the formation of meadow-sod, which in places attains a
thickness of some feet, is confined to the bays, channels and creeks on
the west of the beael_es or the sheltered portions of the estuaries,
where the hard bottom lies at or below high-water mark, and hasbeen covered with mud, or the unctuous alluvial deposit which forms
so plentifully in the protected waters mentioned.
These plants will moreover only spring up and teke root on a
surface which is at times oat of water, consequently the sod begins togrow, oedlnarily, just above the level of low-tide, in the bays and
thoroughfares.
Where, however, the marsh borders the upland, overflowing tides gradually deposit alluvium upon the latter, and in this
ease the salt grasses spring up near hlgh-water mark.
Hence the marshes are geologically younger or more recent than
the beaches, and as the latter have been deposited late in the Quarternary, the marshes may all have formed within the historic peroid.
With regard to the growth and wear of the salt-meadows, it is_
impossible and useles._ to attempt a consideration
of the changes
which occur in them, as they are snbjeet to the variations of winds
and currents, and the general statement must suffice, that in sheltered
localities they grow rapidly, and where exposed to wind and wave are
rapidly removed.
As a rule, however_ it is noticed from Bay Head
to Cape May, that the meadows which fringe the main shore, are
worn away on their eastern edge, while those bordering the west side
of the beaches arc growing.
Thus the general tendency of the bays
and thoroughfares throughout this region, is to work westward.
As these meadows are of such recent date_ .we might expect to
obtain from them abundant evidence of any change of level which
may have occurred during their formation, and in this expectation we
are not disappointed.
We find, ill fact, conclusive evidence of a general subsidence of the coast or rise of the water-level to an extent of
from ten to twenty feet within a short period of geological time, but
at a rate whieh is _ot yet quite definitely established.
The points of evidence alluded to are as follows :
1st. The encroachment
within the present generation of the saltmeadow on the upland, in many places killing timber along the border
and rendering arable land unfit for cultivation.
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2d. The stumps of trees in the mud, with their roots imbedded in
hard bottom, many feet below high-water mark, and at a level where
they could not possibly have grown previous to the formation of the
marsh.
3d. The occurrence of Indian or aboriginal shell beds resting on
hard bottom, and partly or wholly submerged in the meadow to the
depth of some feet. These were unquestionably
formed on knolls of
upland which projected above the surfaec_ and have since become
buried by the rise of the meadow.
4th. The existence of old bridges and crossways of poles or corduroy roads several feet below the surface of the marsh.
The time of
their construction is unknown to the present gsneration of inhabitants, and there seems to be no authentic record of any bridges, built
within the memory of the residents on the shore, having settled or
sunk in the marsh to an appreciable extent ; so we may, with justice,
conclude that they have been buried by the upward growth of the
meadow.
5th. The occurrence dlsen_ed under the head of beaches, of meadowsod below low-water mark on the outer shore, at a level where experience and observation show the grass could never have grown.
The first four points of evidence will be enumerated in geographical succession, proceeding southward over the area examined during
the past season.
In the tide-marshes
rivers, but little change
no cases of encroachment
not thoroughly searched
In the marsh near

hordering the 1NavesiHk and Shrewsbury
has been noticed, except lateral growth, and
on the npland have been recorded_ because
for.
the railroad on the southwest
branch
of

Deal lake, stumps are said to have been found at a depth of ten to
twenty feet in digging for peat. The bottom of this and Sunset lake
is everywhere full of logs and stumps, and doubtless is the site of a
former cedar swamp.
:Near Point Pleasant, I am informed by Mr. Joseph Borden, Sr.,
that at certain points along the upland border in the vicinity, arable
land has become sour and unfit for use.
Any changes which have taken place on Barnegat bay, north of
Kettle creek, under the saline influence, occurred when Cranberry
inlet was open .and the water was salt up to :Bay Head.
This closed
about 1812, and at present the water of the Metedeconk river is but
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It is therefore possible only for those who are able

to recall the time when the inlet was open, to have noticed any change
in the meadows.
Stumps are said to have been found in the marsh near Ellis' Point,
on the
A low
friage_
Mr.
States

west side of the beach, and at other places below :Bay Head.
ridge of sand occurs at the west edge of the meadow, which
the beach, and also along the west shore of the bay.
J. G. W. Havens, Superintendent
:Fourth District United
Life-Saving Service, informed me that on the north shore of

the _[etedcconk
river, an old meadow-sod occurs at a depth of
eight to ten feet below the surface.
The rise of the tide here is about
six inches, and evidently this must have formed when the river was
open to the sea, and the _lt water rose and fell in an ordinary tide.
Assuming the rise of mean tide at this spot as five feet, which is
probably far in excess of the actual rise, we would have the sod three
to five feet below low-water mark, and as it could never have grown
there, the difference is probably due to subsidence.
From Bay Head, almost all the way to'Seaside Park, the meadowsod on the inside of the beach is only a few inches thick and underlald by sand. This is thrown up in a ridge on the ,vest border, as
before stated.
Near Osbornville, and westward in the M:etedeconk river, and on
the meadows, are many stumps, some in five to ten feet of water.
Mr. Isaac Osborn estimated that the water-level is about eight inclms
higher than it was fifty years ago.
Some masses of the meadow-sod whlcb had been washed out
ot the bottom of the river and lay on the shore, were about
feet thick, and of considerable size.

two

At Silvcrton, Mr. Cornelius Clayton stated that he had noticed an
appreciable encroachment of the meadow on the upland.
It chiefly
occurred while Cranberry inlet was open. Stumps are plenty in the
meadow west of Green's island, but not at any considerable depth.
He says, moreover, that when the inlet was open, timber used to
die off along the cdge of the meadow.
Mr. Edwin Irons stated that stumps abound in the meadows on
all sides of Green's island.
According to Mr. Daniel Clayton, stumps occur two feet below the
surface of the meadow, and are found in Kettle creek.
Stumps also abonnd in the meadow about Mosquito Cove.
Mr.
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Samuel Kelvey stated that he had found "huckleberry
brush" 3
feet under the mud, rooted in the sandy bottom, and that he had
noticed timber dying out along the upland border.
At Coates' Point, northeast of Toms River, stumps are numerous
in the meadow for some distance from the border, and the encroachment of the marsh on the upland is quite apparent, as tile tall grass
of the meadow is growing among the pine trees of the border.
Cedar stumps are abundant in Toms river and in the meadow along
its shores, particularly iu the ditches beside the track of the Pennsylvania railroad, where it crosses the marsh on the west side of Barnegut bay.
Near Good Luck, stumps are found in the meadow and the encroachment has been noticed.
In Cedar creek and

the surrounding

meadows, stumps occur, and

tile marsh has gained on the upland.
Forked river, near the village, is full of stumps, which are found
at a depth of 3 feet. An old bridge of poles was discovered here in
a ditch 2 feet below the surface of the meadow, which also contains
stumps.
It is evident that at one time the cedar swamp, which surrounds the river, grew nearly a mile further east than it does now,
and has since become submerged.
At Waretown, cedar stumps and pine knots abound in the meadow,
the latter being probably the remnant of pine timber, which was less
durable than the cedar.
Frmn Barnegat to Manahawken there is an extensive cedar swamp,
and stumps and _allen timber occur as far out as the east edge of the
meadow, in great abundance.
In Log creek, east of Manahawkeu,
they occur in 8 to 10 feet of water.
As no attempt has been yet made to ascertain the extreme depth at
,vhieh the stumps occur in the meadow, no detailed account will be
undertaken.
There are numerous shell beds in the meadows between Barnegat
and Great Bay, but as the depth below the surface of the bottom on
which they rest has not yet been determined, their description will be
left to a future report. Three in particular are of considerable size,
and are most interesting relies of the former inhabitants of the
country.
One of these is Cedar Bonnet, east of Manahawken;
another is the island known as :Ned's :Nose, near the mouth of Manahawken creek, and the third is Cedar Itammock,
5

southeast of Tuck-
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exton. This is about 160 feet long by 50 fcet wide at the broadest part,
and is ahout 9 ft'et high.
It has several large red cedars on it, one of"
which is 5 tbet 3 in_'hes in circumference, and it is entirely composed of"
fragments of the shells of' oysters and round clams, with some mussels r
winkles, _%c. Its depth below the surface of the meadow has not been,
measured, and the portion exposed has been about half carted away for
fertilizer.
Thronglmut
the region mentioned, the encroachment of'
the marsh on the upland is very noticeable, and is apprceiated by all
observant residents who interest themselves in natural phenomena.
The most striking evldt'nt_='s of this encroashment are to be found
near Tm.kerton, _n the marsh bordering Great Bay.
Here, within
the memq)_" of the ohl residents, many knolls or islands of upland
which were once wounded, are now level with the surface of tlm
meadow, the timber has (lled off and the stumps may be seen in the
surroumllng
marsh.
Mr. Elkanah Palmer informed me that just
west of the road to O.sborne's island, on the border of the meadow,
are corn rows overgrown with salt grass. No one living remembers
when corn grew there.
]n this vicinity the upland border, which is
now barn'n of tree_, once bore many oaks, the stum|)s
of which are
now in the edge of the meadow.
Hickory island some 20 years ago
was farmed, it is now but little above the marsh and the timber
on it is dying out. Encroachment of this kind has been noticed on
Wells' and O_bolne's islands.
Between Barnegat and Manahawkeu,
on Cedar run, is an old corduroy road, at about the level of lowwater; the oldest inhabitant had no knowledge of its const_'uction.
Near We,t ('reck there are said to be some crossways of the kind
several feet b_low the surihee of the meadow, and resting on the sand.
At Tuekerton, in a ditch adjoining the farm of Dr. T. T. Price, there
is a pole crossway 4 feet below the meadow surface.
In the meadows bordering the north shore of Mulliea river stumps
occur abundantly.
Mr. Samuel Headly, of Tuckerton,
stated that
stumps had ]_en fi)und near Ballanger's creek, about 18 inches below
the surface.
The)- had apparently been cut with an axe. An old
corduroy road was also found in this vicinity, at about the same depth.
Mr. E. Palmer si.ates that within his recollection the marsh has
encroached about 20 yards on a knoll of upland, called Eagle Nest
island, near Ballanger's
creek. The trees have all died off. A_bout
50 years ago the buried timber in the meadows about the creek was
mined and used for shingles.
Mr. Richard Bogan, of Wells' island_.
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informed me that in the thoroughfare
between Bass and Wading
rivers, there is a cross-bridge of poles 3 feet below the surface of the
marsh.
Stumps occur there also in 15 to 16 feet of water.
In the
vicinity of Port Republic, in _acote creek and the surrounding
meadows, are a great abundance of stumps.
This creek is surrounded
by a cedar swamp, where it is beyond the reach of salt water, and
it is evident that the growth of timber at some previous time extanded to the mouth of Mulliea river, or perhaps farther.
Timber
has been raised from the meadows and worked to some extent.
In tlm
5fullica river stumps are found by oystcrmen at a depth of 30 to 35
feet. This extreme case, however, is probably due to the undermining
of the stumps by the river current.
Mr. Richard Higbee, of Higbeeville, stated that the oysters occur
much farther up the Mulliea river than formerly, being now found
in Swan bay. He estimated the advance at about 1 mile in 15
years, and attributed
it to an increase in the saltness of the water.
Mr. Eli Bowen, of Leeds' Point, informed me that timber had died
out on thc islands near by. There are in tile meadow the stumps of
trees which were living when lie was a young man. lie is now
85 years old. There is a pole bridge on the long ditch near Leeds'
Point, which is 2 feet or more below the suri_ac_ of the meadow.
It was built more than 85 years ago, says Mr. Bowen, as he has no
knowledge of its construction.
Other residents inform me that stumps
occur in many places in the meadows near by.
Near Oceanville are some large Indian shell beds, of unknown
depth; they are almost entirely covered by the meadow.
Mr. Peter
Boyee, who lives two miles north of Absecon, found stumps at a depth
of 2 to 3 feet, in digging a ditch through the tide-marsh, 200 to
300 yards from the upland.
He thinks the meadow is higher than
formerly_ as some stumps which used to be exposed are now covered
with the mamh-sod.
Tlmre is on the meadow southeast a large shell
bed, once overgrown with cedars, but now partly covered with salt
meadow grass.
Judge Doughty, of Absecon, informed me that there
were many stumps in the meadows in that vicinity.
Mr. Jacob Chamberlain
stated that he bad known a great number
of trees to die out along the border in his vicinity.
There are two
large shell beds in the meadows north of the (3. & A. R. R.
Senator J. J. Gardner, of Atlantic City, informed me that in the
meadow back

of his house

stumps

were found

at a depth
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im.hc.* beh_w hlgh-water.
One of them appeared to have been cut by
a _harp in._trument.
At Mount Pleasant, near by, Mr. Silas Robinson informed me that
he had ibund cedar stumps in tile marsh about 2 feet below the
surface and a quarter of a mile from the upland.
On Adams' ditch,
w_'-t i*f the C. & A. R. R., is a large and deep sbell bed. There is
annthcr _m S_'ull ttarbor beach.
At PIea_ntvi]Ie
Mr. Lucas Lake stated that he had found pine
.-rumps iu the meadow 4 to 5 feet below the surface, and 300 to
tl}0 yards cast of the upland.
A large shell bed is on the marsh near
by. South of Bargalntown, on Cedar Swamp creek, some encroacbmeat _*f the mar._h on the upland knolls has been noticed.
Stumps
abound in the meadow.
At Leedsville Captain 3lark Townsend told me he knew of a piece
_f land, onec _'ultivated, bnt now part of the salt meadow. There are
stumps in the marsh near Seull's Bay.
Mr. Thoma, Robinson, of Sea View, has frequently found stumps
in the east meadows 18 inches below the surface.
At
which
about
stood

Beesley'.* Point Mr. Frank Stites informed me that a cedar post
stood in the meadow as the corner of a 1,000-acre tract of land
8 years ago, was 1 inch above the surface; 15 years previous it
at lea*t 6 inches above the surface.
Mr. Thomas Stites said

that the meadow was encroaching on the shore of Bunnell's island,
which lies in the marsh about two miles west. The timber is dying
out, and stumps occur beneath the sod. The same is true of all the
[_lands he has noticed.
Mr. Joseph Collins, between Seaville and Palermo, stated that the
tide-marsh
was encroaching on a wooded island northeast of his
house, and the timber on it was dying out.
5fr. EIva Curson, of Palermo, had noticed that there was considerable encroachment
on the upland border just east of Cedar Swamp
creek. He had also noticed it on the islands between Cedar Swamp
creek and Hughes' creek. Stumps occur in the marsh bordering
Tuckahoe river.
Captain Joseph Golder, west of Beesley's Point, said that the
meadow was gaining on the islands.
Some, which bore oaks and
luxuriant vegetation years ago, are now unfit for upland plants.
He
stated that he thought the water-level was about 6 inches higher in
that vicinity than it was 50 years ago.
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Between Beesley's Point and Seaville many large shell beds occur
on and under the meadow-sod.
As their depth has not yet been
determined no description is necessary.
At Tuckahoe I was informed by several hay-makers that the marsh
is encroaching on the upland, and that small sandy islands wblch
were formerly bare are now covered with meadow grass.
Along the
river bank trees are dying out .continually.
Stumps occur in the
creeks at a depth of 7 to 8 feet.
Between Seavillo and Cape May Court House, but little information of value was obtained t_om the residents.
Stumps occur in the
marshes, shell heaps abound and the encroachment
of the salt
meadow on the upland is plainly evident.
Mr. John Gaudy, of Cape May Conrt House, says that there is
the remnant of an old corduroy road or pole bridge 3 feet below the
surface of the marsh on the thoroughfare known as Scotch Bonnet.
On the property of Mr. S. H. Bennett, in ditching n meadow, an
Indian shell bed was found resting on the yellow sand trader the sod,
which was about 14 inches thick.
The deposit of shells was from 4
to 10 inches thick.
Mr. George W. Hustsd,

of the Gravelly

Run mill, stated that the

edge of the salt meadow had apparently gained on the upland near
his house several rods in the course of 35 years.
In digging ditches
for the new mill many stumps were found 50 to 75 yards from the
upland border, and with their tops about 3 feet below high-water.
Along the edge of the meadow, east of the Court House, the smaller
shrubs and trees appear to be dying out, and near a small fresh-water
bog the marsh elder (Ira frulescens) was evidently replacing the button
bush ( Cephalanthus occidentalis).
About one and n half miles northeast of the Court House, on the
road to the landing, a deposit of shells is exposed in a ditch, quite
slmilar to that at Mr. Bennett's place. It lies about 6 inches below
the surface.
At the landing itself is a large Indian shell bed, apparently overlaid by the meadow.
Others occur near l_[ayville and on
Seven Mile Beach, but their description will be deferred until tbey
have been sounded.
_ear Cold Spring, on the farm of Captain George H. Hildreth, an
old corduroy road was found about 2 feet below the surfilce of the
meadow.
Captain William Bennett, of Cape May City, stated that stumps
had been found in the Pond creek meadows about 4 feet down.
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It may not be out of place here to state that tim edge of the
meadow or tide-marsh which borders the water is estbuated, as a rule,
to be about 4 inches higher than the inner portion.
This difference_ I am inclined to attribute, in a measure, to subsidence, as the
constant, though gradual rise of the water-level
would cause the
sediment contained in the water to be deposited at a gradually increasing height near the outer edge as the meadow grew laterally.
This,
however, at present, is merely a suggestion.

ALLUVIAXJ

DEPOSITS,

It has been observed along much of the upland border of New
Jersey that the soil in richer below an elevation of 20 to 30 feat
than it is on the higher ground.
The above limit, as a rule, may be
excessive, most of the more fertile sell lying below 20 feet. Good
examples of this may be seen on the low grounds of Manasquan
and Point Pleasant, at .Manahawken and Tuckerton, and along the
border of Atlantic county, especially near Absecon, 1)leasantville and
LeedsvilIe, or I,inwood.
While the determination
of the natural
limit of this formation may throw valuable light on some interesting
points in recent geological history, serious difficulties present themselves in this work, as will be evident upon consideration of the facts.
The ba._is of the soil being chiefly quartz sand, its superior wealth
of plant-food is due to an accumulation of humus or decaying vegetable matter, which yields to the vegetation taking root in it a portion
of the nourishment it absorbed from the earth in which it grew. The
rich alluvial soils are, therefore, much darker than the poorer ones,
and the amount of humus contained is the chief means of distinguishing them.
When, therefore, we attempt to ascertain how far up the borderslope the dark sell extends, we find that the wash of poorer sand from
above has covered it fi_r some distance and mingled with it in places,
while elsewhere more frequent and careful cultivation, with the addition of fertilizers cent,' ing vegetable matter, has extended the limit
beyond its normal p]
ay forming a rich artificial soil quite similar
to the natural.
As but little de ate infornmtion in this line has been collected
during the past autumn, it seems best to wait until another season has
aflbrded opportunity
for more careful
generalization on this subject.

study

before attempting
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In the quaternary border plains of the coast, fossil shells of existing
•species have been found at various places. A brief mention of some
new localities is appended, together with a description of two previously known.
On Metedeconk iNeck, about three-quarters
of a mile south of
Osbornville, on file property of Mr. Rogers, shells were found in a
well at a depth of 8 to 9 feet in white gravel.
The surface stratum
here consisted of about 3 feet of yellow sand and gravel, with ferruginous conglomerate.
The shells were 1 to 2 feet above mean tide.
At Abseeon Judge Doughty stated that two oyster shells were found,
in digging a well, about 20 feet below the level of the C. & A. R.
R., which is here nearly 10 feet above mean tide.
In the same well
a pine cone was found.
Near Bargaintowu, Mr. Constant Somces informed me that clam
and oyster shells have frequently been found in wells at a depth of
4 to 10 feet. As the precise localities arc not known, I am unable to
state the height at which these shells occurred.
The general surface
height of the land in this neighborhood ls between 10 and 20 feet.
At Somers' Point, I am told by Capt. Mark Townsend, of Leedsville (or Linwood), a large shell bed was found at a depth of 15
feet. The surface height here is betweea 10 and 20 feet, and the
material is chiefly yellow sand.
Capt. William Bennet, of Cape May, informed me that at the north
_)oint of what was once known as Cape Island he had found clam and
oyster shells in a well at a depth of 10 to 14 feet. This was
probably near the level of mean tide.
On the road from Toekahoe to Dennlsville, and about five-eighths
of a mile south of Tnckahoe river, or about 300 yards south of the
_chool-house, is a most interesting deposit.
It is a reddish, clayey
_and, with many pebbles in it, which, in spots, are cemented into a
solid mass by limonlte or oxide of iron. Most of these masses conrain casts of clam shells, which resemble the Venus mereenaria, though
the specimens obtained were not perfect enough for specific determina¢ion. The carbonate of lime of tim shell has been entirely removed,
and nothing remains but the impression of its surfaces.
The material
of the formatioa is not essefitially different from that of the gravel
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drift, though its deposition here may be more recent. The casts occur
at about 20 feet above mean tide.
By the courtesy of Mr. Frank Stites, of Beesley's Point, I was
enabled to visit a deposit of shell-marl, about b miles southwest of
the point, anti about a ha.If mile west of the shore road. The surface
height here is about 20 feet, and the marl lies beneath about three
and a half feet of sandy soil. The material is a fine blue clay, free
from grit, and containing an abundance of shells of the common
littoral species--ll_anassa obsoleta, the small "winkle;" and L¥osul1,lira elneretz, the "oyster borer." Besides these, oyster shells were
abundant.
_'sides animal r_.mains,buried timber is often found in the terraces.
At Highlands, in a well at Thompson's Hotel, a cedar stump was
found at a depth of 25 feet. As the terrace here is about;
40 feet high, the stump was 15 feet above tide. About 150 yards
north of the drawbridge, on the low plain which has an elevation of about 6 feet, I was informed that stumps were found at a
depth of 7 feet in wells.
In a well near the post office at Red Bank it is said that pine bark
was found at a depth of 18 feet. The surface height here is about.
4O t_ct.
BEACHES,

Under this head we are to consider the narrow sandy strips of land'
bordering the Atlantic coast of New Jersey from Sandy Hook to
Cape l_Iay, and in many cases separated from the upland border by
bays and channels fringed by tide-marsh or salt meadow.
Strictly speaking, it is inaccurate to apply the term beach to them,
a.* this _ord properly refers only to that lmrtion of a sandy or
gravelly shore _hleh is washed by the tide or waves. This, on the
coast of New Jersey, is eomnmnly known as the strand. Where tim
strand immediatMy adjoins the upland border, as in the vicinity of
_Ionmouth Beach, or between Deal and Point Pleasant, and the
dunes extend westward some distance from the shore, this whole
.,_ndy art._tis kn,avn as the "beach."
Proihssor I)aua has described such formations where they are
separated from the main shore under the name of sand reefs, and it
were t,ert:tlnly desirable that such a term should be used; as, however, since the settlement of the State they have been called beaches
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by the inhabitants, we must submit to custom which "makes the
language," and in a report to the people of New Jersey describe its
various natural divisions under the names most familiar to them.
Beaches, therefore, as we are to understand them, are saud bars of
considerable magnitude, which have been formed at a greater or less
depth by currents depositing sediment under favorable conditions,
and subsequently brought tibove water by the waves, as at the present
day, or perhaps in some cases by the changes of sea-level which have
evidently occurred in Quaternary time. This we may justly conclude
to have been the origin of most of the beaches, for sand bars arc continually forming along the shore and doubtless have been formed
since the ocean first began to roll. Where the beaches adjoin the
upland their origin is obviously due to the action of the waves, sorting out the finer material from the sea hottom and the upland border.
Once above water_ a new formative agency began to act upon the
sand reefs and built up hills along their borders--namely_ the wind,
which_ blowing upon the shore, caught tip tile particles of dry sand
and carried them inland until, meeting some obstacle, they were
dropped out of reach of the tide_ and by ceaseless repetition of the
process, built up at a short distance from the strand those picturesque
and often desolate adjuncts of a sea-beach landscape called dtmes or
sand hills.
The literature of the subject is quite limited, one of the most
recent papers having been read before the International Geological
Congress of 1878_ by Dr. E. C. Winkler_ of the Teyler Museum_
Harlem, ttollandj in a paper 'tOn the Maritime Dunes of the Low
Countries."
The study of these formations, however, is quite simple, and at the
same time they are of sufficient interest to warrant the devotion of a
short space to their further consideration.
After the formation of these primary beaches, various causes might
combine to change their original extent. On one side they might be
worn away by storms and tidal currents, on another added to by the
same agencies, and finally they might be greatly extended in course
of time by the action of currents running in a constant direction
along their shores, and depositing sediment at one of their extremities, as happens now at the point of Sandy Hook, aud the south ends
of most of tile beaches at the inlets.
The mean height of the secondary beach or sand flat formed in this
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way would probably he that of high-water, were it not for the action
of the winds, which, as soon as the tide fell and exposed the subaqueous deposit to their influence, would catch up the surface grains
'of _nd as t_ast as they dried and carry them back from the shore.
If the _urface were level and free from obstacles no dunes would
be formed, but the sand would be dropped evenly on the plain and a
general increase of height would result.
If tile beaches be wide and there are obstacles, such as trees,
shrubs, ridges, &e., to catch the sand, a wind blowing from the sea
does a rapid work of elevation, and danes are quickly formed ; when
the wind changes to the opposite direction such sand as it can catch
up is driven back, to be returned at the next change in endless repetition.
As a rule the dunes are quite persistent, especially where they are
ibrmed over growing vegetation, and when beach grass or other
plants spring
up on them in sufficient abundance to keep tile
surface intact.
At times they retain flmir size and form for years,
and then, without warning, silently steal away under the influence of
the first heavy wind, to form again in another spot, leaving their
former site, perhaps,
bare and level.
:Frequently
these sudden
removals may be traced to some distnrbance of the sand which has
allowed the wind to penetrate and act on it to an unusual extent.
On the other hand, if the beach be narrow s low and quite free
from obstacles which may catch the sand, a large proportion of it will
be carried over, and should the beach be bounded by water on botll
-_ides, it will drop in and fall to the bottom, remaining there until the
waves bring it above the surface and the winds gather it.up and carry
it whence it came.
Should the side opposite to the prevaillng
winds, however, be
bordered by .salt meadow the sand carried over falls among the grass
and sinks down permanently in tile mud ; the blown sand will thus
be dt.posite_l on the meadow at the expense of the beach until tile
former loses its s_fl, mlry consistency and becomes a solid surface
which may in time be covered with dunes.
In this discussion the action of wind alone has been considered
without reference
As will be stated

to wear of the beach by tidal or other currents.
farther on, the action of the sea on the shore, in

nmst eases, wears aw_ty the east edge of the beach, and the wind.
carries the dunes constantly westward, so that in time all the sand lies
immediately on the meadow-sod, which is often exposed in the surf.
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tract of dunes, covered with a young growth of red cedar, bayberry_
beach plum, etc. All the sand of the beach and dunes contains an
appreciable amount of glauconlte.
West of the railroad track, along the Horseshoe, is a sandy plain,
which is abont 3 feet above tide; it bears many large cedars, some of
them measuring 4 feet in circumference.
Along its northern part
there are few dunes, but southward, toward Spermaceti Cove, it is
bordered by a high ridge, l_ear the head of the Horseshoe the shore
is wearing away rapidly.
Several large cedars have been uprooted or
killed by the wa:_,es, and the shrubs are also injured.
The east shore, abreast of Spermaceti Cove Life Saving Station, No.
2, has grown out, I am told by Captain J. W. Edwards, about 250
yards during the last 30 years, and this growth has occurred for
about 1 mile south to a greater extent, the total increase within this
time having been about 300 to 350 yards.
Northward, for about 1
mile, the growth has been somewhat over 200 yards within the last
5 years, but little increase has been noted here or further north, as
already noted.
From a point about one and one-third miles north of Highlands
to about one mile south of it, near Bellevue, on the l'_!.J. S. 1%.1%.,
the beach has been washed away and remade again and again since
the settlement of the country, and doubtless previously by the Shrewsbury inlets_ once important to navigators.
This beach is now only
about 50 yams wide in its narrowest point, about a half ml]e north
of Highlands, but northward and southward it is broader, and its
average breadth is not far from 150 yams.
The inlets whlch_ in the
history of the State, have twice broken through this narrow barrier,
were characterized by a tendency to work northward.
They opened
in the vicinity of the present Bellevue Hotel, and during periods of
9 to 10 years slowly worked northward till they reached a point
about a quarter of a mile north of Island Beach, and there closed up.
The dates of the inlets, which have been handed down mainly by
tradition, are as follows, the information regarding the two last having
been obtained from a number of old residents on the shores of the
river, and whose statements, taken independently,
agreed so closely
that there is little room for doubt of their general accuracy.
Previmm to 1778 Sandy Hook was connected with the HigMands
of l_avesink by a narrow isthmus or bar, and the Navesink or :North
Shrewsbury river was open to the ocean on the east, there being no
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beach for about three miles north of the present Seabright.
In 1777-8
a p_sage way broken through the isthn_us, and the tidal currents
flowing through this channel allowed the waves to build up gradually
a bar or _and reef, which closed the eastern passage or old Shrewsbury"
inlet in 1810.
From this time on the outer beach continued, and the
Nave_ink'river
flowed through its present outlet until 1830 or 1831,
when a breach was made in the sand reef, and the seeoml Shrewsbury
inlet was foriaed.
Shortly after a bar formed across the present month of the rlver_
and connected Sandy Hook with file mainland, just north of Highlands, by way of Island Beach. This was 50 yards or more in width
and wan the m_ns of communicating
with the "Hook,"
it being
possihlc to drive a team over it at high tide. About 1835 the residents of the vicinity undertook to open a channel through this bar,
and after much labor cut a ditch through it, which was gradually
wldened:and deepened by the tides until it became navigable.
The s¢_'ond inlet opened in 1830 or 1831, and closed about 1840.
The third opened in 1837 or 1838, and for a time there were two
navigable inlets--the
second or more .southern being most used. The
last inlet closed in the latter part of ]848.
Within the past 35 years the sea has made occasional breaches
in the strip of beach under discussion, but the efforts of property
owners, and especially of the railroad company, since the building of
the road, have prevented them from attaining any magnitude.
Since
the closing of the inlets the beach has shown marked signs of wear,
and at almost every storm it is overflowed in places. :From the Coast
Survey chart, and the recollection of men familiar with the region,
the wear may be estimated at upwards of 300 feet in 40 years, and
this [_ certainly within bounds.
In the vicinity of Scabrlght Life Saving Station, No. 3, I am informed by Capt. H. H. West, the shore has worn away about 200 feet
in 20 years, and at Scabrigbt the shore is rapidly being encroached
upon. For the details of the wear between this point and Deal Beach,
I can give no information as accurate as that contained in the Geology
of New Jersey, 1868, p. 343. Whether there has been any general
westward movement of the beach in the region just discussed is not
at present certain, but it is highly probable, from the analogy of the
beaches further south, that some such change has occurred.
At Monmouth Beach Life Saving Station, No. 4, the wear of late
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has been from 5 to 10 feet per year.
From this point southward
to Deal Lake, the beach merely forms a border at the foot of upland
bluffs, and becomes of minor consequence.
The recent wear on these bluffs, as far south as the Long Brancl:
pier, has apparently been slight, as they are generally overgrown with
beach grass, though unprotected
in many places, and frora 8 to15 feet high.
For some 200 yards south of the pier the bank is protected by
bulkhead, and there is, consequently, little wear; but about half a
mile south the bluff, which is 22 feet high, is rapidly wearing
away.
From here southward to West End the bluffs arc protected by
bulkheads and other defenses of greater or less efficiency, and the wear"
is, in a measure, arrested.
Immediately
santh of Long Branch Life Saving Station, :No. 5,
bulkheads are in course of erection, but from here southward past
Elberon to Deal Beach, no very recent wear is apparent, as the banks,
down to the level of the strand, are covered with Calamagrostis are_aria, or beach grass.
From the beach east of the raih'oad station
down to Deal Life Saving Station, No. 6, only slight wear is apparent,
and most of that has been done by the last storm.
It is estimated by
an old resident, Mr. Russell White, that the wear immediately north
of Deal Lake has been about 1,000 feet in 20 years.
Opposite Asbury Park, stumps have been seen in an old marsh
bottom off shore at very low tid% opposite Asbury Park and Ocean
Grove.
At the latter place the upland border is much lower, and where it
adjoins the beach does not exceed 10 feet in height between Deal
lake and Shark River inlet. Its average elevation is between 5 and 6
feet, and the surface of this border plain is covered with low dunes
for a distance of 900 to 400 yards from the shore, bearing in greater
or less abundance beach grass, bayberry and .Hudsonia tomerdosa,
besides salt wort and spurge.
About Shark River inlet no recent change has been observed,
though the inlet shifts from time to time to the northward, periodically closing up and reopening to the south.
It is now encroaching on
Shark River Life Saving Station, _Io. 7.
The shore line here grows out and wears away under the influence
of prevailing winds and currents without permanent change.
North of Lake Como the dunes extend nearly a quarter ot a mile
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inland, but as at other points along the coast, they are being leveled off
by the improvements on the beacb.
From Shark river to Spring Lake
little material ehan,gm has been noticed : near Spring Lake Life Saving
Station, No. 8, however, the bank wears away faster sluce the dunes
have been ]cycled off. The upland border plain is of the same
general height, about 10 feet, between Sbark river and the former
mouth of ManasqLmn inlet, north of Squan Beach Life Saving
Station, No. 9, aml the dnnes extend back some distance from tbe
_trand.
Near Sea Girt there is the same intermlttent
growth and
wear, the latter occurring chiefly in winter and the former in summer.
]]ere th,' sand hills extend about 100 yards westwaM and wear a
rather luxuriant
1,cacb gr._s.

covering

of white

cedar,

bayberry,

]:tudsouia

and

Proceeding southward, we come to a broad, sandy area of probably
rct_.nt tbrmatlou, which continues to the mouth of Mauasquan inlet.
I am inibrmed by old residents of Manasquan that tbe inlet worked
m)rth aml c]os,d up periodically before the government jetties were
built.
About 50 years a_o the month of it_ as already mentioned, was
north of the present site of tbe life saving station, and the whole
beach between that point and the present inlet has been washed away
and redcposltcd within tbat time.
During the same period, it is said,
the dunc._ have moved west about 75 yards.
Captain William Bailey, to whom I am indebted for most of this
intbrmatlon, says the shore between Shark River and ]_[auasquan inlets
has worn away about 50 feet in 30 years.

SQUAI_"

BEACH.

At Point Pleasant the dunes, where they have not beeu encroached
upon by recent improvements, extend inland about 200 to 300 yards;
they bear but a slight covering of" beach grass," and appear to be
changing considerably.
Immediately east of the railroad station the
sand is yellowish, but fartber south it is white and contains some
glauconlte.
Mr. Joseph Borden, Sr., who is now 85 years of age, states that
the shore has worn away upwards of 4 chains during his lifetime.
He and other old residents have seen meadow-sod with the hoofprints of cattle in it exposed on the beach at the extreme low-water.
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Stumps have also been observed at the same level. At the Bay Head
Life Saving Station, No. 10, I was told that there has been no permanent change in 20 years. At times, when the wind is westerly, and the
tide very low after a northeast storm, an old meadow-sod is'exposed
at about the level of extreme low-water.
It contains the hoof-prints
of cattle.
The dunes here do not change much. 1;'rom here to M_antolokiug the beach needs no more detailed description than the statement that it is about 250 yards wide, with a ridge of dunes 10 to 25
feet high along the east shore, and sloping toward the west, which is
bordered by salt meadows.
At Mantoloking they have been leveled
off artificially.
Mr. Joseph Borden, Sr., of Point Pleasant, informed
me that east of Herring inlet, at the mouth of the Metedeconk river,
"was an inlet through the beach which closed about 130 years ago.
There is at the present day a depression across the beach at this point.
Mr. Jacob Herbert, who has lived on or near the beach for a long
tim% estimates the wear at about 15 feet in the course of the past
20 years.
This wear he thinks about uniform with that which preceded it.
At the Mantoloking Life Saving Station, No. ll, I was told that
"there has been no very permanent change of late, and that there is no
prevailing current here, but the northeast winds cut away the shore
most. At low tide, with a west wind after a heavy storm, the old
meadow-sod is exposed in the undertow in many places between Life
Saving Stations, Nos. 11 and 12. About one and one-quarter miles
south of No. 11, there are many cedar stumps standing in the hollows
between the dunes.
The beach here is not essentially different, but
the sand seems finer and the dunes are more abundant, covering the"
whole width of the beach,
l_ear Chadwick's they lie farther back
from the flat beach, but retain their height.
Captain William
Chadwick
informed me that the .dunes
35
Tears ago were confined to a line about 100 yams east of the railroad.
Since that time the shore has grown out 200 feet.
No meadow-sod has been noticed in the beach for a mile or two
north or south of Chadwick's.
Over eight years ago, it is said, there
was an old cedar swamp near Mantoloking
station, and there was
pasture on the beach for cattle from Bay Head to Barnegat inlet.
The drifting sands have covered up the meadow for a considerable
distance east of the railroad.
At Lavalletta

the beac_lIis quite flat and the blown sand forms
6
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high hills except on the west side of the railroad, where the old lln_
of dunes attain a height of 20 to 25 feet. At Toms River Life
Saving Station, .No. 13, I was told that no permanent change ha@
taken place wltMn 35 years either in the shore llne or the dunes.
A slight depression in the beach to the northward, probably marks
the site of Cranberry inlet, which is said to have opened in 175@
and closed in 1812. Other inlets have opened in the beach opposite
Toms River at various times. At Seaside Park the salt meadow
is bordered on the west by a narrow beach of wlfite sand. This may
have been brought into the bay through the old inlet. In many"
places along this border the sand has been raised up into a ridge about
2 feet high by the action of westerly winds and waves.
I am informed by Captain George Giberson, of Toms River, that
near LavaIh.tte, 60 years ago, there was a swamp with stumpsstanding in it.
It may be well to observe here that the term "swamp," as commonly applied to wooded areas on the beaches, does not involve tho'
idea of wet or mar._hy ground as the word might lead one to suppose; many so-called "swamps" bear upland timber.
ISLAI_D

BEACH.

Captain Joseph Reed, of Life Saving Station :No. 14, stated that
within 16 years there has been no material change on the shore.
The dunes have _pread eastward from the station to the strand.
Between Stations :No. 14 and :No. 15 the beach is generally low and
flat, and the dunes are not more than 10 to 15 feet high. At the.
Cedar Creek Lifc Saving S!ation, :No. 15, no change had been noticed
in the shore line during 10 years. Meadow-sod bad been seen 1
mile north of the station at low tide. Along the west shore,.
wherever it has a north and south trend, a low sand ridge about 1
to 2 feet above high-water has been formed.
At Forked River Life Saving Station, No. 16, Captain Allgor
stated that the beach is constantly making towards the west by the
wear of the shore and the drifting of tbe sand. I-Ie estimated the"
wear at about 50 feet in 40 years. Meadow-sod has been seen on
the shore below ordinary low-water mark. About a quarter of a.
mile south of the station a dead cedar stands among the dunes anc_
stumps protrude through the sand in the neighborhood.
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M:r. Derrick Chamberlain, of Forked River, informed me that here
upwards of 60 years ago there was a "swamp" of 4 to 5
acres, l_Iost of this area is now east of the shore line. It seems as
if on the southern and apparently newer portion of the beach the
highest dunes are next the sur_, while farther north the main ridge is
100 to 200 yards west. At several points between Station :No. 16
and Barnegat inlet the high tide overflows the beach. At the south
end, the flat, which is evidently of very recent formation, extends
about 600 feet beyond the dunes. The point of this beach appears
to he _;orking westward.
LONG

BEACH.

:Barnegat inlet is rapidly working south without material change
of width. It is sai_l that the site of the old light-house, which about
thirty years ago stood near tile water's edge, is now in tile middle of
•the inlet, a change of nearly three-eighths of a mile. The north end
of tile beach was once covered with heavy timber, bat this is now
almost entirely gone. South of the light-house is a wooded are9 covered with small red cedars, holly and sassafras. At the northeast
poiut the wear has been excessive dm'ing the last five years, amounting to about 200 yards, and the sea now threatens the security of the
Oceanic Hotel, which stands at this point.
Captain J. H. Ridgway, of Barncgat Life Saving Station, No. 17,
stated that the wear here is caused chiefly by the flood tide, while on
the northwest side, near the llght-house, the ebb does a rapid work
of destruction. The beach is, moreover, working westward. On
the flat beach, 150 yards east of the life saving station, a red cedaastnmp projects from the sand. Half a mile south of the station the
timher is very scanty and confined to the edge of the meadow; the
highest dunes border the strand.
At Loveladies Island Life Saving Station, No. 18_I was informed
that the beach was working westward and that sods with cows' tracks
have been seen in the undertow during a west wind. The dunes here
extend over to the edge of the meadows, and are chiefly overgrown
with bayberry', there being little beach grass on them.
The beach at this point is comparatively low and flat, and just
north of the life saving station the sea has washed over it. Going
south from Station :No. 18, the dunes which extend about 150 yards
west from the strand are bordered on the edge ot the meadow by a
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with some bushes of Baoeharls

hallmlfolia

At ttarvcy's
Cedars Life Saving Station, No. 19, no permanent
change had been noticed of late. Stumps have been seen just south
c_f the house iu the edge of the water at low tide and half tide.
Much sand is washed across the beach into the bay.
About one-quarter mile south of the station is an old dead cedar
about 50 yards west of the dunes; east of it and between the dunes
and hlgh-_'atcr mark are a number of stumps.
There is little of
special note in the character of the beach here; it is composed of fine
sand and the dunes bear a sparse covering of beach grass with Myrica cerlfera or bayberry in the hollows and at the edge of tile
meadows.
About two miles south of Life Saving Station No. 19, on the west
side of the beach is a wooded area, the remnant of the Great Swamp.
Captain Cranmer, of West Creek, informed me that in 1822 and
previously, there was heavy timber of oak, sassafras, gum, holly, etc.,
in this swamp.
A pond nearly one-half mile long lay in the midst
of it, and this was bordered on the east by a ridge of sand reaching to
the tops of the trees.
This in course of time, being driven westward
by the wind, went into the pond and filled it up, having killed offall
the timber on the east side of the beach.
Captain Lewis _nman, of
_Ianahawken,
who was brought up near by, corroborates the statement, and says that this pond lay east of the strip of meadow {vhich
now occurs in the center of the beach, lie states that there always
has been a ridge of sand on the west edge of the beach, but it is somewhat higher now.
South of the Great Swamp there was no timber of importance, and
to the north it was confined to the vicinity of the inlet.
At the present time, the remaining trees are chiefly cedar, and are
mostly buried in a ridge of quite high dunes which borders the west
shore, while between this and the dunes of the east shore, whieh are
about 80 yards wide, is a low strip of meadow.
South of this area the dunes on the west disappear and the beach is
much lower.*
About one-half mile north of Station No. 20 the beach
is flat and forms a glade of 25 acres or more, reaching to the meadow.
There is here a cedar stump in the flat beach.
Captain J. W. Truax, of Ship Bottom Life Saving Station, No. 20,
Accordingto CaptainCranmer,of West Creek,this wMthe csseslxty years ago.
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stated that the shore had worn a@ay 75 yams within the last 12
years.
This rate agrees with thg:t determined
from the Coast
Survey maps.
The dunes have drifted away rapidly within 2 or
3 years, owing to the loosening of the sand by walking over it,
and the surf now flows over and forms a glade.
There are stumps in
the water's edge 300 yards northeast
beach at about mean tide level.

of the station.

I saw one in the

About three-quarters
of a mile soutb of the station a bed of clam
and oyster shelis has been seen at very low tide, and meadow-sod
occurs all along the shore in the vicinity.
The center of the beaeh is
rising by the building up of the sand bills, and most of the shrubbery
has grown up within 20 years.
For 2 miles south of the station the beach is quite narrow, and
bordered off the west by flat meadow ; still filrther south it is wider,
but the dunes do not cover a much greater area and there is a general
sameness from Station No. 20 to :No. 21. The growth of bayberry
is still luxuriant.
At Long Beach Life Saving Station, :No. 21, no change had been
noticed in 40 years, but the work of the United States Coast Survey
shows a growth of 70 yams in 42 years previous to 1871.
For a
distance of 2 miles north, the same authority shows there has been no
wear, and southward for 3 miles there has been a growth of 105 to 170
yams, which diminishes towards the point where the old inlet pierced
the beach, about eighteen and one-half miles south of Barnegat inlet.
The above data have been quoted from the Annual Report for 1882.
As is very evident to the observer, the broad flat beach plain 100 to
200 yards wide which lles between the strand and the dunes to the
northward of Beach Haven is of quite recent formation.
The sand
hills, moreover, are said to be working eastward, another proof of the
more recent age of the plain.
Just north of Life Saving Station No.
21, meadow-sods have been seen at very low tide under water at the
edge of the strand.
During heavy storms, accompanied by high tides, the water flows
over the beach and washes down part of the dunes.
Mr. Joseph
Gaskill, of Sea View, stated that he had seen stumps and the hoofprints of cattle in the meadow-sod
north of Beach Haven.

at low-water,

on the strand

just

South of Station :No. 21 the flat beach continues, the dunes are low
and extend westward some 150 to 200 yards, and there ere many
glades between them.
From Beach Haven to Bond's the dunes are
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low and of limited extent.
Fronl a point 1 mile south of Beach
ttaven to the site of the old inlet, they are bordered by a flat meadow,
I00 to 250 yards wide, and west of tbls is a second range of sand
bills which border the marsb.
Tile median strip of meadow bem's a
thrifty growth of bayberry, with various grasses and herbs.
Along
the east edge of tim beach the dunes are, in many cases, overgrown
with beacb grass.
At Bond's Life Saving Station, No. 22, Captain J. Marshal], Jr.,
stated that tile beach bad worn away 50 yards since 1870.
It will be
_otlced that the Coast Survey maps show a growth of 25 yards
between 1839 and 1871.
The appearance of the shore from bere northward about 2 miles, or
almost to Beach ttaven, would indicate that an appreciable wear has
|teen going on of late or within 15 years.
I am informed that the
wear is chiefly due to the action of northeast winds, but also, ill a less
degree, to thnsc from tbe south and southeast'.
Northwest winds build
nit the shore _];ghtly.
It may be ftumd, on fllrther examination, that tbe strip of meadow
bounded by dunes in this viciuity was formed in a depression between
hvo pamllel ridges, wbich have originated in the manner previously
discussed.
Captain .Marshall further informed me that "there was here a glade
ovcrflowed by the ocean, and there were no bills between it and the
atraud.
The dunes lmve formed quite recently."
About half-way
between stallons Sos. 22 and 23 meadow-sod has been seen at a slight
elevation above' low-water nmrk in tim strand.
Divers arc said to
have found sod running
wreck outside the bar.

down vertically

4 to 5 feet in working

on a

About 45 years ago the inlet was open below the station; it gradually worked scatb, and closed up soutbeast of Tucker's island about
1874.
I am t,dd tlmt 18 years ago it was northeast of tbe Little Egg
ttarbor Light.
The ligbtkeeper informed me that about that time
there were stumps on a shoal i mile southwest of Bond's, which were
covered at ball tide. Since the inlet dosed tlmre has been a rapid
growth of Tueker'a Beach to the southwest, in all upwards of tbreequarters of a mile, during tbe past 15 years.
From a point east of
tile light to tbe extremity of the beach il; is very flat, and frequently
overflowed.
The dunes are few and rarely exceed 5 feet in height.
The exact date of the closing of the inlet and its position at the time
is in some doubt, as no accurate record has been found.
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BEACH.

The north point of this is quite flat. • About 1 mile north of Life
_aviug Station :No. 24, the first dunes appear;
these are tow,
infrequent and sparingly covered with grass. Mark's Thoroughfare
is now closed up and the meadow and beach meet at a short distance
from the north end.
Captain Charles It. Hornet, of the life saving station, informed
me that this bsaeh has worn away about 100 yards in 8 years on the
east shore at a point one-half mile north of the station.
Abreast of the
house he estimates the wear at 50 yards during the same period.
The
Coast Survey chart would indicate a wear of about 100 yards for one
and a quarter miles north of the station and one-quarter of a mile
south during the past I0 years.
The point is said to have grown
northwest about one-half of a mile in 4 )'ears. At one time the
.dunes extended nearly halfa mile farther north, but they have been
blown and washed away under the influence of northeast winds.
The southwest side of Little Beach has worn about 75 to 100
yards in 8 years, chiefly owing to the dosing of Mark's Tlmroughf_are.
_aptain Horner also stated that 8 years ago dunes extended down to
the end of the south point, but they have largely disappeared.
On
the southwest shore at one point, there is an old marsh-sod exposed
:about one foot below hlgh-(vater mark and about one and a half feet
below the surface of the beach.
Brigantine inlet is said to have
wear of both points.
BRIGANTINE

widened

over half

a mile by the

BEACH.

This is low and flat for 100 yards from its northern extremity.
The dunes are low and grassy and do not extend far west. On the
northeast shore of this beach, meadow-sod 3 feet thick is exposed at
low tide, the suri_ace of the lowest layer being about 4 inches above
|ow-water mark.
A small cedar stump occurs with its roots imbedded in this sod,
and on the surface of the uppermost layer, which is at about the level
of mean high-water,
cows' tracks are plainly marked.
_ear by is
another large area of sod about 2 feet thick, its upper surface being
also at about high-water mark.
At Brigantine Life Saving Station, No. 25, the wear of the north
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point was variously estimated at from 75 to 175 yards per year for
the past 5 years.
That of the east shore was stated at from 4 to 16.
yards per year.
Capt. B.wen informed me'that the wear had been greater on the
south side of Brigantine inlet than on tlle north side. Northeast;
winds do most of the work, though southeast winds produce some
wear.
Near the station the beach is quite fiat and the dunes are low r
extt.nding westward only about 50 yards, it seems not unlikely that,
the sea may make a breach at this point.
Midway between Stations.
Nos. 25 and 26 the wear is estimated at 75 yards in 20 years.
The
dune.s abreast of Station So. 26 have built up within about 8 years.
Southt.ast of South Brigantine Station, No. 26, the position of old'
wrecks pointed out to me by Capt. Win. Holdzkom show a growth
of about 10 yards per year for the past 25 years. About one and onehalf miles sooth the former inlet closed up in the spring of 1882 or
1883. The east shore of the beach is growing from a point about one
and one-quarter
miles north of Life Saving Station No. 26, to one
mile south. Still farther south the shore is wearing rapidly, 75 to 100
yards in 18 months.
This wear may be due to the dosing of the
inlet.
The west shore of the beaeh is growing but little.
Inside of"
the strip of meadow on which the life saving station stands there
is a higher ridge of dunes.
No timber has grown on the beach for 50
years, but in 1744 there was a considerable growth of cedar on it.
One wood was called Harvey's Quarters.
Harvey's is said to be a
corruption of Harvester's, and t.he name is found at many points on_
the beaches, e. 9'- ttarvey's
Cedars, on Long Beach, as it is claimed
these places were formerly frequented by haymakers.
In the area
occupied by the former inlet, the beach is nearly flat, and there are a
few dunes little over 5 feet high and overgrown with "beach grass."
Beyond this level space the dunes are 10 to 15 feet high.
At the southeast extremity of the beach opposite Atlantic City, an
old meadow-sod is exposed on the edge of the beach.
It is about one
and a half feet thick, and its surface is about 6 inches above lowwater.
The upper surface is near 6 feet below the level of the flat
beach.
ABSECON

BEACH.

Captain A. Bowen, of the Atlantic City Life Saving Station, No.
27, stated that the point on the south side of the inlet has worn away
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• 400 yards in 20 years.
Along the east shore the wear has been nearly
one-half mile in 30 years.
About 10 years ago the jetties were built
and this stopped the wear.
ApparsntIy
owing to a change in the
position of a channel, the northeast shore grew out rapidly until 2
years ago, but since then it has been worn to some extent.
Two miles
southwest of the light-house there has been but little change in 10
years.
Formerly (6 to 8 years ago) stumps were to be seen at low
tide in the beach southeast of the life saving station.
Now, at the
northeast point, east of the pier, meadow-sod occurs at about 8
inches below ordinary low tide.
At Absecon Life Saving Station, No. 28, Captain Gaskill informed
me that the shore abreast of the station had grown out a little.
Below the station the shore has worn away.
The beach here is fiat
for 200 yards and west of it are dunes 10 to 15 feet'in height bearing
bayberry bushes and a few stunted cedars.
On the west edge of the
beach, in the meadow, are trees of considerable height ; the dunes_
which are also quite high in the middle of the beach, apparently cover
an area once bearing grass and timber, as in many places between the
dunes are areas of turf with red cedars growing on them.
Farther
south the meadow on the west of the dunes is itself bordered at a
distance of one-quarter
mile by another ridge of dunes, the highest.
point of which is 28 feet above mean tide. These hills bear some
large timber and evidently are quite old. This is probably another
instance of two parallel ridges formed under water.
At Great Egg Harbor Life Saving Station, No. 29, the shore is
said to be wearing rapidly away at the ratm of 20 feet per year for 1
mile sooth.
The extremity of the beach is growing southwest and a little on
the outer edge.
The "new inlet"
which intersected the beach near Longpor$
worked south until it ran into the old inlet about 26 years ago. That
area which lay between the two inlets was called Little Beach and
was covered with high dunes.
The new beach here is now fiat.

PECK_S

BEACH.

At Ocean City Life Saving Station, No. 30, Captain James S. _Villetts estimated the wear of the north point at 100 yards in 8 years.
He says the south

point of Absecon

Beach has not changed
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The northeast point of Peek's Beach at one time wore rapld]y away,
but is now growing out. One-quarter
mile south of the station the
shore is wcarlt_g slightly, but there is no great change in the beach.
:Stumps and meadow-sod have been seen by several persons on the
beach at low-water.
Mr. John Gaudy, of Cape May Court House,
stated that he had seen the tracks of horses and cattle on the sod and
scythe mark_ on the stubble.
foot above low-water mark.

The surface of this sod was about

1

Captain L. Godfrey, of Peck's Beach Life Saving Station, No. 31,
_timated that the south cud of the beach had worn away about 200
yards in 15 years.
As a wbolc, Peck's Beach is quite low aud level, the dunes rarely
exec_ling 10 feet in helght.
The strand, at the time of my visit, was
also very flat and gradual in its slope. The north end of the beach
bears some large trees of red cedar, gum, holly, oak, &c. :Numerous
beds uf oyster and clam shells were found when grading the turnpike,
in the dunes, 1 to 2 feet above the meadow.

LUDLAXI_S

BEACII.

The northern half of this beach is very flat and generally overflowed by storm-tides.
At Sea Isle Life Saving Station, :No. 33,
Captain (:,e_*rge Saycrs stated that tim shore bad worn away about
18 yard_ in 10 years.
About 1875, cedars grew on the sand
hills at thc edge of the water.
Their stumps are now projecting
from tbe _and.
The roots are 2 to 3 feet below high-water
mark, and seem to be imbedded in sand.
It is said that a meadowsod occurs along the beach in many places, extending below lowwater mark.
The shore up to the inlet is wearing away at about the
,.ame rate, but where it is quite flat it probably wears faster.
I am
told that 40 years ago the north point was heavily wooded, but has
worn away about 1 mile during thai, time. A mile north of Sea Isle
City much sand is washing over into the meadows.
Ludlam's bay is
very shallow and this is probably the reason why no iale_ is opened.
The wear along the whole beach is said to be about uniform.
South of Sea ]:sle City the dunes arc comparatively
low and of
:_mall extent, the beach being qnite fiat. A few stunted cedars are
scattered here and there, and some stamps project from the beach
below hlgh-water mark. Near Townsemt's Inlet Life Saving Station,
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:No. 34, the dunes are very high, some attaining 25 to 30
bear a few cedars and a thick growth of beach grass.
Captain Henry Y. Willetts stated that the beach has
height near the station.
Along the water line it has worn
per year on the west shore.
The dunes are building out
and southeast.

91
feet;

they

gained in
6 to 8 feet
to the east

SEVE_-_I ILE BEACH.
The
dunes
exceed
outer,

most striking features of this are the two parallel ridgv.s of
which occupy the northern portion of the beach.
They both
40 feet in height, and the inner oue is heavily timbered.
The
which joins tim inner about 2 miles south of the inlct_ though

perhaps formed originally as a sand-bar uuder water, is now a dune
in every sense, as it is moving bodily westward, engulfing trees and
killing them, the gnarled and mutilated trunks being left behind on
the flat beach a_ a striking evidence of tile work of desolation.
The
sand here is quite fine and contains, besides quartz, a large proportion
of some blackish mineral, which gives the formation a brownish tint.
The identity of this dark mineral has not yet been established.
Captain R. C. Hohnes, of Tatham's Life Saving Station, :No. 35_
estimated the westward movement of the dunes at 20 yards in 12 years.
He says that meedow-sod underlies the sand almost everywhere, as it
often is found in wells.
Some years ago there was a thoroughfare
running along the west side of the beach, called Stone Harbor.
This
has been filled up about a half mile southwest of the station by sand
washed over the beach. One mile north of the station is another
glade, where the sea makes a eleau breach over into the meadow. On
the west side along the meadow, at several points, are low ridges,
which have many large dead trees on them.
One of these, a red
¢edar, measured 9 feet 4 inches in circumference.
West of the dunes
the island is heavily wooded with holly, sassafras, several species of"
oak, red cedar, &c. "One sassafras measured 5 feet 2 inches in circumference. A most striking specimen was a bayberry 15 feet high and
19 inches in circumference.

HOLLY

OR

FIVE-MILE

BEACH.

At the extreme north end it is quite flat, with a few dunes and
ranch timber.
Immediately
southwest, for a distance of" about 3
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miles, the surface is interrupted
by a series of parallel ridges and
hollows, averaging about 100 yards in width, and trending about due
northeast.
Many years ago the hollows or "slashes" were filled with
water, and a fiworlte resort for wl]d fowl; they arc now chiefly
filled up with marsh-Graes and bushes.
Captain C. Ludlam, of
Hereford Inlet Life Saving Station, _o. 36, at Anglesea, stated that
previous to 1878 the shore wore away rapidly southeast of the lighthouse, but since that time little wear has occurred.
About 2 years
ago it began to grow out, and has made eastward about 150 yards.
Between Anglesea and Holly Beach City the wear has been about
5 feet per year for 15 years, and much timber has been washed
away.
year.

Northwest

At ttolly

of the Iight the shore wears about

Beach Life Saving

Station, No. 37, there

20 feet per
is said to be

little or no wear on the east shore as far south as the end of the point.
Captain ]:'rank Downs stated tlmt this point had extended one-quarter
of a mile in 15 years.
From Holly Beach City southward the beach
is low and frequently overflowed.

TWO-MILE

BEACH.

This is said by Captain Downs to be wearing away fastest on the
northeast side, one-half mile north of Turtle Gut Life Saving Station,
No. 38. It has here lost upwards of one-quarter of a mile in 40
years.
The south end has grown considerably, and Cold Spring inlet,
has widened.
Along the northeast shore the meadow-sod crops out
with its upper surface about 6 inches below hlgh-water
mark and
reaches below low-water.
At many points there are stumps and roots
of bushes in the upper layer.
There is about one and one-half feet of
sand over the so(l, and this is rapidly blowing away with the west
winds.
In front of the station a little of the old sand beach is left ;
here no meadow-sod is to be seen, but farther south there is plenty of
it. It is said that the beach was once heavily timbered in the area
wo_hed away at the northeast point.

POVERTY

REACH.

Sewell's Point wore away rapidly until it was protected
about six years ago ; no growth has takep place, however.
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Spring Life Saving Station, No. 39, Captain George Hildrcth informed
me that the wear from the end of the beacb to a point one-half mile
west of the station has been about 30 yards in 10 years.
For
about one-half of a mile farther west there has been nearly 30
yards' growth in the same time. Beyond this the shore is protected
by a stone ssa-wall, and no change has been noticed.
For about one
and one-half miles east from Station No. 40 ttle wear has been nearly
the same as on Poverty Beach.
!V[eadow-sod occurs almost all the way fl'om Sewell's Point to Cape
May Life Saving Station, No. 40. West of this the wear is estimated
by Captain C. H. Hand at 30 feet per year for the past 8 years where
the shore is unprotected by jetties.
The evidences of wear in this
vicinity are numerous
and interesting.
Time does not, however,
permit at present to collect them all, or to state accurately the amount
of change.
CoIccLusIo_,'.--The
following general conclusion may be drawn
from the preliminary facts above noted :
There is a general wear on the east shore of the beaches along the
Atlantic coast of New Jersey.
As a result of this, and the action of
wind and wave in carrying sand westward over the beaches, there is
a change of position whereby most of what were formerly "sand
reefs," are now mere accumulations of blown sand on the surface
of a former tide-marsh.
This lateral movement has, in many cases,
amounted to more than the breadth of the beach since the settlement
of the State, and is at present going on with undiminished
activity.
Although
in places there has been a _ertain amount of eastward
growth, this has in all cases been dependent on the action of currents
which are governed by such local conditions as the position of sand
bars, and may at any time be converted into agents of destruction.
We must therefore accept it as a rule, on the east shore, that loss is
absolute and gain but relative.
The position of the numerous cedar stumps in the beaches at a
considerable depth below high-water mark, indisputably proves that
there has been a change in the position of the water-level, as it is almost
superfluous to say cedars will not grow where their roots are reached
by salt water.
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TERRACES.

By the word "terrace" in Geology is meant a mass of earth having"
a natural level surface elevated above the sea and formed at or near
the level of water, which, during some former epoch, has stood at
this height.
Such formations usually consist of alluvial deposits of"
considerable depth, the material along the coast being chiefly sand,
and grovel, though clays not infrequently occur in them.
This alluvium has doubtless, in all eases_ been chiefly derived from
the wash of adjoining high ground, and in the instances under consideration was deposited mainly in quiet seas.
On the Atlantic cogst of _New Jersey thsse terraces attain a height
of 50 or 60 feet near the mouth of the Raritan river and diminish
gradually ia altitude as we go south.
We may therefore conclude
that during the Quaternary Epoch the ocean stood at the level of the
highest terraces, its surface not being equidistant from that of the
present day.
As the water receded or the land emerged, secondary terraces were
formed at lower elevations, so we find at various points along the
coQst these terraces or plains at different heights.
One is very"
noticeable at a height of about l0 feet, stretching along almost the
whole upland border of eastern New Jersey.
About the mouth of Cheesequake creek are a very marked series of
terraces of different altitudes.
Another interesting group occur in the
vicinity of Kcyport.
On the shore_ of the Naveeink river, near Red Bank, are a number
of these elevated plains.
*
Excellent examples are also'to be seen on the north a_td east borders
of the tIighlands of Navesink.
On the shores of tbe estuaries of Shark river and Manasquan
• [ver are another striking series of terraces, as shown in Figures
c and d, facing this page.
At Toms river_ on the branches of that stream west and northwest
of the town_ and also near Island Heights, the alluvial plains are
remarkably extensive and are between 30 and 40 feet above mean
tide. See Figure d.
As the exact levels of these plains have not yet been determined,
I have not undertaken to consider them_ as even at Toms River the
uppermost terrac_

exceed in altitude the height given.
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Still farther south, the terraecs are less noticeable for their abruptness, as there is generally less high land to filrnish material for them,
but a careful study of the ground, specially directed to the search for
these formations, will doubtless make it possible to continue the series
much farther.
The accompanying sections illustrate the cbaracter of the principal
terraces at some of the localities mentioned.

FOSSILS.

Mr. F. Braun, of New York, has_during the past summer, discovered a new locality for triassic fisbes, near tile eastern end of the :New
York, West Shore and But_alo Railway tunnel, at Weehawken. The
specimens are in the red shale, and are imperfectly preserved. The
stratum lies a few feet below the trap-rock which forms the hill.
With the fishes were found specimens of the bivalve crustacean,
Estberia ovalis, described by Emmons, from strata of the same age,
in :North Carolina. They were also found near the same place by.
blr. Anthony Woodward, of the American Museum of :Natural
:History, :New York, and among his collection are specimens of a
smaller Estheria, probably specifically distinct from the one noted
above.
Professor T. C. Porter, of Easton, Penna., in exploring some sandstone quarries in Hunterdon county, has found several good footprints,
one of _:hich he has identified as an Annma_pus, and distributed photographs.
He obtained there also specimens of a Conifer, and an
ETtisetum.
Fred. A. Canfield has sent to the Survey a rather imperfect footprint from :New Vernon, Morris county.
In the Geological Museum of Columbia College there is a fragment'
of a well-preserved bone, from the sandstone quarries at Belleville,
near :Newark. It doubtless belonged to one of the animals which
made the footprints we now find in these Triassic rocks, but it is too
imperfect for identification.
At a quarry near Pluckamin, specimens of the curious fossil fern
( Clalhropleris reeliusculus) were obtained.
A few years ago several large slabs of rock covered with footprints
were obtained in the brownsfone quarry near Whitehall, Morris county.
Some of these are in the Geological Museum of Rutgem College, and
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others arc at the New Orleans Exposition, taken from the Museum of
the Geological Survey at Trenton.
Many of the prints are identical
with those figured and described by Professor Ed. ttitehcock, in his
book on the "Iehaology
of Massachusetts_" from the Triassic Rocks
of the Connecticut River Valley.
Among those from Whitehall are
the/bllowing
:
Trldentipes ingens,
Brontozoum 9iganleum,
Brontozoum minusaulum,
Brontozoum SiUimanium,
.Brontozoum isodactylum,
JBrontozoum divaricalum_
Grallalor formosus_
Grallator laarallelus,
And several other species too imperfect for recognition.
These footprints were originally supposed to have been made by very large birds,
but are now known to be the steps of gigantic lizards, which have
been termed Dinosaurs, or terrible lizards.
A partial skeleton of one
has recently been obtained in Connecticut by Professor O. C. Marsh,
of New Haven.*
The recent discovery of a stratum full of impressions of the plant
Schizoneura (?alamltes planlcostata, (Fontaine) in the red shales near
Doylestown, Penna, by Mr. E. C. Pond, and of bivalve mollusks in
those near Ph(_uixville, Peuna., where also a deposit containing cycads
is reported, taken with the finds above noted, suggests that the flora
and fauna of the Triassic may be richer than hitherto supposed, and
encourages further search.
*s_ Trans. NowYork Acad. Sci.. Vol. V. (1885),p, 17.
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III.
ECONOMIC
GEOLOGY.
IRON

MINING.

The following notes on the mining industry in New Jersey during
1885 are based on information
obtained from the managers and
superintendents
of the various mines, and from personal observation.
The past year has been one of universal depression in iron production
on account of low priees_ and the only mines which have kept up
their rate of production were those operated by wealthy corporations_
which could place their product on the market at prices, in some
cases, not covering expenses, or could carry the stock of ore and wait
for a better market.
The last three months of the year have, however, been marked by
greater activity.
Several mines have been reopened, and in many
cases there is a prospect of increased production during
1886.
Improved machinery for mining and handling ore continues to be
introduced and abundant facility is provided for the production of
ore in large quantities as soon as remunerative prices can be obtained.
In some cases the pay of the miners has been increased since
the end of 1885.

MAGNETITE
PASSAIC
LAZ¢Ol)o_ MINE, Chester township,

MINES.
BELT.
Morris county.

This mine, which is operated under a lease from Langdon & Nichols,
by W. J. Taylor, of Chester_ was taken in hand in November, 1885,
and the rest of the year spent in preparing 'for active work.
In January, 1886, mining was begun.
7
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Chester township,

OF
Morris county.

by The Andover Iron Company.

Richard George, super-

During 1885 six openings have been worked, four on the east hill
and two on the hill southwest of the Black river.
Of the two latter,
one is a shaft and the other an open cut. The shaft, which has been
sunk during the past year, is 40 feet deep and has just passed through
the red or weathered ore. The open cut is 50 feet deep and about 300
feet long. There are said to be seven shoots of ore, in all, which vary
from 2 to 10 feet in thickness, and are of undetermined depth.
Three
have been worked on the southwest hill.
They do not seem continuous for any great distance, but lie within one broad belt. The lack
of continuity may be largely due to offsets. The ore averages 55 per
cent. of iron, and is high in sulphur, which is ]argely removed by the
very efficient Taylor & Langdon roasting kiln.
During 1885 a new air-compressor has been put in and three new
Rand drills have been employed.
GULICK FXRM, Chester township,

Morris county.

Operated by Cooper, Hewltt & Co. S.W. George, superintendent.
But little work was done during 1885; 1,500 tons of ore were
raised and shipped to the Lehigh and Schuylkill districts.
SA_=so_ MItcE, Chester township,

Morris count)'.

This mine, under the same control as the above, was shut down in
September, 1885, on account of low prices.
CROMWELL MI_E, Chester township,

Morris county.

Owned and operated by The Chester Highland
pany.
Chsa. G. Hoskin, superlntendent.*
SWAYZE M*xE, Chester township,

Iron Mining

Com-

Morris county.

Controlled
by the Andover
Iron Company.
Ricbard
George,
superintendent.
Very little has been done here ; about 1,308 tons were shipped in
1885.
*Statistics
notgiven.
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J.D.

Evans, superin-

A slope has been driven on drill-holes Nos. 2 and 3 (see Ann. Rep.
1883-1884), in continuation of the former slope, to a depth of 120
feet. This showed that the bodies of ore which were penetrated by
the diamond drill were only thin strings, and demonstrated the absence
_)f any ore body of consequence in the direction penetrated.
The
result serves as a good example of the fallacious conclusions which
may be deduced from explorations
conducted with the diamond drill
alone, as it had been supposed, previous to the sinking of the slope,
that there were important shoots of ore within reach.
The mine is
now at a standstill, and the shipments have been mainly made from
stock.
WOODHULL

]_[I.'qE,

Chester township,

Morris county.

This is under the same management as the preceding, and was started
anew in October last; 377 tons of ore were raised.
DICKERSON MINE, Mine Hill, Morris county.
Operated by the Musconetcoug
hope, superintendent.

Iron Company.

I.P.

Pardee, Stan-

Owing to a series of heavy caves, commencing in March, 1885, in
the old workings, no mining has been done in the Big mine since that
time.
The now shaf_ which was begun in May, 1883, was finished in
September, 1885, and is 575 feet deep.
A new tunnel, 350 feet long, has been driven in the hillside for the
pnrpese of carrying out ore from the main shaft, which it meets 32
feet below the surface.
A new
which is
also runs
A new

pumping engine, 30 inches by 48 inches, has been built,
to raise 225 gallons per minute 1,000 feet. This engine
the air-compressor.
hoisting engine has also been put in with two drums 10 feet

in diameter and 5 feet face. The cylinder is horizontal, 22 inches by
36 inches_ and the whole is calculated to hoist 3 tons 500 feet per
minute.
]_OFF

]_[INE, near Port Oram, Morris count)'.

Operated by Oram, Hanee & Co., of Port Oram.
superintendent.
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Only the "foot-wall vein" was worked during 1885, and about
5,000 tons were mined, but not all raised. There is one shaft on each
of the two veins, and the "horse" between them is said to be of sligbt
thickness at present.
The shaft worked was sunk 30 feet, and drifts
have been carried some distance from it on the vein.
DOLA_'D MINE, l_Iount Pleasant,
Operated

by Joseph Wharton.

Morris county.
Cooke Straker,

superintendent.

The work of the past year has been chiefly devoted to development,
and but little ore has been raised.
A new slope has been sunk to tbe
depth of 170 feet and drifts run northeast 23 feet and soutbwest 62
feet. A new pump has been put in the old shaft 10 inches by 6 inches,
and ears have been put in the new slope on the "hanglng-wall
vein,"
which is about 8 feet thick.
The "foot-wall
vein" is not now
worked.

The ore is said to contain 60 per cent. of metallic iron.

IRONDALE MINF_, Randolph

township,

Morris county.

Owned by the New Jersey Iron Mining Company, and operated by
the Thomas Iron Company.
James Toutrin, superintendent.
No new developments have been made in shoot No. 13, the only
one worked during 1885.
The workings are now about 450 feet deep.
ORCHARD

_III_E_

Port

Oram, Morris county.

Owned by the J. Couper Lord estate.
General J. S. Schultze,
general manager ; Joseph Richards, superintendent.
Nothing was done here except to ship away the stock left from 1884.
MEADOW

MINE.

Owned and operated by the same estate as the preceding.
little progress was made during 1885.
MOV_T PLEASA,'_T MINE, Mount Pleasant,

But

Morris county.

Controlled by the same estate as the two preceding.
The length of the workings has not been materially
increased
during the past year. Mr. Richards informed me that there are 4
veins in all upon this property, two southeast of the main vein, 66
feet and 360 feet respectively, and one northwest, wbleh is the Dolan
or Hoff vein. The main vein is that of the Teabo mine.
The
ore body at present is about 5 feet thick.

There
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2 being now in operation.
The northeastern one has been sunk about
20 feet during 1885.
In February, 1885, the engine-houses
were
burned down and the machinery destroyed.
The new machinery,
however, is no larger or more powerful than that formerly used.
RICrIAP.DS MINE, Mount Pleasant,

Morris county.

Operatedby the Thomas Iron Company.

Reese Jenkins,

superin-

ten(lent.
During 1885 only the south or "hanglng-wM1
veln" was worked.
There are, in all, 4 openings, and ore is hoisted from shafts Nos. 1_ 2
and 3. The vein has been worked for a distance of 2,300 feet.
Shaft No. 2 reaches a depth of 340 feet below the surface.
The
amount of ore raised in 1885 was 57,833 tons.
An adit 467 feet long was driven to shaft No. 2 to carry off the
water ; it met the shaft about 57 feet below the surface.
Shaft :No. 2 does not strike the vein until 167½ feet below the
surface; from this point down it is a slope.
Only steam pumps are
in use. The ore is shipped to the Thomas Iron Company, at .Flokendauqua_ Hellertown, Chain Dam and Alburtls, Pa.
ALLF_',r MINE, Rockaway township,

Morris county.

Owned by the New Jersey Iron Mining Company.
L.C. Bierwirth, manager.
The work done here has consisted in drifting into the foot wall in
search of ore. The undertaking was unsuccessful.
TEttBO Mt_z,
Owned
Richards,
At this
shaft No.

I/_ckaway

township,

Morris county.

and operated by the Glendon Iron Company.
George
manager.
mine the two upper shoots have been worked this year in
4.

An intermediate shaft is being sunk northeast of shaft No. 4 to
reaeb the bottom of the first shoot from level _o. 3, which is 430
feet below the surface.
A new hoisting engine has been put up on shaft _o. 3, with 2
cylinders 14 inches by 18 inches; the drum is 6 fcct in diameter end
/ix feet face. It is calculated to hoist 1½ tons at 350 feet per minute.
The following analysis of Teabo ore was made in 1876, at Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. :
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Sample

Silica ......................................................
Magnetic oxide of iron ............................
Sesquioxide of manganese ........................
Alumina ...............................................
Lime ......................................................
M_gnesia ...............................................
Sulphur ..................................................
Phosphoric acid .......................................

MOUNT HOPE ML_'F_, Rockaway

No. 1.

Sample

No, 2.

17.77
69.25
26
4.46
3.40
1.98
102
1.62

17.21
71.81
.18
4.02
2.22
2.34
.01
1.06

98.862

98.85

township,

Morris count)'.

Owned and operated by the Mount Hope Mining Company (Luckawanna Iron and Coal Company).
Matson Williams, superintendent
and manager.
During the past year work has been confined to the "tunnel
mines" in the "jugular"
vein.
The tunnel cuts all five of the veins
and terminates in the one mentioned.
This has a maximum width
of 25 feet, but has many pinches, a few of them
inches.

reducing

it to 18

It has been worked for a length of 390 feet northeast from the
tunnel, and the bottom of the main shaft is 250 feet below the tunnel
level. The total depth from the surface is about 550 feet.
The ore averages 60 per cent. of metallic iron, 1.9 per cent. of phosphorus and a trace of sulphur.
The surface ore on the "Side Hill '_
vein averaged .35 per cent. of phosphorus, and at a depth of 30_
feet was found to contain 1 per cent.
This diminution of impurity
at the surface is evidently due to the decomposition by weathering
of the apatile or phosphate of lime which is intimately distributed
through the ore in small granular crystals.
A vein of lean ore (25 per cent. metallic iron) quite free from phosphorus has been found between Mount Hope and White Meadow, at.
a depth of 100 feet; the bed is 3 feet thick.
West of the "jugular"
vein a body of ore has been found nearly
in the line of strike of the Hoff vein ; it is_ however, high in titanic
acid.
The Mount Hope ores are all sold to the Thomas Iron Company.
W11¢rmR's MINs, Rockaway
Leased by the Mutual
and manager.

Iron

township,
Company.

Morris county.
J.L.
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There are two openings which have been worked during 1885; one
was sunk 75 feet and the other about 30 feet. :From the former a
drift was carried northeast about 30 feet. The ore-body in this shaft,
which is known as the ":Engine Shaft," is about 3 feet thick ; in the
other or ":New Shaft," it is 10 feet thick.
These openings are on
different veins, the "New Shaft" being the more easterly.
The ore
is said to contain 65 per cent. of metallic iron, but no sulphur or
phosphorus.
HOWELL TRAC'I' MINF_, near Charlotteburgh,

Morris county.

Under the same management as the preceding.
There are four openings on this property which were worked during
1885, each of the two veins having two shafts on it. But little work
was done here, and the out-put was small
The ore contains 55 per
cent. metallic iron, and more sulphur and phosphorus than the preceding.
Both of these mines were shut down at the end of the past
year.
KITC_ELL

TaAcrr MI_zg% near Charlotteburgh,

Morris

county.

J. L. Cunningham, agent.
There arc two beds of ore on this property, on one of which, the
"Rich Vein," a shaft was sunk to the depth of 75 feet during 1885,
its previous depth having been about 15 feet.
Drifts have been
carried from this shaft about 10 feet in each direction.
There are
also three slopes, one of which has been sunk about 35 feet. At the
east end of the property is an open cut 40 feet deep. The ore here
is 5 feet thick.
The ore from the "Rich Vein"
averages 65 per
cent. of iron, and contains no sulphur ; it is said to be a bessemer ore.
A small new hoisting engine was introduced here during the past
year, and there is a prospect of considerable activity during 1886.
BEACH MIRE, Rockaway

township,

Morris county.

Operated by the Andover Iron Company.
During the past year this mine has been operated in connection
with the Lower Wood mine, at Hibernia, which adjoins it on the
same vein.
HI_ER_m

M_F_,

Rockaway

township, Morris county.

The Lower Vr'ood mine, under the same control
worked until the end of the year, when mining

as the above, was
was suspended in
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order to dispose of the large stock of ore on hand--45,000
tons. The
ore raised from the Beach Mine is transported
through a tunnel to
the Lower Wood shaft, where it is hoisted to the surface.
The total
depth of the new slope i_ 550 feet, and the stopes have been driven on
the vein about 200 Feet farther northeast and 150 feet southwest.
Tbe Glcndon Iron Company controls the Glendon, Scott, De Camp
and Upper Wood lot.y, of which only the three former were Worked
until their engine-houses were burned down.
Since March 9th, 1885,
no ore has been raised at the Glendon Shaft.
The bottom of this is
now 193 f'L_ctbelow the tunnel level, and the depths of the Scott
and De (.'amp shafts are respectively 246 feet and 210 feet below
the tunnel level.
The new ore dock, 1,624 feet long, is provided with three sets of
screens which separate the dust and fine ore from the coarse before
and after being broken, to the required size for shipment.
About 22
to 25 per cent. i_ separated as smalls, and is shipped by itself to the
furnaces for admixture in suitable proportions with the other ores.
BEACII GLEN _.[II_ES, Rockaway towa_hip, Morris county.
Owned by the J. Couper Lord

estate.

Gem J. S. Sehultze,

man-

ager ; Joseph Richards, superintendent.
This mine has laln idle during the past year.
MUSCONETCONG
WEST END MINES, near Valley
Owned and operated
Miller, superintendent.

by the

BELT.

Station, Hunterdon

West

End

Iron

county.

Company.

G.M.

Work at the Turkey Hill mines was resumed July, 1885.
There
has been no increase in the depth of the old workings, but a new
shaft was sunk 290 feet. The pitch of the vein is said to become
steeper as the depth increases.
The drifts were carried northeast 80
feet and 45 feet northwest.
At the Swayze mine the main shaft has been sunk about 50 feet,
and the drifts have been extended about 60 feet northeast.
A new Ingcr._oll alr-compressor,
drills, has been put up.

18 inches by 30 inches, for 10
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Morris county.

Controlled by the Glendon Iron Company.
During 1885, the slope was sunk 150 feet on the vein.
The aveage width of the ore-body is about 20 feet. An offset met during
the past year, threw the vein into the hanging wall 12 feet.
An analysis of tturd mine ore, made at Lafayette College, Eastoe,
in 1875, gave the following results:
Sample No. L ,

Sample No. 2.

Protoxide of iron........................... 26.65 ) ._r_.
Sesquioxide of iron ........................ 59.23 _ _.._o
Silica ............................................
7.90
Sesquioxide of manganese ..............
2l
Magnesia ............................
_.......... 36
Pimsplaorie acid ..............................
_.8
Sulpimr ........................................
06
Carbonate of lime ..........................
2.95
Alumina .....................................
2.14

99.98
99.95
209 per cent.
.192 per cent.

Phosphorus ....................................
FORD

h]'INE,

Jefferson township,

.'2964 ) Iron.
62137/ 66.63
3.81
.93
.9.5
A4
.02
2.19
1.00

Morris county.

Controlled by the Musconetcong Iron Company.
No mining has been done during 1885, owing to the depression in
the iron market.
New machinery ha_ been erected at shaft :No. 3,
and the mine was pumped out in December.
At present (January,
1886,) mining is going on.
SCOFIELD MINE, Jefferson township,

Morris county.

Operated by the Crane Iron Company.
David Jenkins, agent.
There is one shaft on this property 433 feet deep, which .penetrates
both shoots.
The foo_-wall of the old shoot dips southeast 80
degrees;
that of the new shoot is vertical.
The drifts have
have been carried northeast 175 feet and 97 feet southwest.
The ore
contains 50 to 54 per cent. of iron and .9 per cent. sulphur.
Phosphorus is said to be low. The ore-body is 18 feet thick at the
bottom of the shafh
OXFORD FUR)lACE _INFcS, 1,Varren county.
Owned and operated by the Oxford Iron and Nail Company.
Slope No. 3 alone has been worked continuously during 1885, and
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has been sunk about 35 feet; the ore-body increases
the depth incresses_ and is now about 3 feet thick.
The Washington
year. An analysis
results :

in thickness as

Mine was worked for 15 days during the past
of this ore, made in 1884, gave the following

Iron ..........................................................................
S_Iic_............................
_...........................................
Phosphorus ......... _......................................................
Sulphur ....................................................................

68.19
7.985
615
1.68

All the ore from these mines is used at Oxford Furnace, which
went into blast in December, and has produced 731 tons in 25 days.
PEQUEST

BELT.

KISHPAUGtI MINE, west of Danville,

Warren

county.

This property, owned and operated by A. Pardee, includes the
former Cook farm, mentioned in previous reports.
It has been in
active operation during 1885.
The new slope is 300 feet long and
runs nearly parallel to slope No. 3 of the Crane Iron Company's old
working.
The drift running southwest from the bottom is 123 feet
in length, and that running northeast is on the former Cook property, and about 75 feet long.
Eighty thousand four hundred and
thirty-four gross tons of ore were shipped to the Seeaucus Iron Company.
The average of recent
and .037 per cent. phosphorus.
Os_v,_

analyses

PLACE, Oxford township,

gives

Warren

55.91 per. cent. iron

county.

]_artpence Brothers have sunk two shafts on this property and
raised about 200 tons of ore during 1885.
It contains about 1 per
cent. manganese.
HEMATITE
The only deposit

which

MINES.

has been worked

to any extent

in :New

Jersey during 1885, is that near Carpentersville,
south of Pohatcong
creek, and not far from the Delaware river.
The bed lies between
the blue Paleozoio limestone and the crystalline rock, and occurs for a
considerable distance on both sides of the Delaware river.
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The deposit is worked extensively on the property of Mr. Andrew
Rapp, where one of the workings has been carried to the depth of
204 feet ; the opening which is worked at present, is 160 feet deep_
and the ore varies from 1 to 15 feet in thickness, being very unevenly
distributed. It is said to be better at the level of the river. Analysis
shows about 45 per cent. of iron and no sulphur or phosphorus.
The adjoining farms, northeast, are worked respectively by Cope
Brothers and Ivy & Co.
All the ore is shipped to Glendon.
A deposit of hematite was opened during the past summer by the
Middle Valley Iron Company. The amount of ore raised was small.

ZI!_C

M1NES.

At Mine Hill, :Franklin :Furnace, work has gone on throughout tile past year in the Taylor mine_operated by the )Tow Jersey
Zinc and Iron Company_ and on tile property of C. W. Trotter. At
tile Trotter mine, of which Mr. J. H. Van Mater is superintendent,
but little was done during the first three months. The extent of
shaft-sinking during the year has been 50 feet in "No. 4" and 70
feet in the "Ding Dong" shaft. About 174 linear feet of drifting
and cross-cutting was done during the year. The ore deposit has
varied during the year from 2 feet to 30 feet in thickness. Some
13,000 tons of ore were raised, averaging 34.17 per cent. of zinc
oxide.
At the Taylor mine, formerly known as the Buckwheat, extensive
developments have been made and arc now going'on. The work is
confined to the "back" or eastern vein, which, in the north chamber,
is about 65 feet thick. The total amount of ore raised was 21,285.
tons.
At Stirling Hill no mining has been done at either of the two.
mines since May 1st, the total shipments amounting to 9,443 tons.

GRAPHITE

OR JBLACI( LEAD.

This useful mineral, which is so wldeIy distributed through the
crystalline rocks of New Jersey, in certain districts, is not at present
being mined in any considerable quanti_y.
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As already stated in Dr. iN. L. Britton's article on the geology of
the crystalllne rocks in the present report, graphite is sparingly found
throughout a lung belt of quartz-feldspar
and gueissoid rocks, on the
east border of the Itighlands,
and occurs in appreciable quantity
along the following lines :
let. From Peapaek northeasterly through _Iendbam and west of
Morrlstown.
2d. From ttigh Bridge northeasterly on a line passing near Fairmount, Pottersville and two miles east of Chester.
On the continuation of' tbls line graphite occurs at Bloomingdale.
D_.scriptlons of the_e localities are to be found in the annual
reports of 1868-'79-'80
and '83, consequently
no space need be
devoted to them here. At High Bridge and Bloomingdalc only, have
works be_,u erected to concentrate and prepare the mineral for market.
The former is no longer in operation.
At the latter, during most of
1885, only the stock on the bank was treat4"d, and but little rock was
mined.
As yet no deposits of graphite in large masses have been discovered
in New Jersey, and the material available is a rock containing a
small perccntage of graphite, which is crushed, sifted, and treated on
a dressing table.
At Blooming'dale, in 1879, a rock was being
worked which carried 11.2 per cent. of graphite.
The problems
encountered in the working of these deposits are mainly dependent
_n the local conditions under which the mineral must be mined and
¢oncentratLxl, and the financial success
largely on the expense of treatment.
At Ticonderoga, New York, a schist
black lead is very remunerative.
The white crystalline limestone of
carries the zinc ores at Franklin
and

of the nndertakiog
carrying

depends

8 to 15 per cent. of

the Vernon Valley, which
Ogdensburgh,
contains, in

places, quite an appreciable amount of graphite
crystals, but it is of no economic importance.
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WATER-SUPPLY,
FROM ARTESIAN OR OTHER BORED WELI_S IN NEW JERSEY.
Wells

which

are bored or drilled

into the earth and rock for

obtaining a water-supply are frequently called artesian wells. The
name is properly only applicable to those bored wells in which the
water rises to the surface and flows over, like a spring.
There are
many bored wells, however, which do not flow, and yet they yield
large quantities of water on being pumped, and the water in them is
drawn from underneath strata which are impermeable to surface
contamination.
On this account, the term bored well will be used,
and it refers to cases of such wells whether they are flowing or need
to be pumped.
There is much

inquiry made as to the probability

of getting

good

supplies of water by boring.
The question is one in which the
answer must vary with the geological structure of the country where
the boring is to be made. And as all portions of the State are interested in it, a pretty full statement of the differences of geological
structure in various parts of the State is here made. An inspection
of the geological map of New Jersey shows its different geological
formations to occur in broad belts, crossing the State from northeast
to southwest.
Sections drawn across the State from northwest to
southeast will cross all the geological formations, and when properly
drawn, will show ths peculiar rock structure of each.
To illustrate these peculiarities, four sections are here drawn :
1. THE NORTHWESTERN SEOTION.--To show the limestones and
slates which are the principal rocks beyond the Highlands.
2. TEE MOUNTAIN SECTION.--To show the structure

of the

granitic and gneiesic mountains and valleys.
3. THE RED SANDSTONE SECTION.--To show the red-sandstone
and trap-rock structure, and its relations to the gneiss.
4. THE SOUTH JERSEY SECTION.--TO show the fire-c]ays_ marls
and sandy clays of southern

New Jersey.

1. In llte northwestern section illustrations mlgbt be found of the
true artesian wells.
It is plain that if water should fall upon the
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edges of the limestone beds on the higher borders of the valleys, and
then sink down between the strata until it came under the middle
portion, it would there be held down by the layers of solid rock, but
if a boring were made in the lowest part of lhe valleys, and downwards through the rock until it reached the water-bearing
layers, the
water would rise in the bored hole and spout up to a height nearly
equal to the elevation of the outcropping strata in which the water
first entered.
No bored wells are known to have been made in this
part of the State, and while there is little doubt of their success,
when properly made, it is most likely the water, though wholesome,
would be hard and unfit for laundry or steam purposes.
2. In the mountain section, in the granitic roeks_ there have been
no wells bored on the section here shown, but they have been bored
in similar rock in Jersey City_ and one is now being bored in Perth
Amboy, and many others have been bored in New York City and in
Philadelphia.
The gneissic and granitic rock is stratified, and only
differs in structure from the other rocks in that its strata appear to be
stamling on their edges, and the divisional planes between the layers
are almost perpendicular, so that if water is pumped out from tile
lower portions of the rock, rain or other water, on the surface can
descend freely between the layers to take its place. Tile structure is
shown plainly on the mountain seetion_ and also at the southeast end
of the red-sandstone section, and the measure of success which has
attended them, is here given.
In April_ 1825, Mr. Levi Disbrow
bored a well in Jersey City, and his notes of it are as follows:
"Level, 8 or 10 feet; begun to bore in a well 24 feet deep; water
in it very brackish; Jersey City surrounded
by salt water; granite
from the commencement to the present depth, which is 208 feet;
struck several veins of water after going 146 feet; by inserting a
small pump 3 gallons a minute can be raised; the water runs over
the tube 21 inches unaided by machinery;
they are still boring;
water excellent."
This quality of water was usually found at first,
but by continued pumping it became brackish.
At Mattheis_en
the Morris canal,
was discontinued
20 feet of surface
of the rock, was

& Wieeher's

sugar

refinery, on the south side of

in Jersey City_ a boring was begun in 1867, which
in 1872, at a total depth of 1,000 feet; inclusive of
earth, the diameter of which, in the upper 180 feet
8 inches, and in the lower 800 feet_ 4 inches.
The
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rocks penetrated arc chiefly gneiss and quartz, with white sandstone
and thin bands of s/ate occurring below 800 feet. Several veins of
water were met with between 600 and 900 feet, of which the most
important were at a depth of 720 feet. The yield was found to be
.50 gallons per minute, when tested by pumping. The ]e_.el in the
well being 12 feet below tide, and the temperature of the water 52°
:Fahr. The brackish quality of the water obtained has prevented its
use and the well is closed.
A well bored at the Central Stock Yards, and some 500 feet back
from the shore line of the Hudson, passed through 70 feet of mud and
earth full of bowlders ; then through red-sand rock to a depth of 215
feet, where a micaceous rock (gneiss) was struck. The boring was
continued to a depth of 455 feet. The water which was obtained
was brackish. The well is tubed with an eight-inch pipe down to
the rock, below that the bore is fi½inches.
In the marsh, and near the south end of Grand street, in Hoboken,
a boring was made in 1828, which is mentioned in Mather's Geology
vf New York, as 400 feet in depth, reaching rock at 40 feet, and has
penetrated serpentine, sandstone and supposed white marble. This
boring, probably, did not come upon water, and the work was abandoned.
A well is now being bored at Perth Amboy for the purpose of getting a supply of water for the town. It is to be 12 inches in diameter in earth, and 8 inches in rock. It is located at the waterworks engine-house, just north of Eagleswood, and about 28 feet
above .tide-level. The first 55 feet was in black clay, then some red
and white clay, a little kaolin, an inch of white sand, and, at 61 feet,
red-shale and sandstone. At 70 feet granitic or gneissie rock was
struck, rather soft and crumbling at first, but becoming very hard at
85 feet,.and in this the work continues to near 470 feet and no water.
"Holt's well, in New York, between Pearl and Water streets, near
:Fulton Market, extended 126 feet before striking rock, and continued
into the rock 500 feet further, making a total depth of 626 feet. The
rock is gtlelss, with veins of quartz and granite. T_'o hundred feet of
the upper part of the bore is a 3-inch hole, and the remainder
2½-inch. The water obtained from this well was at first tolerably
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good, and promised to be very serviceable, but since has very much
deteriorated, and is now said to be even more saline than that of the
neighboring rivcr."--Jl-ather
in 18]e_.
"The celebrated well at the corner of Bleecker street and Broadway
is 448 feet deep, 42 feet through stratified sands and gravel and 406
in solid rock, having the usual character of the rock of the island.
The bore of the shaft is 7 inches diameter_ and yields _]20,000 gallons of water in 24 hours, according to tile statement of Mr. Di_brow, who made the boringsj and who also states that the water ra_e
within 30 feet of the surface._'--al--rather.
Such _'ells are not true artesian wells in that the surface-water is
not shut out by any impermeable stratum.
And they have uniformly
failed after long pumping.
The New York Board of Healtb is said
to have now forbidden tbe use of water from these wells for household purposes.
The rock in l='hi]adelphia is also gneiss. There am
_ome bored wells in that city which are still in use, but they are
unsafe for bou_hold use, end will necessarily soon be abandoned.
The water in these rocks, before being contaminated from the surfare, is soft, pure and wholesome, but in all places where tbe surface
over this rock is liable to accumulate filth or organic impuriti_, it.
will not be safe to bore wells for getting a supply of pure water.
3. In the red-sandstone rock, which covers so large a belt of country
across :New Jersey, bored wells have been put down in great numbers.
Mr. Disbrow, who began the boring of wells in this__untry,
put
down a number of wells in New Brunswick in 1824 and 1825.
They were bored to various depths, one 175 feet, another 394 feet,
another 176 feet, another 208 feet. They were lined with copper
tubing 1.1.inches in diameter.
These were flowing wells, the water
rising 2 or 3 feet above the surface, and discharging
from a gallon
and a half to two gallons a minute.
Two of these ,wells are still
flowing--one at the residence of the late Richard Jobnson, Esq., and
the other in a field on the southwest side of Easton avenue and not
far from Mile run.
One bored in the old paper mill at Raritan Landing, 303 feet
deep, and on ground some 12 or 15 feet above tide, delivered 40,000
gallons a day, _ome 10 feet or more above the surface.
It still continues to flow; the bore was not more tban 4 inches in diameter.
The water was clear and answered for paper-maklng,
thougb it was
very bard.
Sulphate of lime was the nblef mineral constituent.
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The well bored by the late David Bishop, Esq., at his residence in
]qew Brunswick, is 455 feet deep, all in red-shale.
It is on a hill 90
feet above tide, and the water rises to within 10 feet of the surface.
Tile water is clear, but so charged with sail)hate of lime as to be
unfit for use. The quantity of water to be obtained from the well is
inconsiderable.
Some other wells have been bored in tile rock about New Brunswick for tl)e supply of private dwellings.
They are at depths of
from 30 to 60 feet, and for tile moderate quantity of water needed
in a household have mostly been satisfactory.
In some instances,
however, they have failed to yiehl a supply.
The water is hard and
unfit for washing, though it is not unwholesome for drinking;
tile
impurities in it are mostly sulphate and carbonate of lime.
There is an artesian well at Loezer farm, a half mile east of Somerville, Somerset county, on Central Railroad of New Jersey.
W.
_,V. Merriam, Esq., has furnished the following account of it :
The well is located on land about 35 feet above tbe Raritan river,
and 60 feet above tide-]eveh
Tile work was done by Mr. Charles
Spittlehouse, of Elizabeth.
The bore was 6 inches in diameter, and
the well 149 feet deep. Tim red sandstone rock comes within 18
inches or 2 f_et of the surface ; an iron pipe, 20 feet long, was driven
into the bore and fitted so closely that no trouble was experienced
from surface.water.
In boring, the water was struck at 13 feet, and a limited supply
was found.
This water rose to within 6 feet of the surface.
It continned at this height till a depth of 65 feet was reached, when it fell
to 32 feet, and there remained.
At 75 feet something llke iron ore
was struck, and not a foot was made per day. The red shale rock
was found all the way down to the bottom at 149 feet?j
Upon testing the yield of water, it was found easy to lower it to 75
feet, below which it never fell, thongh always supplying the pump to
its fullest capacity.
Tlie working cylinder of the pump is placed 100
feet down.
This cylinder is of heavy brass, 3 inches in diameter,
inside measure, with a 16-inch stroke, and has solid ball valves.
The first test of the well was 4 continuous hours, then a rest of
1 lmur, and then another 4 hours' continuous work. without any
signs of diminution in the supply of good water.
One hundred barrels of water have been pumped from it in from 2.-}to 3 hours.
The
8
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quality of the water is excellent, and gives entire satisfaction for al_
household purposes, and for watering stock.
An examination of the water by Professors Austen and Wilber r
showed it to contain 23.9 grains of solid matter to the gallon, mostly
salts of llme and magnesia.
It is free from organic matter, and r
though seareely to be called a soft water, it is safe and wholesome.
In Plainfield and its vicinity, a large number of wells have been
bore.t fi_r a few ft_.t into the red sandstone which underlies the sandy"
earth of that town.
The water in them does not differ materially
from that in the common dug wells, and they are so shallow that they
are nece:_ssariIy liable to surface contamination
when they have been
drawn upon fi,r large quantities.
M',my bort'd wells have been put down in Elizabeth and places
adjacent, perhaps, as many as 75, by _,Ir. Charles Spittlehouse, of"
that place.
The wells pass through gravel, sand and clay for depths
varying from 5 to 75 feet, underneath which is red sandstone, and
the boring for them is continued nntil a satisfactory supply is reached,.
which has rarely failed at depths from 50 to 200 feet down.
There are report_ of two deep wells near the shore of Staten Island"
sound, one of 344 feet and another of 1,200 feet, which have been.
nnsutx'e._sfu].
. "_.
_.;

lishment, in Newark, is located near the Morris canal_ and only a few
feet above tide-level.
It is 500 feet deep, of which about 100 feet were
in sand and gravel, and the rest in red sandstone rock.
It is tubed

-_
.
:
_

In Newark several wells hkve been bored to a considerable depth in.
the sandstone, and these have yielded large quantities of water.
The well of 5[e_.-rs. E. Balbach & Sgn'_s smelting and refining estab-

down to the rock, is 8 inches in diameter, and the water rises in it to a
little above tide-level.
The water is very clear, a little hard, and has,
a temperature of 55T_°. It yields 500 gallons a minute, or 720,000
gallons a day, and when pumped at that rate the water surface in the
well is lowered 6 or 8 feet. The ground around the well is dug away
so as to allow the pump to be set within about 2 feet of the surface
of the water.
The water is used for all purposes about the establishment, but is
specially valued for its low temperature and its usefulness in cooling"
the heating thrnaces.
The well of Messrs. P. Ballantine & Sons is at their brewery, on
Freeman street, Newark, and not far from the well just mentioned r
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though the ground is perhaps 10 feet higher.
It is an 8-1nch bore
and is tubed through 90 feet of earth and 10 feet into the rock ; the
remaining 350 feet is without tube, being all in red sandstone.
The
water rises to within 24 feet of the surface.
The quality of the water
is good, being clear and cool. With the pump conslderab]y above the
surface of the water, it has yielded 200 gallons a minute.
The well at the celluloid works, in :Newark, is 250 feet deep, and
yields a satisfactory quantity of water.
This water was analyzed by
Messrs. Bal]autlnc, and tbund to contain, in a gallon, 124 grains of
solid matter, mostly sulphatcs of llme, magnesla and soda.
The well of Messrs. Lister Brothers, at their works on the bank of
the Passaic, in Ncwark, is 8 inches in diameter and 615 feet deep.
It was sunk 110 feet in earth and 505 feet in the red sandstone rock.
The surface

is but a few feet above tide-level,

and the water rises to

the rate of 800,000 gallons a day.
The water is clear and cold, its
temperature being 55½ degrees.
An analysis of the water showed it,
within
2 feet
the surface.
is in to
constant
use aml
is yielding
to
contain
152ofgrains
of solid Itmatter
the gallon,
consisting
almostat
entirely of sulphates of lime, magnesia and soda. The well was bored
in 1879, when the above analysis was made.
Another analysis, made
in 1882, yielded of solid matter 152 grains.
Anothnr analysis, made
in 1884, showed the water to still contain 149 grains of solid matter,
so that after several years of pumping and taking out this enormous
quantity of water, it is still unchanged and nnfit for drinking or for
making steam.
It is used for rinsing and for c*oling purposes.
The deepest boring in the State is the well of the Passaic Roiling
Mill Company, at Paterson.
.Its depth is 2,100 feet, and, excepting
6 feet of earth at the top, it was all in shale and sandstone to a depth
of 1_120 feet, where a layer of quicksand was met which caused
much trouble.
There was some water found in the well at various
depths down to the quicksand.
It rose in the bore to within 17 feet
of the surface.
Of this water in the well no examination was made
at that time, but when the boring was down about 1,700 feet some of
it was drawn up and tested.
It was found to contain 340 grains of
solid matter to the gallon, and most of this was sulphate of lime, so
that it was quite unft for drinking or for making steam.
:From the
trials since made_ it is presumed that the water examined came from
the layer of quicksand, which is 1,120 feet down.
:No attempt was made to pump the water from it at that time, as it
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was hop_'d to find a supply that would rise above the surface and
make a flowie_ well.
In order to shut off the quicksand tile well was tubed down to
],120 fete. Th_s effectually shut it out, and the water also, and the
rock was fonnd to be entlreIy without water from that down to 2,050
ti_et. From 2,020 to 2,050 feet the red rock was more granular and
worked up inh_ sand by the action of the boring tools.
Waler that
was strongly saline was met at 2,050 feet, and the usual red shale and
red sandstone continued on 50 feet further, at which depth the boring
was stopped.
Tim salt water rose in the well to within 30 feet of the
surface.
No att_.mpt was made to !earn how much the well would
yiehl by pumplng.
The analysis _,f this salt water was as follows, per gallon : Of
ChInr_dc _Jf slldium ..........................................
Chl_*ridoof potassium .......................................
ChI_ridc of calcium ..........................................
Chloride i_f m_gneslum ....................................
Sulph_lte of lime .............................................
Chlorides of iron, alumina, &o...........................
Traces _,f bromilm and iodine ..........................

408.46 grains.
5.54 "
278.32 "
109.44
120.70
7.00 "

Total weight of solid matter per gallon ......... 9'_9.46
This is not morc than one-half as salt as sea-water, and the chlorides of pot_._ium, calcium and magnesium are in much larger quantity than they arc in the water of the ocean.
The well was begun with an 8-inch bore, and was cased with a
6-inch tube down to 1,120 feet, and the bore from that down to 2,100
feet was 4_. inches.
At thls depth the attempt to bore through the red sandstone was
abandoned, the water being altogether until for ordinary use, and the
character and amount of the saline impurities giving little hope of
success by going deeper.
The tubing was drawn out of the well and the bore was stopped by
a seed-bag below 900 feet. The water rose to within 17 feet of the
top. By putting down a pump 40 feet into the well it has been made
to yield 100 gallons of water a minute for 5 hours, without lowering
the surface matcrlally.
This water has been analyzed, and found to
be slightly alkaline, agreeable to the taste, and to contain 13.54 groins
of mineral matter to the gallon, and this mostly carbonates of lime
and magnesia.
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The analysis showed in a gallon (or 58,318 grains) :
Magnesia ..........................................................
Lime ................................................................
Sq,(hl,with very little potash ................................
Chlorine ...........................................................
8ulphuric acid .....................................................
Carbonic acid, not weighed ..................................
It may be assumed that these constituents
in the water as :

are combined

Carbonate of mngnesi_t.....................................
Carbonate of lime .............................................
Common salt .....................................................
Carbonate of soda .............................................
Sulphate of lime .................................................
Total ..........................................................
These constituents

2.15 grains.
371
"
1.15
1,(t8 "
55

and exist

4.51 grains.
5.95 "
1.78 "
37 "
93 "
13.54

are not sueh as to make the water

unwholesome

for drinking or for household uses, and they will probably deposit in
boilers as a sandy or muddy sediment, and the water can be used for
supplying steam-boilers without danger or inconvenience.
A second well has been bored 900 feet deep near this one to serve
as a SUl)ply in case of any accldcot or interruption
in lmmping from
the first one. A letter from Watls Cooke_ Esq., of December lltl b
1882, says : "The wells are in constant use. We get a discharge of
about 250 gallons per minute, or 360,000 gallmls a day, which is
more than we require.
_,_re think Ihat for drlukiug it is the best
water in this section.
Wc have use¢l it in our boilers for over a year
and find no trouble.
In fact it leaves less scdlment titan the Passaic
river water.
What it does leave is, as you slated, a muddy deposit."
The tlurton Brewing Company's well, at Paterson, is 204: feet
deep aud 4-inch bore. The depth to the rock is 18 feet. The water
contains about 19, grains of solid nmtter to one gallon of water.
Abmlt 40,000 gallons a &ly are pmnped wilhout l)erceptibly lowering
the surface in the well. The qualily of the water is excellent.
At Kingsland's paper mills, Franklin, a well has been bored and
lined.wiih a 10-inch tube for 45 feet through the earth, and a bore of
8 iuehes in Ihe red sandstone rock for 355 feet more. The water
rises within 30 feet of the surface.
It has been immped continuously
for 14 hours, discharging 125 gallons a minute and lowering the sat-
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face of the water only 10 feet. This is at the rate of 180,000 gallons a day. The water in satisfactory in quality.
The well was bored
by I)anlcl Dull, _f New York.
In Jersc,y City, tht, westerly part of which is underlaid by red
sa.ud_tone, a borblg of _taall diameter was made about 1842 by Mr.
Andrew ('Ierkc, in the marsh at the corner of Montgomery
and
Henderson streets.
]tL.re tile red _ndstone
was met 15 feet below
the surlXacc aml wa_ penetrated to the depth of 200 feet, when a
_tratam of ver b"bard rock nf a whitish appearance was encountered,
and the work wa_ ab:mdoued.
A liberal supply of clear bright
water, hut strtmgly impregnated
with magnesia and common salt,
was fimnd at the dcl)th of 150 feet, which overflowed at the surface.
At Cox's brewery, on Grove street, between Seventh and Eighth
streets, in Jersey City, the underlying sandstone is covered by about
70 feet of bowldcr ('lay and earth.
A small boring of 100 feet in
depth _as first made nearly 30 years ago, and was enlarged to 5
inches in diameter and carried down to a depth of 400 feet in 1872
and 1873.
Small veins of water were met with in the rock at all
depths.
The water, though so hard as to form a heavy scale in a
steam boiler, wa.s of satisfactory quality for brewing purposes.
Its
temperature was 5t ° Fahr.
Tim well easily afforded 300 barrels of
water per day, the water rising in the excavated well to the level of
the tide, thence passing away through the earth to the street sewers.
The horing intersected a number of seams in the sandstone, wldeh
contained fine cartby matter, and limited the capacity of tho well to
deliver clear water.
At Limbech & Betz's brewery, on Ninth, between Grove and
tienderson
streets, in Jersey City, and 800 feet northeast of Cox's
brewery, the _ndstone is covered by 40 feet of bowlder clay, with 30
feet of surface rand.
A boring 8 inches in diameter was made here
in 1875, penetrating the red sandstone rock 776} feet to reach water,
which was found at the bottom in a stratum of white or light-colored
stone.
At its completion, the well, when tested by pumping, yielded
33 gallons per minute continuously for 24 hours.
The water is sufficiently soft and sweet for brewing, but it is ordinarily used only for
cooling purposes, its temperature being 52} ° Fahr.
The well affords
1,000 barrels of water per day without difficulty, the level of the well
being 10 fcet below tide, or 25 feet below the surface of tbe ground.
The Orange Water Company, organized to furnish water to East
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Orange and Bloomfield, draws its supply of water from near the
great Boiling spring, which marks the junction of :Newark city with
:the townships of East OL.'ange and Bloomfield.
This spring has long
.been noted for its abundant and equable flow of water at all seasons.
J. M. Randall, Esq., vice-president of the Orange Water Company,
informs us that three measurements
of the flow of water from the
boiling spring, made at different times within the last three years,
have shown it to yield from 270,000 to 300,000 gallons a day. On
•the northwest side of this spring is the broad and shallow valley of
150 acres or more, in which the works of the company are situated.
'This valley or swale has always been too wet to invite clearing, and
it is still in forest. Its surface is quite even, and there are no gravel
hills within it. The upper layer of earth in this area is black, and
made up of muck for from 1 to 5 feet down.
Underneath
this is a
layer of sandy clay from 6 to 17 feet thick ; quite uniform in compo•sition, though it has a few scattering bowlders in it, and it is quite
impenetrable to water.
This material lies directly on the red sandstone rock of the country.
Wherever this layer of sandy clay is dug or bored through down
to the rock, a flowing stream of water rises, and in a tube it will rise
.from 2 to 4 feet above the natural surface of tile ground.
'The first wells, ]Sos. l, 2 and 3, were bored wells.
_o. 1 has a 6-inch bore, and is 86 feet deep, 78 feet of which is in
sandstone rock.
Well :No. 2 has a 6-inch bore, and is 90 feat deep,
81 feet of which is in sandstone rock.
Well :No. 3 has a 6-inch bore t
_and is 102 feet deep; 91 feet in sandstone rock.
Each of the above wells will yield 250,000 gallons of water in 24
hours, and not draw the water down more than 25 feet below the surface of the ground.
They are situated almost in a line, :No. 2 being 170 feet from No.
1_ and No. 3 is 240 feet from :No. 2.
Wells :Nas. 1 and 2 are a little affected by each other in the amount
of water they yield, but not enough to interfere with the abovegiven estimated daily yield.
:No. 3 does not appear to be at all
_ffeeted by pumping from the others.
Well :No. 4 was next sunk near a large spring.
It was sunk 12
teet into the solid rock, and then lined with a heavy stone and brick
wall, cemented and carried up to a height of 5 or 6 feet above the
surface.
It is 25 feet in its inside diameter, roofed over and filled
with clear and pure water.
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The water rises from the joints in the rock.
nearly vertical, and traverse the rock at intervals
3 fi'et. It required powerfill pumping apparatus
clear while it was being sunk, and when done and
working, the water rose very t_ast.
The
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

1st fo_Jt fiIIed in........................................
2d
"
,qd
.........................................
4ill
,••.H..,.,,
.......
• .......
• .............
5th
........................................
6th
.........................................
7th
.........................................
_th
.........................................
9th
........................................
lO_h
........................................
llth
"
.........................................
12th
.........................................
13th
"
........................................
141h
"
........................................
15th
.........................................

These joints ar_r
of from 1½ feet t_>
to keel) the web
the pump stopped
7 minutes.
9
"
1l
12
,
14
"
15
"
17
"
18
"
21
"
25
"
-'29
"
86
49
72
"
115
"

A foot of this well lmlds 3,682 gallons of water, and if the pump
were driven fast enough to keel) the water down to 2½ feet in depth,
it would supply more than 500,000 gallons a day.
Well _N'o.5 is located where there was formerly a spring, about 500
feet away from .N'o.4, and is 50 feet inside diameter, and is dug about,
14 feet below the natural surface ; 6 feet of this depth is in rock, and
the remainder in earth. Tim water rises about 3 feet above the surface. In digging the well, when near tbe bottom, the contractor had
to pump 1,250,000 gallons of water per day, to keep the work clear•
And when the pump was stopped and the water allowed to accumulate,.
The tat foot fiIled in ...........................................
2d
............................................
" 3d
"
............................................
" 4th
"
" .........................................
•Sth
............................................

18 minutes.
26
"
30
"
46
"
66

A. foot in depth of this well holds 14,728 gallons, and if, by
pumping, the water was kept down to a depth of 2½ feet, the well
would supply daily more than 750,000 gallons. It has been drawl]
from since June, 1884, for the supply of the two towns of Bloomfield
trod East Orange, to the amount of from 160,000 to 800,000 gallons
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daily, without lowering tile well so as to stop its overflow.
While
sinking this well the whole supply, amounting to about 200,000 gallons daily, was drawn from well No. 4. The latter well was slightly
affected in its ]eve], perhaps to tile amount of 2 feet, while the other
was being dug and walled up. Tile work of completing tile walls
and getting them thorougldy cemented and solid, required that tile
water should be kept out for tile whole of that time, wbieh was 40
days. In all that time the water in well lgo. 4 was at least 11 feet,
above that in well 1Wo.5.
The flow of water frmn tile rock in this locality is most remarkabt% and is unexampled in our re_l sandstone regions.
Tile quality of
the water, both in the deep and shallow wells, is given in the following analyses :
ANALYSIS OF WATER, FROSl WELL

NO, I*

Totalsolids,
grains
pergallon
..................................
12.8000
Chlorine,
aschlorides,
grains
pergallon
........
').2422
Sulphurie
aeld,
assulphates,
grains
pergallon.0.3666
Silica,
grainspergallon
...............................
0.909S
]Iron
and ahunina,
grains
per gallon
.............
0.0233
Lime,grainspergallon
...............................
2.146t
_,I_ignesia,
grains
pergallon
.........................
0.39_
Free ammonia...................................................
Albuminoidammmfia..........................................
6.08-t5
Alkalis and undetermined

matter .....................

5.7155

"Hardness, grains per gallon, as calcium carbonate, 4.99.
ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM WELL NO. 2.

Total solids, grains per gallon .................................
12.118jChlorine, as cldorides, grains per gallon ....... 1.1955
Sulphurie acid, as sulphates, grains per gallon. 0.3091
Silica, grains per gallon ..............................
0.5948
Iron and alumina, graias per gallon ..............
0.0233
Lime, grains per gallon ...............................
3.7907
Mngnesia, grains per gallon .........................
0.653[
Free

ammonia

.....................................................

Aibuminoid ammonia ..........................................
Alkalis and undetermined

matter ......................

6.5665
5.5519

_Hardness, as calcium carbonate, 4.5779.
*Water containing only from 6 to 9 grainsof calciumcarbonats per gallon, is soj_
_a/er.
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ANAI.Ytq_ Or WATER FROSt WRLL NO..5.

Total s.lhl+, _r:d1_ per :_.dlon.....................................
9.838
Chhwine, a_ chh_rides, grains per gallon ...........
0.857
S,ulphurie acid, n_ ,mlphates. grains per gallon... 0.379
Silica. grains per galhln ....................................
1.230
Irou _antla'.unGn:l, grains per gallon .................
0.046
Lime. grairl._per galh)iI ....................................
2.209
J_l:lgne.ia, Kraiils per gallon .............................
0.712
Sad:t. grain._ per galltln ....................................
1.936
I'tlt:l_,iJ,gr:tilr¢ per g_dlon................................
0.227
7.596
Volatile matter, grains per gallon ..........................
][ardnc,-,

2.242

equivah,nt to calcium carbonate, grains per gallon, 5.091.
WF.LLS r_ Tm_P _OCX.

At thc Palisade brewery, at the summit of the main ridge of
Bergen hill, aml corner of Hudson avenue and Weehawken street, in
the town of Union, a boring 7 inches in diameter was carried down
in 1877 and 1878, through trap, to a depth of 297 feet from the surt'aee, water being found in quantity, increasing with the progress of
the work.
The well is pumped from the bottom, and yields 250 barrels per day of very pure, soft water, of a temperature of 51 ° Fahr.
When not pumped it discharges a much smaller quantity, at a level
of 161 feet above tide, into the bottom of an excavated well, 28 feet
under ground and 12 feet below the surface of the rock.
The well of Mr. S. R. Parkhurst, oa Mt. Prospect, Montclalr, was
_tarted in trap rock, with a bore of 7_ inches.
At the depth of 90
feet _ndstone was _,truek, and the boring was continued in that 420
feet, making the well 510 feet deep.
The water rises in it to within
70 fh't of the surf:ace. It will yield 45 gallons a minute without
being at all lowered by pumping.
The water is said to be soft, and
it is liked tbr household purposes.
From these trials of bored wells, it will be seen that it is uncertain
whether a flow .f water can be obtained from wells bored in the red
sandstone.
It is uncertain, too, whether the quality of water which
the wells yield will be fit for domestic purposes, on account of its
hardness.
The strata are not all water-bearing.
In some of the
wells, strata which yield no water are driven into for many feet_
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rock is traversed

by nearly

vertical joints, in two directions, which ai'e nearly at right angles to
each otherj and some water may undmthtedly pass through them.
From the structure (see section 3) it will be seen that surface-water
may find its way down, as that below is drawn out by pumping.
The water in shallow wells is specially liable to be contaminated
by
surface-water which is in the close vicinity of the well. The dip of
the rock is from 8° to 12 ° towards the northwest, so that the distance
it must run to reach the well is easily calculat¢<l.
4. The Soul]_ Jersey section shows a succession of beds of clay and
sandj of greeusand marls and of sandy clays, all descending gently
towards the southeast.
These beds are of different thickne_es, from
a few inches to a hundred feet or more, and, while many of them are
quite impermeable to water, they are separated from each other by
layers of sand, some fine and others coarser, and of thicknesses from
the fraction of an inch to several feet. Water moves in these sandy
layers with more or less facility as the saud is coarser or finer.
The
descent of these beds and layers towards the southeast is at the most
_)nly about 40 feet to a mile, so that if water is drawn from a well
400 feet deepj that water must have entered from the surface at least
10 miles to the northwest, if the surface is level. It will readily be
perceived that the water from wells bored in these bc<ls is not exposed
to contamination from the surface near or surrounding them.
Wells
in some'situations
flow above the surface, while in others the water
does not rise so high.
It will be most convenient to arrange the wells of this section in
three divisions :
1. Those in the belt of clay and sand which is immediately southeast of the line which separates it from the red sandstone, and which
may be drawn from Staten Island sound s north of Woodbridge, to the
.Delaware, at Trenton, and on in the same llne down that river to
near Salem.
This belt is from 5 to 10 miles wide. A number of
wells

have been bored in it, but most of them have not yielded

large supply of water.
At Perth Anthoy a well was sunk at the terminus

any

of the Easton

and Amboy Railroad to a depth of 130 feet, through successive beds
of sand and clay.
An account of the strata passed through is given
in the Report on Clays, p. 183. But no water was obtained from the
bored portion of the well. There wa_ an abundant flow in the coarse
gravel, about 20 feet down_ in its excavated portion.
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Perth Amboy is near the junction of tile Cretaceous and Triassic
rocks, and also near the underlying gneissie rock from which both of
the others were originally derived and which is the line of division
between them where it comes to tlle surface.
The well now being
bored at this place was begun in tile clay and sand and was sunk
through that aml also through the red saudstoue, and is now in gneiss.
At Sayre & Fishcr's brickyards, on the bank of the Raritan, two
wells of 21_.inches diameter and 80 feet, deep, furnish an abundant.
supply of water.
The material passed through was clay t till near the
bottom, when sand and gravel were reached, and tim water.
The
water is soft and does not corrode steam boilers, though it contains a
little iron, probably a carbonate.
A deep well was bored in this clay and sand belt by Mr. C. S.
Back!in, at Matawan.
The boring, lined with an 8-inch pipe, passed
through about 100 feet of bluish clay with marl grains anti then fine
sand and an abundance
of water.
BuS this was not available on
account of tile saml following the water up into the tube.
The
boring wus continued in this white sand, meeting occasional layers of
clay which were 2 or 3 inches thick.
The boring was continued to
the depth of 26t feet without finding gravel or sand coarse enough to
keep tile lower end of the pip,clear,
and the work was suspended.
There is said to be a flowing well at Port Monmoutl b near the terminus of the New Jersey Southern Railway.
It is over 100 feel.
deep, and yields a small supply of good water.
At the State Retbrm Sclmol, at Jamesburg, a well was bored to a
depth of 481 feet and lined with a tube 8 inches in diameter for 285
feet and 6 inches for the remaining depth.
It passed through numerous strata of clay and sand, and some water was found at a depth of
110 fi'ct and at 202 feet, but it did not flow to the surface, and it is
not known how much it would ]lave yielded.
The water was soft.
and slightly chalybeate.
It would be a wholesome water for drinking, nml tln_ small ammmt of iron in it would not be troublesome for
m_st domestic u_es, but it was not suitable for laundry purposes and
has nf_t been tried any further.
At Columbus, Burlington county, on the stock farm of P. Lorillard, E.q, there is a well bored through strata of clay and sand for
356 feet. A fair supply of good water was obtained, which rose to
within 45 feet of the surface of tim ground.
The water is since said
to be a little sulphurous.
A pump worked by 4 men could not lower
the water in the well. Another well on the same farm is 156 feet
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The well at Cooper Hospiial,
Camden,
has recently been sunk and
a supply of water obtained at a depth of 129 feet.
It is a 6-inch pipe_
and

tlm water

in regular

rises in it to within

use, but some partial

16 feet of the surface.
trials

indicate

It is not yet

a daily supply

of 25,000

gallons.
The water has been analyzed
and the following
is reported
as the amount and composition
of its solid matter, in a gallon :
Sulphate of lime ........................................................
Carbonate
of lime ..............................................
[........
Carbonate of magnesia ...............................................
Chloride of sodium ......................................................
Sesqui-oxide of iron and alumina ................................
Silicia .....................................................................

1.76
0.77
0.83
0.30
0.07.
0.54

Organic

0.46

and volati!e matter ..........................................

Total sollds per gallon ......................................
It is a soft and good

water.

In sinking

the boring

the well,

passed

4.73

through

Sand and top soil ..................................................
Moulding clay and sand ...........................................
White gravel (water) ................................................
Sand ...............................
:_....................................
Soft clay ................................................................
Soft iron stone .......................................................
Potters' clay .........................................................
Black clay and mud, with pieces of wood ..................
Soft pink clay ........................................................
Wlfite sand,
gravel (large stone) ......................
White
gravel white
..........................................................
Red gravel .............................................................
Yellow gravel and sand (water) .................................
Wi_ite sand and gravel .............................................
Red gravel, with 3 inches white clay .........................
Red gravel with 1 or 2 inches white clay ....................
White gravel ...........................................................
Total depth ...................................................
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At the works of the Esterbrook Steel Pen Co., on Cooper street, Camden, a well ha_ been bored which is supplying large quantities of water.
It L_about 175 yams from the Delaware river, and on grouud abouV
5 feet above hlgh-water.
It is 66_ feet deep and lined with a 6-inch
pipe.
40,000
earr_es
The

The water stauds 5 or 6 feet below the surface. It has yielded
gallons in 10 hours.
The water was at first clear, but now
some fine, filmy particles of clay.
materials passed through were :

Mm.k and ,-ome gravel .............................................
20 feet.
Grlly mud .............................................................
3
_aml .....................................................................
2
Potter_' clay. ..........................................................
5
Yellow sa rltl...........................................................
3
Coarse gravel, with some yellow sand .......................
27
Fine, smt*oth ycIlow clay ........................................
2
Coarse sand, with green specks, resembling marl ........ 4,]
2. The portlon of section 4 which contains the greensand marls_.
represents the outcropping edge of those beds and shows them extending out towards the southeast, probably under'the ocean, though at a
great depth, as they descend about 38 feet in a mile.
The ou_cropping edge is in a belt, 10 or 15 miles wide, and having the clay and,
sand beds to the northwest of and under them, and the sandy clays
to the southsa._t and overlying them.
It w,ill be seen from the section
that the beds slope very gently and evenly, and that their outcrop i_
far to the northwest of where deep wells are bored.
It yields excellent water in bored wells.
At Red Bank a boring was made, to reach the sand under the
Lower Marl bed and ascertain how much water could be obtained
from it. It was known to be the stratum from which the wells at
Asbury
water.

Park, Ocean Grove and Ocean Beach get their supply of
And the boring was to test the question whether the stratum

would
yield stratum
good water
there in
quantity
to supply
The marl
is about
30 sufficient
feet below
tide-level,
and the
thetown.
surface where the well was tried is about the same height above that
level. The boring was contiimed through the marl, and the water was.
found at a depth of between 80 and 90 feet. The well, which was in
earthy material, was lined with an eight-inch tube.
On pumping, it
was found to yield about 40,000 gallons a day.
The water rise_
within 6 to 8 feet of the surface, but does not overflow.
A second
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well was bored and lined with a six-inch

tube.

It was put down'

to a depth of 90 feet, but appeared to yield no water.
After several
ineffectual trials the tube was raised a few feet and the water rose in it;
the same as iu the other well. The tube had been driven through the
water-bearing
sand into the underlying
clay, and in that way the
water had been shut out. This is an oversight which has frequently
been the cause of failures in boring artesian wells.
The supply of water of good quality from this stratum of sand
being assured, the water commissioners next examined the question as.
to the best method of gattlng the quantity needed for the wants of the
town ; whether by sinking a number of tubes at sonm distance from.
each other, and connecting all of them with a centrally located pump,
or to dig a very large open well and pump from that.
The conclusiou reached is best given in the following report, communicated by
William S. Sneden, Esq., one of the comtpissioners, and their secretary :
"As you remember, we found the water-bearlng sand as you had
predicted, directly under the marl stratum, at a depth of 66 to 69
feet below the surface.
This gives the elevation of the sand, say 35
feet below ordinary tide.
"Our engineers, Messrs. "Wilson Brothers & Co., of Philadelphia,
advised the construction of an open well, 15 feet in diameter, sunk to
the water-bearing sand, anticipating u larger supply of water from the
incre._ed area, and giving a larger volume in store to pump from after
the pumping machinery should be at rest, as at night, in ease of firesr
The well has been completed, but it was thought advisable to stop
sinking the main wall of the well when it reached within 10 feet of
the sand, to secure a solid foundation on the marl. ]_rom that point
5 large cast-iron pipes, 36 inches in diameter, were put down through
the 10 feet of marl to the water-bearing
sand. A bed of eonerete, 3
feet thick, made of English Portland cement, sand and broken stone,
surrounds the upper or bell-end of the pipes, and extends under the
curb of the main well walls, making a figilt floor, allov*'ing the water
to come through the east-iron pipes without contact with the marl.
The walls of the well, 20 inches thick, laid in Portland cement mortar,
were built on a shoe or curb of boiler iron and white oak, 26 inches
deep, tapering to a cutting edge at the bottom.
As the material was
exeavated and hoisted out, and the wails sunk, additional brick work
was added, until the depth of 56 feet was reached.
A pulsometer
capable of discharging 500 gallons per minute, supplied with steam
from a 25 horse-power boiler, kept the water down.
Marl was found
at 29 feet, at 40 feet, and on to 48 feet large lumps of hard marl and
rock were encountered ; and from 48 to 52 feet the excavation was
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through a hard, seamy marl, closely compacted with shells, specimens
of which I scmt van.
"At a depth of 42 feet, after the lumpy stratum was struck, a largo
spring burst in, fl.*wlng at the rate of t00 gallons per mimlte, and
at the same time, tiw water in the arLesianwells (100 feet off) lowered
some 23 tbet. "].'hi_s win_ ke )t with u4 through the shelly marl, and
worked its way down under the corb after the dry, or(linary marl
had been reached. After we had sunk the cast-iron pipes in the bottom, aml tho water began to flow through them, the spring gradually
lessened.
"It is cviden_ that this water most have worked up through some
'pock_,t' of the s_,arny marl which must have extended down
through tIm .thc,rwise impervious marl to the sand, and, running
through this po,,ket, squeezed its way horizontally to the opening we
had made. While we were pumping 100 to 125 gallons per minute
out of the well at 50 feet below the surface, and tile water in the
artesian pipes standieg at, say 45 feet, or hut 5 feet higher,' the surfacewater stood at its normal height, in the vicinity, which was from 6 to
8 feet below the surface.
" The water now comes in our completed well at the rate of about
250,000 gallnrls per day, rising to a point within 12 feet of the surface
of the ground.
"Tile pumps are to be vertical, the steam end at the top of the
well, with the water cylinders 30 feet below, so that, with 20 feet
suction, the maximum flow can be availed of.
"We constructed a reservoir on the hill,just east of the town, at an
aitltnde of 145 feet above tide, with a capacity of 900,000 gallons.
Our whole works, when complete, with 3 miles of mains now laid,
will cost about $45,000."
The water from the well is clear and free from any organic matter.
Its reaction is sllghtly alkaline. Three different samples of the water
gave, in solid matter per gallon, 6.8 grains, 6.9 grains, and 5.6 grains.
It contains a mere trace of iron, and the solid matter is mostly carbonate and sulphate of lime. The water is soft and fit for all household purposes, and for making steam. Its purity is unquestioned.
l_Ir. Soedcn says no perceptible difference has yet been observed in
the flow of water in the well, though he thinks tile maximum head is
not as high by 3 or 4 feet as it was when the trial wells were first
bored in 1884.
At Ocean Grove, in Monmouth county, is a flowing well, yielding
a daily supply of 60,000 or 70,000 gallons of sparkling, pure and
wholesome water. It is tlle first deep well which has been bored
into the water-bearing cretaceous strata of New Jersey, and its sun-
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¢ees gives assurance that all our seaside resorts can obtain a like
supply of water of unexceptional quality by opening wells into these
strata.
This well was bored for tile Ocean Grove Association by Mr. H.
C. Safford, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
The well, for about 50 feet down,
was lined with a 6-inch iron tube, but from that on down to the depth
of 382 feet it was bored without tubing. The material in which the
well is bored is all earghy, and not rock, with a possible exception of
two layers, each a few inches in thickness, which the workmen
thought hard enough to be called stone.
But little water was met until a depth of 382 feet was reached,
when the water rose to a height of 18 or 20 feet above the surface.
At this depth a 4-inch tube was put in the well and properly set, so
as to hinder any loss by leakage around the tube, and also to slmt out
any surface-water that might otherwise find its way down the outside
of the tube.
When the tube was fixed in its place the drill was again pug down,
the sand and earth was stirred for 38 feet further_ and several cubic
yards of sand were taken out. The.water, in this way, was much
inersased in quantity, and it rose to a height of 28 feet above the
_nr

face.

The water which flows from the well has a temperature of 60°
Fahr., is clear and colorless, and contains 8.5 cubic inches of carbonic
acid per gallon. An analysis of the water, made by Professor F. A.
Wilber, shows it to contain 8.19 grains of solid matter in I gallon.
At Asbury Park, Mr. Uriah White has sunk an artesian well
which sends up a fine flow of pure water. The well is located on
Mr. White's lot, about 300 feet from the depot, and 3,276 feet northeast from the Ocean Grove well. This distance, however, is oblique
to the line of dip, and by making proper allowance for this oblique
measurement it is found that it is only 2,216 feet farther up on the
sloping stratum than the former well is. As the dip of the stratum
is near 37 feet per mile, the well at Asbury Park should not be as
deep as that at Ocean Grove by 16 feet; and, further, as the ground
at the latter is 4 feet higher than at the former, it follows the measurements taken from the surface at Asbury Park well should be 20 feet
less than those at the Ocean Beach well.
The well is lined with an 8-inch wrought-iron pipe to the depth of
.372 feet, and is bored 21 feet in the earth beyond the tubing.
9
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It yields an abundant supply of water---considerably
more than it;
did when it was first bored.
A late trial of its yield, by a fire
engine, showed it to be capable of supplying
in 24 hours.

95,000 gallons of water

A second well was bored there by Mr. White.
The pipe in it is
dc_wn 393 feet, and the drill has been sunk to 448 feet. The flow of
water, as far as tested, is about 20 gallons a minute.
Its temperature
is 60 ° Fahr.
At Asbury Park and Ocean Grove there have been a number more
of artesian wells put down during the past year. They get the supply
of water from the stratum of sand underlying the lower marl bed. Considerable variation is found in the quantity supplied by the different
wells, and much interest is felt, lest the large number of wells should
diminish the flow from those first bored.
Tile layer of sand from
which the water is drawn varies from 3 to 20 feet in thickness.
At Key East, just north of Shark river, there are two artesian
wells, bored hy Kisner & Bennett, of Ocean Beach, both of which
yield an abundant supply of pure water.
That at the Avon hotel
flows into the building, and is distributed by pipes.
It has a 3-inch
bore, is 430 feet deep, and a test of it gave 52 gallons a minute.
The artesian well at Ocean Beach, Monmouth county, is on the
prnperty of Mr. Eben C. Jayne, at the corner of Ocean and Sixth
avenues.
The well is about 400 feet from the ocean, has a total
depth of 485 feet, its wrought-iron
casing pipe 471 feet, and a diameter of 3 inches.
:It was put down in the spring of 1884, by the
Southwark
]%undry and Machine Company, of Philadelphia,
two
months time being occupied in the work, and the cost a little over
$1,100.
Soon after completion, the flow of water at the surface level, and
by actual measurement, was 25 gallons a minute, or 36,000 gallons a
day. The pressure was sufficient to cause it to rise vertically 34 feet
above the ground, and about 50 feet above low-water mark of the
ocean. No measurement of the daily yield has since been made, bug
it was immediately connected with tim supply pipes of three large
cottages, and has continuously afforded not only an ample supply for
them, but also a surplus equal to the supply of many more, should it
be required.
In quality the water is clear, colorless, pleasant to the taste, perfectly wholesome and suitable for drinking and for culinary and
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household purposes, although a little hard and containing a trace of
iron. Coming from such a great depth, from under a series of clay
beds, and from such a distance inland, it is entirely free from any
and all surface contaminations, a great desideratum sanitarily.
A second well at Ocean Beach_ between Second and Third avenues,
and one block from the ocean, and only a few hundred feet from the
former, was bored in 1885, and is 480 feet deep, with a 3-inch pipe,
and flows at the surface 50 gallons a minute.
At Spring Lake there is another artesian well, 465 feet deep, which
supplies the Essex and Sussex Hotel and two other dwellings, and
there is enough water for several other dwellings still.
At Lakewood an artesian well has been bored for the purpose of
getting a supply of unquestionably pure water for tile Laurel Hotel.
It has been sunk through the Middle and Lower Marl beds, and the
watsr-bearing stratum of sand has been found at the depth of 475
feet from the surface. The well is upon ground 50 feet above tidelevel, and the water rises in a tube about 17 feet above the surface.
It was hardly to be expected that the water would rise to the level of
the ground here, and the quantity which flows is 33 gallons per.
minute; by pumping, 12 gallons per minute have been obtained.
The water is clear and sparkling, and the analysis shows it to be of
good quality and entirely free from any suspicion of contamination
by organic or other surface impurities. It contains 8.87 grains of
solid matter per gallon of water.
At Greenwich, in Cumberland county, Job Bacon, Esq., bored a
well 690 feet deep. It is lined with a 4-inch pipe for 200 feet down
and a 2½-inch pipe the remaining 490 feet. The Middle Marl bed,
with its characteristic fossils and its greensand, was passed at 550 feet,
and the Lower Marl bed, with its equally characteristic fossils and
greensand, was passed at 650 feet, but no layer of open water-bearing
sand was found under the latter bed, and the boring is suspended for
the present.
At Marlton, in Burlington county, an artesian well has been bored
for Charles B. Chew, Esq., by Mr. Goldsmith Wilmot, of Haddonfield. The well is 86 feet deep and with a bore of 5{_inches, and has
been sunk through the Middle Marl bed and down into a sandy layer,
in which the well ends. Unfortunately the notes in relation to the
successive layers of materials passed through are lost. In general,
however, they may be described as follows :
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Loam and gravel, to the marl .............................
Black marl .........................................................
Greensand marl ..................................................
Chocolate marl ..................................................
Thin stony crust, 2 inches.
Chocolate marl ..................................................
Thin stony crust.
lIard Mack sand, which gradually grew lighter until
it became white.

20 feet.
6 "
15-20 "
6 "
6-7

"

About o or 3 feet from the bottom, struck a very
hard rock, or bowlder, and drove ttle casing
through it.
Total
The

water

depth ...............................................

rose to within

86 feet.

24 feet of the surface.

The well

was then

tested with a pump_ driven by a steam engine, and the water was not
lowered
an inch, after running
the pump steadily for 8 hours.
The
quality
of the water is good ; its temperature
is 53½ degrees.
At the farm of Benjamin
Cooper,
two miles east of Marlton,
Burlington
large

county_

quantity

an

artesian

well

of unexceptionably

good

Middle Marl bed and the water
underneath
that
bed of marl.
reported

by Mr.

Cooper,

has

been sunk
water.

which

It is located

is evidently
drawn
from a sand
The materials
passed through,

bed
as

are :
28 feet.
3 "
1 foot.
1 "

Greensand marl, black and chocolate marl, no accurate
account of each kept ........................................
Clean black sand, with white specks ..........................
Stopped in open, coarse sand with belemnites ............

19 feet.
14 "
4 "

Whole depth ....................................................

the water
from the

a

over the

Upper soil ..............................................................
Ironstone (sand and oxide of iron) ...........................
Greensand marl ......................................................
Ironstone ...............................................................

The well was tubed
within 5 feet 7 inches

in

supplies

70 feet.

with a 6-1nch pipe, and tbe water rose in it to
of the surface, and remained
at that point until

was pumped
freely,
surface.
The water

aRer which it rose to 3 feet 10 inches
is clear, soft, and of excellent
quality

for all household
purposes.
Its temperature
is 54 °.
Mr. Cooper has
erected over the well a 12-foot
iron turbine wind-mill.
After running

the pump

for 3 days, with

a good

wind
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time was the water lowered more than 3 inches, though the pump was
showing a steady inch stream.
The above two wells are all that we have records of which draw
their supply from the sand under the _[iddle Marl bed.
A well some 4 or 5 miles southeast of Marlton is 316 feet deep and
yielding a satisfactory supply of water by pumping.
It probably goes
through the Middle Marl bed, hut no definite 'information has been
obtained in regard to the material it passes through.
Berkeley Arms artesian well. This well is located on the bcacl b
opposite the mouth of the Toms river_ and was bored to get a supply
of pure water for the house. It was sunk down through various
strata of sand and clay, and at about 450 feet a stratum of greensand
was met. After passing through this, water was found at the depth
of 475 feet. This greensand is probably the upper layer of the Upper
-_Tarl bed, as the Lower Marl bed, with its usual dip_ would not be
met at a depth much less than 900 feet, while the upper layer of the
Upper Marl bed, with its more gentle dip, should be at about the
depth at which it was met in sinking this well. It is a matter of
much interest to know that there is a stratum of water-bearing
sand
under the Upper Marl bed, as it is met with under the beaches, and
can be reached at much less depth than the Lower Marl bed, under
which is the water-bearing stratum of sand from which the wells at,
:Red Bank, Asbury Park, Ocean Grove, Ocean Beach and Lakewood
get their supply.
The water in the well at Berkeley rises to the surface hut does not,
flow. When pumped it yields 60 gallons per minute without lowering more than 25 feet.
ANALYSIS OF BERKELEY ARMS WELL-WATER_ BY AUSTEN
AND WILDER,

Sodium chloride, grains per gallon .............................
Sodium sulphate, grains per gallon ...............................
Sodium carbonate, grains per gallon ............................
Potassium sulphate, grains per gallon ..........................
Calcium bi-carbonate, grains per gallon .........................
BIagnesium, grains per gallon ......................................
Silica, grains per gallon .............................................
Sesqui-oxide of iron and alumina, grains per gallon .......

0.769
0.764
6.619
0.635
1.300
0.571
1.032
0.052

Total solids_ grains per gallon ...............................

11.742

The water is pure and wholesome ; is remarkable
of carbonate of soda found in it.

for the quantity
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at Winslow for

the late TTon. A. ]_7. Hay,

thirty
Glass

years ago, for water-supply
for a steam engine at the Winslow
Works.
The elevation
of the surface is about 115 feet above

mean

tide.

below

the level of the sea.

The

well was

bored

335

feet_ which

The following

strata

carries

it 220

were passed

Surface earth ..........................................................
Blue and [)lack clay .................................................
Glass sand, described as quicksand ...........................
5Iiocene cIay, de_cl"'ed as hard, black clay ...............
Micaeeous sand, described as quicksand .....................
Brown clay, described as black, hard clay ..................
A gum log, one foot ill diameter, found here.
Greensand marl and white shells, teeth, &e ................
Pure greensand--ne
fossils .......................................

feet

tbrough

:

5 feet.
15 "
95 "
35 "
107 "
43 "
20
15

"
"

335
Water

rose from the

bottom

The analysis of' the water
1868, is here given in grains

of the greensand.
of this well,
per gallon :

as made

for the

silica ...........................................................................
Chlorine ......................................................................
Sulphurlc acid ............................................................
Carbonic acid ..............................................................
Peroxide of iron ..........................................................
Lime ...........................................................................
Magnesia ....................................................................
Potash .........................................................................
Soda ...........................................................................
Solid matter
This
solmion

well-water
the alkaline

The well

in one gallon

was bored

343

The sediment

deposited

carbonic

feet deep to get

would
not corrode
a steam
suceeesIhl.
Sufficient
water
corroded since.

boiler.
The
was obtained,

is a soft

and

9.640

acid,

a supply

keeping

in

of water

which

was
boiler

entirely
has not

experiment
and tim

sandy

in

816
012
157
3.030
175
1.177
460
583
3._0

of water ..........................

has much excess of
earths as bi-earbonates.

report

one, and

without

any

tendency
to incrust, and the water in the boiler finally becomes
very
strongly
alkaline from the abundance
of carbonates
of potash and soda
accumulated
in it.
The

two wells

last described

draw

their

supply

from

a bed

of sand
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for containing

3. In the sandy clay of the third division of this section there are
water-bearing
layers of sand between the clay strata, and several
artesian wells have been successfully bored in it. These strata overlie
file beds of greensand marl, and are of considerable thickness along
the southeastern
border of the State.
Wells bored in this will_ of
course, be mimh shallower than would those in the same locality if
bored down to and through the marl beds, and as far as at present
known the water is of equally good quality.
Well at Harrisville, Burlington county.
This well was bored by
1_. C. Harris, Esq., in 1866, to get a supply of water that could be
used in a steam boiler without corroding it. The bore was sunk to a
depth of 306 feet and lined with a 6-inch tube. Gravel, blue and
gray clay were passed through until a depttl of 180 feet was reached;
mud, sand and what appeared to be deeayed wood was also encountered.
Further
on a gravelly bed was found, and water suddenly
spouted up, reaching to the top of the tubing, 8 feet above the ground.
Water continued to flow quite freely, and it seemed to be pure and
free from iron.
The party doing the work, thinking to do better,
persuaded
me to let him go on, and, after a great deal of labor_ he
reached the above depth of 306 feet. The result was no water of any
volume, and that which overflowed was impregnated with [sulphate
of] iron very strongly.
The project was then abandoned.
This was
evidently a mistake--a
good well could have been had at 180 feet.
And if an examination for water at greater depth were desirable, it
could have been made by driving down the boripg tools without sinking the lining tube until the expected deeper supply was found.
A well is being bored on one of ths Seven islands, near Little Egg
:Harbor inlet, for Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia,
by Joseph H.
Moore.
It is down 335 feet, of which 279 thet is in sand like that
of the beaches, and below tlds, 5 feet of dark-blue tough clay, then 1
foot of pebbly sand, and then clay with similar streaks of sand quite
to the bottom.
At this depth there is difficulty with the lining pipes,
and fear that they are broken.
The pipe is full of water, and there
appears to be plenty of it, but it is brackish.
Wells at Pleasant Mills, Atlantic county, described by W. E. Farrell, Esq.
"In 1873 we sunk a 3-inch well for pure water.
After golng
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about 40 feet of yellow and white sand and pebbles, we came

upon a bed or stratum of tough, hard, dry blue and blue-black clay.
This blue clay was about 8 feet tbick.
As soon as this stratum of
,'lay was passed the water burst through and rose in the pipe to the
height oi 13 feet above tbe level of tlle ground. •The water was
very black at first, being mixed with fine black sand and smooth
pieces of blue clay, which came up with the water in flat, round,
smooth pieces, from _ to 3 inches in diameter, and from ¼ to ½ inch
thick.
In about three days the well cleared, and, having thrown our.
about .".and enough to form an excavation at tile bottom of tile pipe
of about 10xl0x6 feet, the sand ceased to rise. The volume was
found to be 124 gallons a minute, on a levd with the ground.
When
the pipe was raised the natural flow was diminished until, at 13 feet,
4 inches above the level of the ground, the water stopped rising in tile
pipes and stood still, neitber falling nor rising.
In 1880 we determined to sink another well (3-inch) about 200 feet from the first (sunk
in 1873).
The level of the ground was, say, 2 feet lower than well
No. 1. At about the _me distance down we struck the same water,
going through the _me stratum.
This seemed to give the same quality of water, which is very clear, brilliant, sparkling, and 55 ° temperature.
We then put down 6 other wells, 60 feet apart.
The
water in all is the same, and reached through the same stratum, and
we could tell within a foot when we would strike water.
The inside
of the pipe, when in the clay, was very dry, until within 1 inch of
the under side of the blue clay stratum.
As soon as this was penetrated the water would rush up and boil over the top of the pipe
with a force due to its 13-feet head. We have 8 wells, 60 feet apart,
thus :

:--

60'-->

_--

O

60'-->
:--

O0'--_

I

1
o

V
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"The well No. 1, we supposed, gave 124 gallons a minute.
No. '2
the same (we supposed, as it was not measured).
We sunk file other
6, and the yield from all (8) is now but 300 gallons a minute.
We
notice that all the wells (before being pipe(l and so closed in) were
quite sensitive to each other ; that is, if _o. 1 was close(l, No. 2
would show an increased flow. When 2 or more would be closed with
a plug driven in the top of the pipe, those remaining open would
show increased flow of water.
And if any one of the seven were
opened the others would show a diminished flow, which clearly prove(l
the entire 8 wells were in the same water stratum.
The water is
very pure_ as per accompanying chemical analysis, which shows 28.41
grains to the gallon of solid muter.
Two analyses of the water were
made, one in 1873_ and one in 1876; they were both alike.
The
water, on being exposed to the air, the oxygen of the air attacks tlm
iron in the water, and oxide of iron is thrown down as an iron rust.
"It works well in steam boilers, leaving no incrustation or scale_ and
no acids to eat or corrode the inside of the boilers, which the surfacewater did. The surface-water from the pine and cedar swamps was
so destructive to our boilers that in ten years a new boiler was entirely"
ruined and rendered unsafe through corrosion.
The surface-water
attacking the boiler plates at the rivet holes and seams, aud eatiug large
holes or pits in the irou plates, which have the effect of ' honeycomb. _
"The question is, will more wells give more water, or have these
wells tapped the whole stream.
_cWe notice another peculiar feature.
We pump this water into a
60_000-gallon tank with a rotary fan-pump, which runs at 200 revolutions a minute.
This throws the water 25 feet above the ground,.
but when the pump is stopped, as on a Sunday, the tank then being
full, the water will run back through the pump and into the wells_
until the water in the tank is down to the natural head of the wells_
showing that while deep wells will yield water, the water-bearing
stratum will also take more water if the head is higher than the
natural head, and water is so given to this water-bearing
stratum_ as.
in this ease."
Since the above report was written, we learn from Mr. Farrell that
other we]is have been sunk, making 14 in all. A settling-pond of
3 acres is also being constructed, in which to allow the iron to settle
to the bottom of the pond_ so that clear water may be drawn off from
the surface for bleaching paper stock.
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The 14 wells seem to have the same head of 14 feet 6 inches above
tide-water.
He says
sound, and
a growing
in another

: "We found a pine tree 38 feet below the surface, fresh and
('hips cut frmn it by the tools were the same as if cut from
tree ; also shells and sound and green pine cones at 36 feet
well.

A well was bored for Mr. Charles G. Roekwood, on 5[eehesataukin
creek, about 4 miles from Atsion and 5 or 6 northwest of Pleasant
Mills.
It was sunk to the depth of 158 feet, through beds of sandy
clay and sand, but no satisfactory supply of water was got.
At Mays Landing Water Power Company's works, in Atlantic
county, two artesian wells have been sunk, and they are fnrnishlng a
moderate supply of pure water through a 2½-1neh tube.
They are in
ground which is about 8 feet above hlgh-water.
From Mr. Charles
_,[ason, superintendent
of the works, it is learned that the first well
was sunk tbr
15 or 20 feet, through coarse gravel.
40 feet, through quick-sand.
30 feet, through beach sand and layers of clay, perhaps
1 foot thick.
,5or 6 feet, fine black or blue tough clay without water.
First water found under this.
40 feet of gla._ssand and no clay.
10 feet in sand ; no increase of water.
1,50 feet, total depth.
The tube was driven by a sledge for 15 or 20 feet, then by steam
60 feet further, and the remainder was washed out by water under
pressure. With the conveniences there, the extra cost of putting down
the well was not more than $90.
It yielded ahont 12 gallons a nfinute for a week_ and thengradually
fell to 7 galhms a minute, at which it still continues.
The secoml well was stopped at 130 feet on account of meeting logs.
It pa_ses thrnugh the same kind of material as the other, and yields
3 or 4 gallons a minute.
The tempcratnre of the water is 57 °.
The_c wells are on the bank of Great Egg Harbor river, a stream
which has an abundant flow of soft water, and which, thongh a little
brown in color, would seem to be pure enough for all purposes, but it
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!

A gallon of the water, which is 58,3?2 grains, on
being evaporated down to dryness, at a temperature of 110°, left of solid matter.............. 1.89 grains.
It contains of sesqui-oxide of iron, per gallon ...... 0.17 "
It contains of sulphurie acid, per gallon .............. 0.15
The water contains much organic matter.
A part_ at least, of the
iron is present in the ferrous state, and it is this salt which gives the
corrosive property to the water when used in a steam boiler.
ANALYSIS

OF

THE

ARTESIAN

WELL'WATER

AT

._IAYS

LANDING.

A gallon of this water, on being evaporated at a temperature
of 110°, left of solid matter. 7.69 grains.
Of sesqui-oxide of iron--only a trace.
Of sulphuric acid--none.
The water is slightly alkaline, and does not produce any ill effect in
steam boilers.
_l-r. Mason, the superintendent, reports in June, 1885,
that the flow from the wells has increased by perhaps one-third.
At Weymouth, in Atlantic county, 5½ miles northwest of Mays
Landing, and on Great Egg Harbor river, the same corroding effect
of the river water on boilers is suffered.
Boilers in which this
water was used needed repairs every six months.
Two artesian wells
have been sunk there to procure water which would not injure the
iron boilers.
The first well was bored under the new paper mill_ in
1877, and is altogether suceessfill.
In this well a 4-1nch plpe was sunk.
It is 42 feet deep. It flows
over at the surface of the ground_ and yields 70 gallons per minute.
The second well has been bored since at the old mill, and on lower
ground.
A 5-inch pipe was used. It was first sunk to the depth of
47 feet, lint was drawn back to 38 feet. It has a uniform flow of 52
gallons per minute.
The water is taken at the surface of the ground,
but a trial was made by connecting the plpe with a 2-1nch pipe, when
the water rose to a height of 8 or 10 feet above the surfilce.
The materials passed through in boring the second well--
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2_. feet of old cinders.
8 feet of yellow sand.
2.'. feet of coarse quick-sand.
.1 foot of stony crust.
6-_ feet of coarse sand and a little gravel.
1!-2 feet of clay.
12 feet of sand.
54; feet of clay.
'._ feet _*fsand.
ctsy.
Tile water-bearing
stratum of sand .is probably the same wlth that
met at Mays Landing s and the difference in depth of the wells at the
two plact.s is due to the stratum dipping towaMs the southeast.
We
have not the e]evatlon of the ground above tide-water at Weymouth,
but if it is assumed to be 25 feet, it would leave the stratum only
about 15 feet below tide-level, while at Mays Landing it is 120 feet,
and the stratum should descend 105 feet in the 6½ miles between the
two places. This is 16 feet per mile, and is very nearly correct.
A deep well is now being bored at Cape May Point.
It is down
456 feet. The first 270 feet were in beach sand, when thin beds of
clay began to be found in the sand; from 320 to 360 feet, many
broken shells were met, apparently of the common species now in the
bay. The sand, with occasional lumps of clay, still continues. There
appears to be a good supply of fresh water, but the boring is continued with hope of finding gravel or coarse sand sufficient to keep
the lower end of the pipe clear.
The interest which attaches to these wells in the sandy clay will be
appreciated when it is considered how large the area is which is
underlaid by these water-bearing strata.
The permanence of the supply from these wells is a matter which
will suggest itself to any who consider the important uses they serve.
The quantity of water included in these thin but widely extended
beds of sand must be very large.
It takes time for its movement,
and only experience can tell what may be its limit of flow in quantity
or time.
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DRAINAGE.
The projet'ts for drainage which have required the attention of the
Stlrvey, are still the subject of investigation.
The drainage of the
Great Meadows on the Pequest has been very successful.
Enormous
vrops are grown on the portions which have been cleared off and
tilled, and the land is proving itself to be the best in the county.
The drainage of' Pa._salc valley, above Little ]_alls, for sanitary as
well as fi)r agricultural
improvement_ has now been a subject of
_liscus_ion for more than a hundred years.
Plans for executing the
works were matured several years ago, but on account of financial
difficulties they have been delayed. It is hoped that the business prospet'ts of the country are now so much improved that work upon the
improvement can Ix, begun this year.
Its effect must be to bring
tract._ _' from 10,000 to 15,000 acres of land into productive
and
•

regular use, and to remove a discreditable and insalubrious feature
from what may be otherwise one of the most attractive portions of
New Jersey.
The drowned lands of Sussex are also requiring a thorough system
of drainage.
For this we are necessarily dependent upon
of New York authorities, as the outlet for waters of
within that State.
There is reason to expect that some
soon be taken there in which we can coSperate, and so
reclamation of this rich and valuable tract of land.
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FORESTRy.
There still remains a considerable portion of the State in forest.
A large part of this is land unsuitable for cultivation and more valuable for raising timber than for any other purpose. In :Northern
l_,'ewJersey the prevailing timber is chestnut, and this, in tlm Highlands, usually attains a size suitable for railroad ties or telegraph
poles, in from 25 to 35 years. A young growth therefore rapidly
increases in value since there is a steady and convenient market for
these products. Two-thirds of the whole forest area of the State
consists of pines and cedar swamp, so prevalent in Southern :New
Jersey. The former is used to stone extent for lumber and lath, but
much the larger part for firewood or charcoal ; the latter is a valuable timber, and is mostly made into shingles, strips or siding. After
the timber is cut the swamp is allowed to grow up again, and in a
few years becomes valuable. There is more profit to be derived from
timber cnlture in the State than is geuerally supposed, and the million
and a half acres of land unsuitable for cultivation, may yet be made
to yield a considerable revenue when our people come to give more
attention to forestry.
The new topographical survey is supplying more exact information
as to the forest area of the State than has yet been accessible, but this
survey is not yet complete. Another year, however, will suffice to
furnish accurate forest maps of all the State south of the Raritan river,
and of a considerable portion of Northern :NewJersey. Enough has
already been ascertained to make a close estimate possible. In the
following statistics the results of this survey and of the tenth census
of the United States have been compared aud utilized. Tim following table exhibits the percentage of upland remaining in forest on
each geological belt of the State, since this is found to be the most
natural division of the State, the geological formation having a
decided effect on the area in forest. This etthct has been modified by
found on the glaciated portion than elsewhere, hence the division of
the formations into northeast and southwest in the table :
glacial action, however, and on the same formation more timber is
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Paleozoic
formation
(Kittatinny
valley and'
mountain) ...............................................
55 per cent.
Archaean Highlands, northeast part .................
80
"
Archaean Highlands,
southwest part ...............
40
"
Triassic, red sandstone plain, northeast, part ......
50
Triassic, red sandstone plain, southwest part .....
25
Cretaceous, clay and marl country ..................
20-40
"
Tertiary,
pine plains, Ocean, Burlington
and
Atlantic counties ......................................
92
Tertiary,

all otber

parts .................................

A careful
estimate
makes the'total

of

the

actual

65

acreage

of

forest

in the

State

Equal ........................................................
Census of 1880 gives improved land ...............
Area of tide-marsh equals ............................
Leaving
for wet-meadow,
barrens and land
used for residences in cities, etc ...............

2,330,000 acres.
2,097,719
295,474
"

Total area of State ................................
Of the above forest area the amount included
in farms is..............................................

4,849,069

Of this area of 2,330,000

acres, a large

portion

1°-5,876

708,092
is destined

to remain

permanently
in forest.
That of the paleozoic
and archaean
formations lies principally
on rocky and untillable
ground.
Tbat of the
triassic
formation
is mostly included
in _arms, and will decrease
somewhat.
in farms,
untillable
will

That

of the

cretaceous

formation

is also

be in the

pine

forests,

which

covcr

1,485,290

area, probably
one-half
will eventually
be cultivated.
It will probably
be conducive
to the best interests
leave

at

least

to forestry.
land since
acres :

largely

included

but much of it lies on gravelly
and stony hill-tops,
areas.
It will also decrease slightly.
The largest

one
The

1850,

and

a half

following
and

the

million

table
decrease
1850.

Total laud in farms ........
Improved land in farms.
Decrease
Increase

acres

acres.

Of

of the

State

permanently

exhibits

the increase

of land

in farms

1860.

or other
decrease

1870.
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devoted

of improved
since

1860,

1880.

2,752,946 2,983,5_ 2,989,511 2,929,773
1,767,991 1,942,281 1,978,067 2,097,719

in land in farms (1860 to 1880) .....................
in improved land (1860 to 1880) ....................

this

58,752
155,488

in
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of the census returns

shows that the land

allowed to grow up again in forest, or nsed for city and village sites,
amounts to 61,032 acres in the counties of Bergen, :Essex, Hudson,
Mercer, Passaic and Union, which counties show a decrease ill the
amount of improved land. The amount of land cleared and improved
is therefore not le_ than 216,470 acres for the period of 1860 to 1880.
This is ecrtaialy a small area, bnt a glance at the amounts of improved
land in the above table shows that the rate for the last decade was
greater than for the previous one_ and as atteution is again turniug to
improvement
of the pine lands, it will probably be still greater for
the next.
The greatest inroads into the ibres_ have been niade iu that
portion of the pines which lles in the counties of Monmouth_ Atlantic, Gloncester, Cnmberlaod, Salem and Cape May.
The fact that there has been a decrease in the total land in farms,
with an increase in improved land since 1860, is explaiaed by a/_ae_
noticeable to any one who has traveled over the mountainous districts
or through the pine country i it is probably due to the abandonment
of unproductive thrms, which contained a large amount of unimproved
land.
Many such farms have been allowed to fall back into forest,
and the result will eventually be a benefit to the State ; there is much
land still undeveloped which
this is worth more as forest.

is more suitable

for cultivation,

while

While the acreage of forest has slowly decreased, this is not the case
with the products of the forest, as a glance at the following table of
lumber production will show :
1880.

1870.

1_0.

1850.

Total value of products ..... $l,627,640 $2,745,317 $1,602,319 $1,123,052
Lumber, number of feet..... 109,679,000 101,829,000
Lathl number ...................
8,948,000
3,167,000
Shingles. number ...............
10,717,000
3,624,000
Capital employed ..............
$1,657,395 $2,238.900
Wages paid .......................
$179,693
$369,835
llands employed ...............
768
1,145
The shrinkage

in value of products

between 1870 and 1880, while

the amount of products increased, was due to a falling off in prices.
In the whole United States, in the same period, while the production
increased 42 per cent. for lumber and 70 per cent. for shingles, the
value of products increased only 11 per cent. The State is thirtysecond in value of lumber products.
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The above, however, does not frilly represent the value of the forest
products of the State, for the census shows the following consumption
of wood which is supplied by the forests of the State :
Cords.

:Fuel for domestic consumption ..............
Fuel for brick and tile manufitcture ........
:Fuel for glass manufacture ...................

642,598
14.683
29,144

Value.

82,7S7,216
55,722
110,747

Total .............................................
686,4'.25 $2,953,685
This. added to the above value of hunber products,
amounting to ..............................................
1,627,640
Gives a grand total of..................................

84,581,3°-.5

Yet this has not included the filel sold outside of the State, in the
neighboring large cities and to brick and tile works ; nor does it take
account of the production ()f railroad ties, telegraph and telephone
poles and fencing, which is considerable.
The value of the annual
product of our forests cannot be less than $5,000,000, even in their
present neglected condition, and the experience of European countries
teaches that proper attention to timber culture would give as a result
not less than double this amount.
It seems scarcely necessary to speak of the markets for our timber,
as they are generally supposed to be ample, yet the fuel market, on
which the pine forests have largely depended, has recently suflbred a
depression, and to show that this must of necessity be temporary, we
have only to point to the above table, which shows a consumption of
686,425 cords of fuel within the State ; to the brick and tile industries of Rockland, Kings and ]Richmond counties, New York, and of
the vicinity of Philadelphia,
and to the consumption of domestic £uel
by the two great cities, all of which must make a permanent
and
aecemihle market for fully 1,500,000 cords of fuel, or one cord per
acre annually for the whole pine forest of tile State, which is all that
it will produce in its present condition.
Chestnut, oak, locust and other timber suitable for construction,
has everywhere a good market close at hand in the demand for railroad ties, telegraph and telephone poles.
Excepting,
perhaps, the case of cedar swamps, the possibility of
growing timber with profit seems to have been overlooked, yet cases
arc not uncommon, throughout
the State, where nature has insisted
on growing timber in the face of all obstacles, and has yielded large
10
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returns on the capital invested ; and, no doubt, with a little attention
to pruning and cutting out surplus growth, some protection to the
youog growth (now very generally allowed to be browsed off or
trampled down by cattle, by which practice the yield of chestnut,
etc., is very much reduced), and proper precaution to prevent fires,
would result in handsome profits from laod now allowed to go to
waste.
At a moderate estimate, 1,000,000 ties are annually
the railroads of the State for construction and renewal.

consumed by
At 50 cents

each the value of these would be $500,000.
Here is a market which
lies at our very doors, and should be whelly supplied with chestnut
timber from the untillable land of Northern New Jersey.
The value of chestnut timber in the Highlands
and Kittatlnny
valley, depends much on the quality of the soil and the location.
Tile stump land sells at from $1 to $5 per a_re; a growth of 30
years at from 810 to $30; of 50 years, from $25 to $50; but in
many instances good growths, accessible to markets, have sold at figures
3 or 4 fold greater than the above. The time required to grow railroad ties and telegraph poles is from 25 to 40 years, and will probably average 30 years.
Chestnut grows naturally and brings the
quickest and best returns, although
oak is more valuable
whet}
grown.
The possibility of growing locust timber on the 250,000 acres of
waste land of the cretaceous formation, is fidly shown by Professor
John C. Smock, in an article on the subject in the report of the
State Board of Agriculture
for 1874.
He estimates that it is possible to raise on good land, a crop of 30 years' growth worth $3,000
per acre ; and states that returns at the rate of $2,000 per acre: are
not uncommon in Monmouth county.
An ample market always
awaits this valuable timber, and its eultlvatlou should be encouraged_
for it may properly take the place of other crops and prove more prot:hable, even on some of the land now cultivated.
In this connection
it may be well to call attention to the fact, that when timber culture
has been placed on a secure footing, and becomes a recognized occupation, it will not be necessary to wait the full period of growth in
order to realize a profit, for the value of the forest will become
commensurate with its age and growth.
The growing of cedar timber is generally recognized as profitable.
The value of stump land is from $5 to $10; of 20 years' growth of
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timber, from $5 to $50 ; of 35 years' growth, from $15 to $200 ; of
50 years' growth, $75 to $400.
Location and the size of timber
having much to do with the price.
A swamp of 70 years' growth
sold recently for $800 per acre.
The common pine attains a size suitable for firs-wood in from 15
to 20 years, and it is commonly estimated that it will produce as many
cords per acre as it has been years in growing.
The present value of
pine wood per cord, standing, ranges from $0.75 to $1.50, and $1.00
is probably a fair estimate of the average.
When the timber becomes
larger its value per cord increases, as it then finds
ber and lath, for piling and other purposes.
The
are from estimates of men familiar with the pine
sections, and the wide range is due to ditthrence

a market for lumfollowing figures
forests in various
in accessibility to

market and in producing powers of the land.
Value of pine stump
land per acre, $0.10 to $5.00 (this does not include the figures from
localities where the land has a value of from $10 to $25 for cultivation) ; of 30 years' growth of timber, $5 to $25 ; of 50 years' growth,
$10 to $100.
Taking figures pertaining to the average of the better
two-thlrds of pine laud as a guide, the present conditions would give
about tile following results in raising pine of 30 years' growth :
i

Cost of stump land, per 100 acres .................................
Taxes on average value, 30 years .................................
Policing and protection, 30 years ................................
Interest, at 6 per cent .................................................

$250
448
120
450

Total expenditure ...............................................

$1,268

Value of a 30 years' growth, for 100 acres .....................
Value of stump hu_d..................................................

$2,500
250

Total value .........................................................
Profit ........................................................................

$2,750
$1,482

The interest on annually-pald
expenses is supposed to be offset by
increase in value of stump land.
I*ois not to be supposed that proper protect'ton and attention will
not greatly increase the above profit.
These figures represent the
present values, depreciated by the results of neglect and the uncertainty
and loss caused by fires.
Great advantages would accrue to the State should timber culture
be successfully inaugurated.
The solution of the water-supply prob-
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]ems, which bceome yearly more important and serious, would be
materially aided by the preservation and regulation of the flow of the
fine streams of the Archman Highlands,
and in this way, also, the
many va]uab]e water-powers
of the State would be improved;
the
healthful
climatic conditions of Southern New Jersey, an element
which has been largely conducive to the development of that section,
may be unfavorably affected should the destruction of the pine forests
by fire and neglect continue ; but perhaps a more direct advantage
would be the yielding of a profit by over two millions of acres of
land, now almost non-producing.

FOREST

FIRES.

The greatest destroyer of the forest and the worst enemy of tile
forester is fire. The disastrous effects of forest fires are felt throughout the United States, and our State is among those suffering most
severely.
These fires occur to some extent throughout Northern
New Jersey, but usually on rather limited areas, not often exceeding
3 or 4 square miles, but the most serious trouble is in the pine forest
of the southern part.
Any one who has witnessed a fire under full
headway in this country must have been impressed with its grandeur,
its irreslstibh fury and its disastrous etIects. A few notes of remarkable fires are at hand.
In 1866 a fire burned over 10,000 acres,
extending
7 miles inland from Tuckerten
and West Creek.
In
1870-71 nearly the whole wooded portion of Bass River township,
Burlington county, was burned over.
In 1871 two fires in Ocean
county burned over 30,000 acres.
In 1872 a fire burned over from
15 to 20 square miles, worth before the fire from $10 to $30 per acre,
and after from $2 to $4. In a paper on forest fires, by Mr. Charles
E. Elmer, in the Report of State Board of Agriculture
for 1874, he
says of the year 1872: "To assume that 100,000 acres have been
burned over, at a money loss in timber of $1,000,000, would surely
be within the bounds of truth."
From the census of 1880, we have
for that year an area burned over of 71,074 acres, with an estimated
loss of $252,240, which is certainly a very moderate estimate and can
scarcely include any allowance for loss of cedar swamps.
During the
past summer some very large fires occurred in tbe district under survey, and the areas covered were noted by the topographers.
One
burned over an area of 60 square miles, near Atsion, in Burlington
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county; another, near Friendship,
in the same county, covered 10
square miles i and another, in Ocean county, burned over not less
than 75 square miles north of Barnegat.
The total of these three
fires is therefore 145 square miles, but several other fires occurred farther south in the State, the extent of which was not observed.
It
may be safely estimated that the whole area burned over this year has
reached 200 square miles or 128,000 acres. A. large amount of cedar
swamp was destroyed by these fires, and $10 per acre would not more
than cover the direct damage to timber, making the loss for this year
$1,128,000, nearly equal to the total value of the annual lumber production of the State.
On the whole_ the loss in timber from forest fires
in the State, on a low estimate has averaged $1,000,000 per year for
the last 15 or 20 years.
The loss is much more than the mere
value of the wood, however.
The soil is so impoverished by these
periodical burnings, which deprive it of all vegetable matter, thai. its
capacity for producing timber is much diminished.
There is also a
great depreciation in the value of the land, bev.ausc of the danger of
fires, whether it be.as timber land or for occupation and improvement,
and a considerable damage is done to the many valuable cranberry
bogs which are scattered through the forest, not to speak of the danger
to bnildings, habitations, and even to human life.
The causes of these fires are various ; those given for the 54 fires
of the cens,ts year are as follows : Clearing land, 7 ; locomotives, 28 ;
hunters, 6 ; malice, 7 i coal-pits, 6. It will be noticed that more than
half were caused by railroads.
:Neither of the two great fires of this
year were caused by locomotives ; that at Barnegat starting 6 or 7
miles from any railroad, and that at Atsion in a meadow, also far
from a railroad, either from the carelessness of hunters or berrypickers, or through malice.
Mr. Elmer attributes many of the fires
to carelessness in clearing up land.
Many fires no d()ubt start from
coalings, and it is common to hear the belief expressed that some of
these are started intentionally, in order to keep the coalers and woodchoppers at work, since timber burned over must be cut at once,
whereas it would otherwise be left to grow and increase in value.
Those caused through malice often are the result of chastising, or
holding under surveillance, of timber thieves, by no means uncommon
in the pine forests.
Of the various causes, the most frequent one is
the one which is apparently most easily prevented, although it is not
unlikely that the damage from this source is somewhat overrated, for
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these fires are soonest defected aud checked.
Some railroads, notably
the West Jersey, and Delaware, :Lackawanna and Western,
have
already taken the matter in hand. The plan followed, and apparently
with suc¢_s, is to clear away all timber for a width of 100 feet on
each side of the track, to plow a furrow or two close to the outer edge
_*f this space and then fire the space in the f_all,and keep it mowed and
cleared, if necessary, through the summer.
Were this plan adopted
hy all railroads, and the engines furnished with suitable spark
arresters, danger from this source would disappear, as would the constant suits for damages, which probably are much more expensive than
the remedy.
The other causes are apparently to be prevented only by
estahllshing a forest police, but the danger of fire spreading over such
a great extent of territory might be lessened by less expensive means.
The p_ne forest is traversed by numerous roads, which arc used as a
means of acce,_s to the timber, or of passing throngh the forest to the
various settlements.
._fpst of these roads are at present only just wide
enough to allow a wagon to pass through, not unfrequently by grazing
the trunks of the trees on either side. It is inva_'iably the practice
when a fire is to be fought, to make a stand along one of these roads
and, by firing back, to stop its progress by deprlvlog it of food. Not
unfrecluently , narrow as they are, these roads alone stop the progress
of the flames.
It scums, then, that it would be feasible to have all
these roads recorded as regularly-laid
highways, with a uniform width
of four rods, and to clear away all timber and brash for this width,
and fire the space in the autumn, annually.
It is believed that this
would create a gap which the flames would rarely leap, and that they
would usually he confined to a few hundred acres at most. Probably
about two acre_ to a hundred would have to be cut off in this way_ to
protect the rest, and in case it was seen that, because of high winds,
the flames would leap this barrier, it could be rendered effectual by u
l_ttle back firing.
If this eonld be supplemented by a forest police of
perhaps one mounted man to each 30,000 acres, making the whole
auuual cost not more than four cents per acre, much would be accomplished toward preventing forest fires, which now cause an average
loss of 67 ¢_ent._per acre for the whole of the pine country.
But it
must also be remembered that a large amount is now annually expended
in fruitlessly fighting fires, after they have become irresistible from the
extent of their front.
Some legislation imposing proper penalties tbr careless use of fire in
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camps, clearings, or coalings, would be necessary.
Stringent laws of
this kind exist in some European countries and in Canada.
The effect
of an efficient forest police on depredations of timber thieves will be
most salutary, and the increase in tile value of timber lands that would
arise from increased security, even though otherwise unimproved,
would pay the expenses of the plan.
It is most, probable that the
railroads would readily coSpemte in any plan to increase the security
of tile forests, as they might otherwise be held strictly accountable for
all damage done by them.
In :Northern :New Jersey

the expense

of keeping

clear avenues

through the forests would not be necessary, but it would probably
best to double the police force because of tbe larger population.
the railroads used proper precautions the police would be needed
but a few of the townships of this part of the State, as the areas

be
If
in
in

danger from fires are not large.
There seems to be no imminent danger of the evils usually attribilted to stripping the country of forests in this State if fires and
wasteful practices can be prevented.
As soon as a crop of timber is
gathered nature sets about reforesting the denuded area. No planting
is needed, only a little protection and carej and in from twelve to
fifteen years a young forest has again appeared to take the place of
the old one ; as the cutting is usually done on limited areas at a time
the timber is scarcely missed.
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IV.
HISTORICALNOTESON THE GEOLOGICAL
SURVEYSOF NEWJERSEY.
--t*

:New Jersey was first settled for its agricultural capabilities, and farming was its leading industry, until some time within the last half century.
Its mineral riches were, however, of such importance, as to be
thought worthy of public assistance for their development at a very"
early day.
Col. Lewis Morris located himself at Tinton Falls, in
_Ionmouth county, and purehased 3,900 acres of land there, proposing to establish iron-works at that place.
As early as the 6th of
April, 1676j the Legislature
voted that "as touching
Col. Morris _
request, the Deputies are willing the lands and works belonging
properly to the iron works, shall or may be rate free for seven years,
excepting in extraordinary cases, as war or the like."
The grant from
the Proprietors of East Jersey was a perpetual lease, with a payment of
a haft-penny an acre yearly_ on 3,540 acres. This lease allowed him
and Ms associates to dig for iron or any other minerals, in any part,
lying between the Raritan river and the Whale pond (Lib. I., p. 155_
:E. J. Records).
The works were carried on here for a number of years r
and were probably supplied with stock from the bog ores which were
found in various places near by, and from the woods. :Private enterprise was sufficient to extend this work further, and forges were in
operation at Spotswood_ in Middlesex, and at Imlaystown, in Monmouth, very early after the year 1700, probably working upon bog
ores such as are still to be found in those places. And as soon as the
Indian title to the lands in Morris and ttunterdon
counties was
extinguished, which was from 1712 to 1715, settlers entered ulmn
them tl)r the purpose of working the rich magnetic iron ores which
abound in the hills of those counties, and forges were soon in operation and turning out good bar iron.
The forge in Whippany, Morris
count)', was in operation

as early as 1716, and others were established
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lauds, from time to time, as roads were

opened, and ore was found, till they dotted the whole of the region
in which those ores occur. The blast furnace at Oxford, in Warren
county, was established iu 1745.
Others were built at later periods.
The demands for ore to supply these various works stimulated the
searches for them, and the whole iron ore district was pretty fully
explored.
Openings were made wherever there were any indications
of ore, and now tbere is scarcely a tract to be found where diggings
have not been carried on in the search for new beds of ore. These
searches were made at the expense of land-owners and other interested
parties.
And their effect was seen in the construction of new works
for reducing of ore to metallic iron.
It is stated by Tench Coxe,
that in 1784 there were eight blast furnaces and seventy-nlne forges.*
In Gordon's History of New Jersey,'{" written in 1831, be states there
were then 12 blast furnaces and 108 forges, which yearly produced
1,671 tons plg-iron, 5,615 tons of castings and 3,000 tons ot" bar-iron.
The copper mines at Belleville were discovered early, and were
worked by Arent Schuyler in 1719.
Mines at New Brunswick were
worked by Elias Boudinot in 1751, and those at Somerville, Flemington, and other places at a much later date.
The zinc mines at Franklin and Ogdensburgh, in Sussex county,
were discovered early, Maelure having sent specimens to France tbr
analysis in 1811, and public attention was called to them by Dr. Bruce,
of :New York, in his American Journal of Mineralogy, which was
published in 1814.
In Jour. Aead. :Nat. Sciences, Vol. II., p. 277,
is a very full and accurate paper on the Geology and Mineralogy of
Franklin, in Sussex county, by L. Vanuxem
and Wm. H. ]_eatlng,
dated August 6tb, 1822.
It treated of the zinc ores. Many unsuccessful attempts were made to work them before 1830.
The grccnsand marls, which have been such a source of agricultural
wealth to the State, were not generally known before ]840.
Single
cases of its use were known at the beginning of the eentury.
In tbe
Memoirs of the Philadelphia
Society for the Promotion of Agriculture, there are several articles on the use of marls, written in 1815-one by Mark Reeves, of Evesham;
one by Dr. George Holcombe, of
Allentown ; one by George Craft, near Woodbnry, and one by l'aul
Cooper, of Woodbury; and an analysis of the marl, by Henry Seybert_
in 1822.
*Hist. iron manufacture,p. 72.
?Page 38.
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I)r. S. G. Morton's descriptions of the organic remains found in the
marl were published from 1830-1834, and can be found in the Am.
Journal of Science, or in his Synopsis of Organic Remains.
Mr. Pierce, who wrote for the Am. Journal of Science in 1823, says:
"Six years ago but one or two small beds of marl were known, but
marl is now extensively used and highly estcemed." It is also meutinned by Gordon, in his History of New Jersey, 1833, as being of
much value, and of great promise in the future.
Th¢_e early attempts to develop the natural resources of the State
were productive of much benefit to the people interested, though no
systematic attempts were made to study the geological structure of the
country, or to collect, arrange and publish for the common good, the
riots which were distributed among many individuals.
At the session of the Legislature in October, 1832, Governor Peter
D. Vroom in his message said : 'tin viewing the different improvements now going forward in our State there is cause for gratulation
aml pride. Each one within the sphere of its influence will prodnce
new iucentives to industry, and discover new avenues to prosperity
aml comibrt. Taken in connection they will have a tendency to
retain and increase our population and draw forth and distribute the
rt.._oureesof the State which are just beginning to develop themselves.
When the different parts of the country shall be connected together
with water or other easy communication,* our limestone districts will
scatter their treasures to parts where they are needed in fertilizing the
soil, and the value of our iron region_ will be greatly increased.
Many of our mountains and valleys abound with hidden wealth,
_vhich must soon be brought to ligilt, and I have no doubt that if" a
geological survey of our State, or parts of it, could be made, even
upon a limited scale, it would result in most ruinable discoveries."
No action was taken upon this portion of Governor Vroom's
message. But in his message to the Legislature, on the 30th of
Oetoher, 1834, he alludes to the subject again and says: "I am
imluced to believe that such a [geological] survey would lead to the
dis(.overy of valuable mineral and metallic resources. A small
appropriation will be sufficient to commence with, and I think it due
The Camden and Amboy Railroad
was thenlaidonly from Bordentownto
llightstown,
_ndtl_e
Del_w_reand R_rit_nC_n_l_as beingcon_tTucted,
thoughthe
work was much delayedby thesickness
among theworkman. The Morris0anal,
begunin1825,wascompleted
in1831.
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to the State, as well as to the age in which we live, that a commencement be made."
The Committee of the Assembly, through its chairman, William
]_Iarshall, of Huntcrdon, reported favorably upon this portion of the
Governor's
message, saying such a survey " would
still further the wealth and resources of the State.

tend to develop
It would have a

tendency to advance the progress of science, to exalt tile character of
:New Jersey, and to prmnote the growth and prosperity of her agri¢ultural and manufacturing
industry."
And tile)" further reported
the following bill :
"To

provide for a geological and mineralogical
New Jersey.

survey of the State of

"That the Governor, or person administering
the government
of
this State, be aud lie is hereby empowered to employ some suitable
and scientific person or persons to make a geological and miueralogical
survey of the State, and make a report thereon to tile next session of
the Legislature, and that he be authorized to draw upou the Treasurer
for any sum not exceeding in the whole one thousand dollars, in order
to defray the expeuses of the same."
This bill was passed February 26th, 1835.
Under this act Henry D. Rogers, professor of geology iu the University of Pennsylvania,
received the appointment to make the proposed survey.
He entered at once upon the work and evidently
prosecuted it with a systematic plan and enthusiastic earnestness.
His
report was presented to Governor Vroom, 16th of February, 1836. It
is entitled " Report on the Gcologiral Survey of the State of New
Jersey," and is an octavo of 174 pages, illustrated by a large plate of
five sections across the State.
A map is also mentioned as accomi' I
1)anying the report, but it probably was not published at that time.
_.
The plan which tie adopted for the year's work was to "lay down
upon the map of the State (Gordon's) a series of straight lines, five in
number, so drawn as to cross, nearly at the same angle, all the various
formations.
The regions adjacent to these lines, embracing a width of
several miles on both sides of each, were then selected for more particular and detailed examination; and the extent and boundaries of
the several formations, as far as determinable, were delineated upon
these portions of the map.
"The five geological sections or profiles thus surveyed embrace all
the strata, and afford a general insight into tlm principal features of the
stratification, of the State."
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The five profiles laid down and studied were :
"First, a line of country extending across Bergen and Sussex counties, from the vicinity of Fort Lee, on the Hudson river, to near
Dingman's Ferr.v, on the Delaware.
"Secondly, a tract stretching from the sea-shore, in Monmouth,
the Water Gap of the Delaware, in Warren.

to

"Thirdly,
a tract extending from the bend of the Delaware, at
Easton, parallel with the general course of the river to Trenton, and
thence prnlonged to the sea-shore, south of Barnegat.
"Fourthly,
a section across Gloucester, reaching from the Delaware
river, at Camden, to the sea-shore, near Leeds' Point.
"Fifthly,
a tract traversing Salem, Cumberland,
counties, from the Delaware to the sea-ceast."
This clear and easily understood

and

Cape May

plan of work was carried out, and

NOTE.--Prof. Henry Darwin Rogers, the first State Geologist of Now
Jersey, was born in Pbiladelphia, August 1st, 1808. He was educated in
Baltimore, anti Williamsburg, Virginia. In his twenty-second year he was
elected Professor of Chemist2T and Natural Philosophy, in Dickinson
College, Carlisle, P_. lie went to England, in 1831, and studied chemistry
in the Iaboratory of Dr. Edward Turner, and attended the lectures of De
La Boche on GeoIogy. He returned to Philadelphia in 1833. In the
winter of 1,_3--4 be delivered lectures on geology in Philadelphia, and in
1885 the University of Pennsylvania elected hint Professor of Geology and
blineralogy.
And the same year the Governor of New Jersey appointed
him to make a geological and mineralogical survey of that State. l:[is
first repnrt was made in 1836, and his final report in 1840.
In 1836 Prof. Rogers was appointed Geologist of Pennsylvania.
He
made six annual reports on the progress of the survey of that State, when
the work was suspended. It was resumed in 1851, and continued through
1852, '53 anti '5-t. And his final report, in two large quarto volumes, was
published in 1_'i8.
In laSS he was appointed Requis Professor of Natural History in the
University of (Hasgow, and transferred his residence to that city. He
remained in the discharge of his duties there till 1866--his health had been
Failing fur st,me time--and in that year some obscure disorder of the brain
w_s developed, and terminated his life on the 29th of May.
tie was a man of great ability, and of very attractive powers of speaking, and heIda prominent place among the geologists of the world. His
works ou geology are admirably arranged and presented, and his generv.1izalions are remarkably clear and well sustained2
%'or biographical notices of Prof. Rogers and his three brothers, so8 Dr. Ruscheaberger', sketch ia Pron.Am. Phil. 8o0.,Vol. XXIII., pp. 10t-146,
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has furnished the basis for all the geological investigations which have
since been made in the State.
In addition to studies made of the geology of the State, as shown
along these lines, much attention was given to the occurrence and
description of the useful minerals found in diflhrent parts of the State.
"This was done more especially in the survey made of the greensamt
or marl formation, passing through iM[onmouth,Burlington, Gloucester and Salem counties."
This report was received with great satisfaction by the Ix, gislature
and by the people, and a further appropriation of $2,000 was made
. .
for continuing the survey.
At the end of the year 1836 a very short report upon the progress _ "'fi'' '
of the survey was made to Governor _rroom by Prof. Rogers. It was
presented to the Legislature by Governor Philemon Dickerson, January 3d, 1837, with the recommendation that a further appropriation
be made for continuing the survey another year, and, in accordance
with this, an appropriation of $2,000 was made.
The report for 1837 covers but two octavo pages. It was presented
as a separate document, and also as a document accompanying Governor
Dickerson's message. It is entitled "A Sketch of what has been
achieved towards the Geological-Survey of :New Jersey during the
past year." The general plan sketched in the report of the preceding
year was followed, but the investigations "have been conducted with
an eye to more system and greater scientific accuracy. In place of
crossing the strata, as hitherto, in certain lines, with a view to detect
their more obvious contents and relative situation, they trave this ymr
been traced, also, longitudinally, in order to delineate on the map,
with precision, their true boundaries, and to behold throughout their
entire area every modification their rocks or mineral deposits might
present."
The larger
portion
oftheworkwasgiventothesurveyoftheportionof the State between the Blue Mountain ou the northwest, and
the greensand marl formation on the southeast. Considerable chemical
work was done, and many specimens were collected "to form a cabinet
for the better elucidation of the final report and geological map."
October 26th, 1837, Governor Diekerson, in his message, says that
he is "authorized by Prof. Rogers to say that no furtber appropriations will be required, but in order to finish his survey and make a
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report in manner satisfactory to himself and usefill to the public T
filrther time will be required." *
October, 1838, Prof. Rogers made a short report to Governor William
Pennlng'ton, in which he says that all the field work is done except
two or three small neighborhoods, but that the chemical work will not
all be done till in the winter.
He also notices the different subjects he
has under investigation, and finally states that he cannot complete the
printing of the final report for the present Legislature.
In 1840 Governor Pennington
announced in his annual message
that Proof. Rogers' final report was printed.
This report is entitled "Description
of the Geology of the State off
New Jersey : being a Final Report, by Henry D. Rogers, State Geologist."
It is an octavo volume of 30l pages, with a geological map
of the State, on a scale of six miles to one inch; and a plate containing two sections across the State
one from New York to the Delaware
river at Dingman's Ferry, and the other from the Atlantic ocean at
Long Beach to the Delaware Water Gap.
The report, though without index or table of contents, is carefully
planned, and is written in a clear and flowing style, so that it is read
with interest even by those least familiar with scientific geology.
Ib
consists of an I_wRoDtrCWm_r of 6 pages, in which the physical feature_
of the State are well presented and described.
The geology of the
State is described in two PARTS, one of which is north of a llne drawn
across the State from the Raritan, a llttle below New Brunswick, t_>
the Delaware, a little below Trenton.
The Northern
Division, or
Part I., occupies the report from page 9 to page 175, and the Southert_
Division, or Part II., the remainder to page 301.
In the Northern
Division he classes the rocks in three gronps_
enumerating
them in the order of the period of their formation.
They are :
"First. A group of primary reeks, confined to the Highlands and
the vicinity of Trenton.
"Secondly. A group of older secondary strata, confined to the
northwestern portions of Sussex and Warren counties, from the base
of the Highlands to the Delaware river, and to most of the regular
valleys between the primary
"Thirdly.

ridges of the Highlands.

A group of middle secondary strata, lying in the broad

• Prof. Roger_'time was largelyoccupiedin the GeologicalSurvey of Pennsylvania
fromearly in 1836to 1842.
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belt of country between the southeastern toot of the Higldands and
the boundary connecting Trenton and New :Brunswick, including,
also, the red shale, red sandstone and conglomerate rocks of the GreenPond mountain.
With the above third group arc conneete<l the trap
rocks, which are confined almost exclusively to the region of the middle secondary formation, just referred to."
In each of these divisions the report takes up the rocks which
occur in it_ describes them, gives the geological strueture of the group_
then refers to the economical geology, giving aeeonnt of the irou ores
and iron mines of the first, of the limestones and slates in the seeood,
and to the trap rocks and the copper ores in the thil<t. There arc
many chemical analyses of the iron ores and of limestones, and much
effort is shown to make the resnlts of the survey useful to the peoldC
of the State.
In Part II., the Southern
five divisions, viz. :

Division of the State

is described raider

"First. A group of sands and clays of several colors and of stonewhat variable constitution, but frequently of extreme whiteness and
remarkable purity.
Among these occnr beds of pure potteiZs clay.
This division rests along its northwest margin," etc.
"Second. A somewhat mixed group, consisting of beds ahnost
wholly composed of greensand in a loose granu]ar condition, alternating with and occasionally replaced by layers of a blue, sandy,
micaeeous clay.
This is the 'greensand
formation,'
properly
so
called," etc.
"Third.
Immediately overlying the greeusand fbrmation_ near its
southeastern border, we find several limited exposures of a yellowish
granular limestone of rather crystalline structure and frequently silieeons composition," etc.
"Fourth.
A yellow, very fcrrnginous, coarse sand, containing sometimes a small proportion of the green mineral," etc.
"Fifth. Resting upon the former and constituting the highest ascertained member of the upper secondary series in the State, there occurs
a coarse, brown_ ferrnginous sandstone, sometimes passing into a conglomerat e," etc.
The whole of these he designates as the greensand series.
Each of these is described ia sueeessiou, and every effort is made to
make its location and mode of occurrence understood.
This is
specially true of the marl formation, on account of its usefulness
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agrienlture,
lie took great pains to get representative
specimens
from all parts of the marl region, analyzed them, and then discussed
at length the fertilizlng
qualities of the marl, and described its
remarkable effects upon the sandy and exhausted soils of the cmmtry.
The earnestnes_ aml enthusiasm he shows in his description of the
marl and its effects upon/:arm products, was an attractive feature of
the report.
In the message .f Governor Rodman ]_;[.Prlee_ dated January 17th,
1854, he says: "It is reported that valuable mineral deposits are
frequently discovered by foreigners, and lands purchased from our
landholders at nominal prieee. .4. thorough geological survey of the
State would doubtless discover mineral deposits to the advantage of
our eitizens and prevent the speculation now praetieed upon them_
and increase the value of taxable property beyond the cost of the
survey and promote the great interest of agriculture.
:Fifteen years
ago a survey was made which does not meet the progress of scientific
di_overy.
The benefits and practical returns from that survey
greatly increased our agricultural
preduetions.
The value of marl
previous to the survey was unknown, and its use as a fertilizer has
greatly enhanced the value of lands.
It is thought other natural
fertilizers, veins of phosphate of llme, are known to exist; vast beds
of peat and muck, which, if properly tempested, would be of great
value to our farmers and which a survey would develop, and the
State be benefited by the increased wealth of its citizens and value of
its lands.
I express the hope that a geological survey may be ordered_
if a suitable person can be found to perform the service."
In accordance with this recommendation,
the following law was
passed on the 2d of _[areh of that year, viz.:
"A_

Ae_ to cause a geological survey.

"1. BF. rr E.N'ACTEDby the Senate and General Assembly of the
State of New Jersey, Tlmt the governor of this state be and is hereby
authorized to employ some competent person or persons to make
a geological survey of the state.
"2. And be it enacted, That the person or persons who may be
employed by the governor as aforesaid shall have the right, without
molestation or hindrance, to enter upon any lands within this state,
not doing any unnecessary damage thereto, with such others as
assistants as he or they may deem necessary, to make the required
investigations and to efl_t the objects of said survey.
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"3. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of the person or
persons so employed as the surveyor or surveyors, to make an accurate,
thorough and complete geological survey of the state; which survey
shall be made and described in sections of one towashi l) each, accompanied by proper maps, diagrams, profiles and references, with a filll
scientific and practical description of the rocks, minerals_ ores_ sands,
clays, marls, pca_, fossils, soils and other substances, with a detailed and
alphabetical list of the principal localities of rocks, minerals, ores,
sands, clays, marls, peat, fossils, soils and other substances, which may
be valuable to the people, in the several townships of this state.
"4. And be it enacted, That the governor of this state shall have a
general supervision of said survej,, the power to employ such person
or persons as aforesakt to make said survey, aud to discharge and dismiss them as he may think right and proper to further and secure the
object of this act to sti relate and agree with said person or persons
so employed, in regard to their compensat on, a owanco for stationery
nsed, the completion of said survey in manner aforesaid, at the earliest
period for the publishing of the work and securing the copyright of
the same to the state_ and further, to cause a report of the progress of
tile work to tile legislature of this state at the nmmat meeting thereof
until the same be completed and finished ; and the governor of this
state for the time being is hereby authorized, by his draft in t:avor of
such person or persons as may be employed as aforesaid, to draw on
the treasurer of this state for such sum or sums of money as may be
necessary from time to time to pay such persons employed as aforesaid; provided, the several snms so drawn for shall not exeeed the
whole amount hereinafter appropriated
for the said survey ; and the
said treasurer is hereby authorized to pay, out of any nmneys not
otherwise appropriated, for the purl)usa and in manner aforesaid, any
sum not exceeding four thousand dollars.
"5. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of the governor to
require of the surveyor or surveyors aforesaid to collect specimens of
the different minerals, rocks, fossils, marls, clays, sands, peats, and of
such valuable substances as may be found in the state, to be disposed
of in such manner as the legislature may hereafter direct; and also to
collect specimens of such substances as may be valuable aod peculiar
to each county to be disposed of in such manner as the board of freehohters of the counties where collected shall d rcct.
" 6. And be it eaaetql, That when tile survey of a county shall be
completed in manner aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the governor to
require the same to be published and bound in a strong aml substantial manner; and as the survey of the state shall progress by counties,
published and bound as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the treasurer
to distribute duplicate copies of tile same to each of the county clerks,
to be by them preserved and kept for the free use and benefit of the
people of said counties.
"Approved March 2d, 1554."
11
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organized

in the

summer

WM. I_ITCHELL,
Superintendent
and State
of the Geological
Survey
of the Northern

Prof. (IEo. H. CooK, Assistant
Geologist,
ical Survey of the Southern
Division.

Geologist,
Division

in charge

Dr. ItE_RY
WCRTZ, Chemist and Mineralogist.
Gem EGBERT L. VIELE, Topographical
Engineer,
Topographical

of the year.

taking
of tile

of the Geolog-

to conduct

file

Survey.

Tht+_e officers all entered
of the season's

of 1854_

upon

work were given
The

first report

their

dnties

in a report
is an octavo

at once, and the results

to the Governor
of ]03

at tile end

pages, and contaius

short statements
of the work begun in each department,
and is illustrated by a plate of scenery on the Delaware,
figures of some instruments used, a plate of sections showing
the three marl beds, and an illustrative
In

the

Northern

Division

geological

the structure
triangulation
work

and relations
map.

was begun

of

by making

NoTr:.--Dr. William Kitchell, the second State Geologist of New Jersey,
w:_ b_rn at E;tst Madison, Morris county, New Jersey, April 21st, 1827. He
entered Rutger_ College, at Sew Brunswick, and remained there as a stndent.
in the Fre_hm.'m and Sophomore
classes, throtlgh the years 1845-6 and
1_t6-7.
:lI_. left college to take up the study of medicine, and attended
lectures at tim Uidver._ity of .New York.
He did not engage in tim practice of his pr¢)fe,slon, but became a teacher of Natural Sciences and ..t Proft.ssor in the Newzark Institute.
In 1850 (?) he went to Europe and studied
in the 2Iining School at Freiberg, in Germttny.
After his return home lm
was appointed
State Geologist.
This was in the Spring of 1854. He eontlnued in charge of the State Survey through
the years 1854, 1855 and
1856, when the work was closed on account of the failure of appropriations.
lie made annual
reports to the Legislature
for each of those years,
and had commenced
_ system of elaborate
and detailed
surveys of
the mining industries
of the State, but, utiforttmatc]y,
the work had to
he left unfinished.
In 1861 he, in connection
with G. M. "Hopkins, C.E.,
published a good geographical
map of the State on a scMe of 2_. miles to
an inch.
Dr. Kitehell died of some acute disease December
29th, 1861. IIe was
an earnest wq_rker in science and its applications
to the useful arts.
He
had m_de a special study of mil_ing and metallurgy,
_tnd his plans comprehended
important
and useful _v_)rk for the people of the State.
It is
greatly to be regretted that he coul_ not carry out his work to its eolnpletion, and to meet the high hopes whieli were centered in him.
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detailed surveys_ measurements and other examinations
of tlle iron
and zinc mines, and of calcareous marl beds.
In the Southern Division the geological structure of the greensand
marl beds was the principal subject of examination, and the location,
dip and strike of the three greater divisions were plainly made out
and described.
The Chemical and Mineralogical work was begun with a careful and
exhaustive examination
of the calcareous marls of :Northern R+ew
Jersey.
The Topographical
Survey was begun ill Sussex county by the
work of two parties with plane-tables
and a triangulation
party.
Much of the county was gone over in that year, and a county map
was well advanced.
The work of this season of 1854 was highly satist_aetory, and a
further appropriation of $20,000 was made for carrying on the survey
as it had been begun.
In 1855 active work was prosecuted throughout the entire year,
and at its close a report upon the work done was submitted to the
Governor.
This report is an octavo of viii and 248 pages, with
an outline map of the State on a scale of ml+ oo, on which the triangulation projected for the northern portion of the State ws laid down ;
a large map and profile of the Hibernia iron mln% and numerous
illustrations of sesnery_ of geological formations, and of mines and
mining machinery.
]_n the Topographical
Department, General Viele reports that the
triangulation has been begun at 25 stations, and 460 observations lmve
been made. Plane-table
parties were put in each of the counties of
Sussex, Morris, Salem_ Monmouth, Hudson, Warren, Cape MTay_Cumberland and Atlantic.
The surveys of Sussex aud Cape May were
completed and the maps drawn, and good progress had been made in
severn[ other of the counties.
In the Southern Division geological work was continued in tracing
out and describing the subdivisions of the greensaad marl beds and
the Cumberland marls_ in studying the geological structure of the beds
of fire and potters' clay, and the geology of the formations
shore and on Delaware bay, with the evidences of recent
subsidence.
Chemical examinations of the marls, clays
substances were given, with much matter relating to the
of the country.
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In the Northern
Division a detailed statement of tile physical
geography of the country was given, with its mountains, valleys,
lakes, rivers, and then a resume of its geology, its rocks, minerals
and ores. Numerous local details of mines are also given, and with
it the work of Mr. Wurtz is included, where tile latter describes
minutely the composition of the rocks in the mine walls, and the ores
themselves.
This report was received with much interest, and was printed and
widely circulated.
The appropriation
of $25,000 was made at the
beginning of" the year for the work of 1856, and for the expenses of
engraving the maps of Sussex and Cape May, and printing 1,000
copies of the rcport and map of Sussex, and 500 copies of the report
and map of Cape May.
Provision was also made for the distribution
of copies to varitms bodies of persons, amounting to 200 or more, and
the re, t were to he sold at 83.00 a copy for that of Sussex, and $2.00
ibr that of Cape May.
_[t was early fimnd, however, that the State funds wcre not available for the sam appropriated, and the work was greatly diminished in
its extent, and some portions entirely suspended.
The limited amount
of work which was done, was by those in the service wire were willing
to go on at their own charge, and trust to the succeeding Legislature
to provide the means for reimbursing them.
The report for the year 1856 was made to Governor Price at the
close of his term of office.
This report was printed as an octavo of 79 pages, and contains an
account of the work done in the Geology of the :Northern and
Southern
Divisions of the State, and in its Topographical
Survey.
It was also accompanied by a Catalogue of Plants of Monnmuth and
Ocean counties, by Dr. P. D. Knieskern, of Shark River.
Dr. Kitchcll reported that detailed surveys of the geology, scientitle and economic, were about completed for the counties of Sussex
and Morris, and were considerably advanced in Essex and Hudson counties.
He wrote out a fuller account than bad been given
before of the magnetic iron ores and their occurrence and distribution
in the rocks, and in the use of the magnetic needle in searching for
new beds of that mineral ; he also wrote upon the methods and
economy of working the ores.
In the Southern Division the assistant in charge reported that the
geology of the county of Cape May was completed and the report
and map published.
The county of Monmouth had been nearly all
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surveyed, and a considerable portion of Cumberland, and that much
of the chemical work connected with the analysis of soils, marls and
other fertilizers was done. The report also contained a full statement
of the agriculture
of that portion of the State, the opportunities
offered for its further dcveiopment, and the natural advantages furnlshed for its profitable pursuit.
It was the plan of the survey to publish its results, iu county
reports, each of whlcb was to be accompanied by a topograplfic map
of the county.
The county of Cape May, in the Southern Division,
was the only county report that was completed and published.
It is
a large octavo of 208 pages, and contains a folded map of the county
on a scale of _--_.
It also contains numerous illnstratlve views and
sections.
The geology is very simple, only the quaternary
to be
found in the county, and the surface so uniformly level tbat there is
not an elevation 40 feet above the sea in it. Its sandy and gravelly
loams, its salt marshes, and its sand beaches are described, and the
wear of its shores, and the changes of level, for which it furnishes
remarkable proofs, are treated at length.
Its climate and its agricultnml resources are given, and lists of animals, birds, fisbes, flowcrlng plants and algm are also published;
and a sketch of the
early history of the county of Cape May, by Dr. Maurice Beeslcy,
is included in it.
General Viele reported for the Topographical Department that work
on a diminished scale had been vigorously prosecuted, though under
discouraging oircmnstances, during the year, and that the following
was a summary of the work thus fax accomplished :
County of Cape May.--Survcy
completed, map drawn, engraved
and pnblished.
County of Sussex.--Survey
completed, map drawn and partly
engraved.
County of .][oumouth.--Survey
completed and map drawn.
County of ._[orris.--Survey
nearly completed and map partly drawn
(could have been completed in about three weeks).
County of Warren.--Sfore
than half surveyed.
County of Sa/emt.--Half
surveyed.
County of Cumberland.--Half
snrvcyed.
County of Httdson.mThis
county could have been completed in
four weeks, witb the aid (which had been offered) of the :New York
Harbor Commissioners' work.
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The work was not resumed in 1857.
The property, unfinished
records, surveys and notes were collected together and all liabilities
discharged.
The sum expended during the year 1856 was 816,902.69.
Much _uod work }lad been done, and it was a great disappointment
to many that it was su,pended and the half-finished work leI_ in such
cnnditi_m that it was liable to be entirely lost.
In I_It;¢1, the State Agricultural
Society_ in consideration
of the
agricultural
:rod other interests of the State, secured tim passage of a
law by which ])r. Kitchell was allowed the free use of the property,
surveys, .Iap_, n,_t,'_ and results of the late Geological Survey, and
auth{_rized to c, nqdete and publish the report of the survey in one
book, and the survey to he shown in one map of not less than three
miles t_ an the'b, and to be done at his own cost, and without charge
or expen,e to the State.
Under this authority, Dr. Kitchell, in connection with (L M. ttopkins, O.E., prepared and published a good
geographical nmp of Xew ,fersey_ on a scale of two-and-a-half
miles
tu one im,h.
Tbt_ dL-mb ,f Dr. Kitchell, in 1861, before he had written out any
full at.oNu_t of' the geulogy of the State or of those mining interests
in whleh he was so ht'artily engaged, closed the hopes of friends of the
Snrvey in that direetiou.
In 18_;3 the State Agricultural
Society obtained the passage of a
law authorlzh_
its aitleers to receive the State property which had
been in po_.es.hm of Dr. Kitehell, and transfer it to ]_rofessor George
It. Cook or s.mw i*thcr suitable person, in order to complete the survey, as prnpc_ed in the original engagement with Dr. Kitehell.
During the seas.n of 1863, a section across the State, from the
Atlantic shore at Shark River inlet to the Delaware Water Gap, was
carefully studied and drawn, and a short report was prepared by Profc_.or ('u_k on the State surveys, as made by Professor Rogers and
Dr. Kitetn,llj and the bcnefit_ derived from them.
This report he
x_:ts hLv_tcd h, r, ad befbee the Senate and the Assembly in their regu_:1_"
.e./.n_.
In it aas said that "the importance of having the geological _arvey so ¢,xccuted and published that all our cltlzens may
understand tin, ge_h_gy of the State, can hardly be overestimated.
To
the practical laau it ;_ of the first importance lo know that the mater_:_]_of the globe are not jumbled together in a confused mass_ where
an)" parth.nlar ,ub_tanee can only be found by chance, but that there
is an ord.rly arrangement
of them, and each is to be found in its
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appropriate
place. The soils upon each rock formation have their
peculiar characteristies, and the farmer who wishes to devote himself
to dairying, to the.ralsing of stock, of grass, of grain, of fruits, or of
garden vcgetables_ will look for the rock formation and soil upon
which his special product is most profitably raised.
Our iron need
only be looked for in one kind of rock, and that rock is confined to a
particular district of country.
Tile limestones are all in regular layers,
traversiug the country in a northeast and southwest direction, and never
in ally other.
Our greensand marls are only found in one favored
portion of the State.
The fire-clays are only in one belt of country,
which crosses the middle of the Slate from northeast to southwest.
It
would be worse than useless to look for magnetic iron in Southern New
Jersey, marl in the northern part of tile State, or coal-beds anywhere
within our bounds.
It is only by snrveys of this kind, carefldly carried
out over the whole country, faithfid]y described and illustrated, and the
results brought within the reach of all our citizens, that we can folly
and profitably make this arrangement known and at)prcciated.
Our
abundant but uudeveloped resources require from the State this kind
of survey and publication."
Following the reading of this report, the bill for the completion of
the Geological Survey w_ prepared, passed by both houses and signed
by the Governor, the Hon. Joel Parker.
It is as follows :
"AN AcT to complete the geological survey of the state."
" WIIEREAS, Tile senate aud general assembly of the state, by an
act passed March second, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, authorized
a geological survey of the state to be made, which survey was suhsequenlly suspended by tim state; and whereas, the state agricultural
society, nn(ler the authority
granted to it by the act of ]_'cbruary
twenty-fifth, eighteen lmndred and sixty-three, has shown a laudable
zeal in continuing the said survey; and whereas, it appears by the
report of Robert C. Baeot and Jacob Herbert
(committee of the
legislature), made March elevent[ b eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
that of tlle former appropriations made by the state there was, at that
date, an unexpended balance amounting to eight thousand and ninetyseven dollars and thirty-role cents, which balance still remains to the
credit of that account;
and whereas, it is the duty of the state to
develop aud render available to the tidiest extent the facts relative to
its great natural resources, as also of its agricultural_ mining, mechanical and other industrial interests; therefore,
"1. Bz IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the
Slate of New Jersey, That the duty of completing the said survey be
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and is hereby resumed by the state, said survey to be completed within
a period not to exceed four years, and at an expense not to exceed the
sum of twenty thousand dollars, aside from the cost of pubti_tion,
and all laws conferring on tile state agricultural
society attthority to
eontiune the survey, or transferring
to it the state property used by
the sur_y, be and tile same are bereby repealed.
" 2. A,ul be it enacted, That tile sum of twenty thousand dollars,
of n'blf.h tile unexpended balance of former approp¢iations
shall be
part, be and is hereby appropriated to carry one the provisions of this
a('t.

" 3. A_d bc it vnneivd, That the appointment of George If. Cook,
by tht, slaw agrlenltusal
society, is approved of, and that tile said
(iec)rgl, It. Cook is bert.by appointed state geologist, with authority
t. reel.lye from the state agrlcnltural
society tile state proltcrty used
by the survey, antl employ, control and use the same ; to employ such
a_sistaut or assistants as shall seem to him necessary for the proper
prosecution of the survey; and it shall be lawful for the said George
il. Co(& aml the person or persons employed by himj to cuter, without molestation, upou any lands in this atate which he or they may
deem ue_,_arv to fimher the object of the said survey ; and it shall
he the duty of the state geologist, on or before the first day of January
of each year, to furnish to tile president of a board of managers
(ber_,inat_'er to be created) a detailed statement of his expenditures,
with the vouehem therefor, and also a report of his operations for the
preee_tlng year.
".I..A,_d be it eaarged_ That to promote the objects which this act
has in view, there ,_hall he a board of managers of the same, to consist of eleven members, one of whom shall be the governor of the
state, who also shall be prcsklent of the board, aml two nmmbers
from each of the five congressional districts of the state; and the
state geologist shall make his annum report to tile president, who
shall app.int from the members of the board a committee to examine
the annual account._ of exllenditurc, and the presideut shall submit
the same and all matters pertaining to the survey at the first fallowing
s-s-i.n of the h,gislature ; and it shall be lawful for the president and
hoard of managers, or a majority of them, to make yearly agreements
with the state glolnglst as to his own and the salaries of his assistant
or tt,sistants, but such tempm,'ary assistance as may be needed, the
purchase of tile necessary implements and materials, tile means necesSary fi_r transportation
and all other incidental expenses shall be
under the control of the state geologist; and it shall be the duty of
tile members of the board, in addition to those already slier;fled , to
furnish from time to time to the state geologist, any and all information which will contribute to tile more full and complete dc_clopnmnt
of the t:acts relating to the agricultural, mining, medmnical and other
imtustriaI interests of the state.
"5. And be it enacted, That the governor of the state is hereby
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authorized, by his draft in Favor of the state geologist, to draw on the
treasurer of the state for such sum or sums of money as may be caUed
for by the state geologist; provided, the several sums so called tbr
shall not iu auy one year exceed the one-fourth part of the appropriation made in section two of this act, to wit: twenty thousand
dollars.
" 6. And be it enacted, That it shall be lawful for the state geologist
to take from the first yearly installment a sore not to exceed live
hundred dollars to reimburse himself for the expenses incurred in
prosecuting the survey the past year.
"7. And be it enacted, That the board created by this act. shall he
a committee of publication, with authority to priat and publish lhe
mmual and final reports of the state geologist, aud also to direct the
distribution
of suites of the geological, mineralogical
and other
specimens collected in the survey, to such literary, scientific and other
institutions as will best conduce to the interests of the citizens of the
state.
"8. And be it enacted, That the following nmned persons are
hereby appointed and shall constitute the board of managers of the
geological survey of the state, viz. : president, Joel Parker ; managers,
David Potter, of Cumberland ; Andrew I_2. Hay, of Camdcu, in the
first district; William Parry, of Burlington;
John A. Roebling, of
l_Iercer, in the second district; Isaac R. Coruell, of Somerset; Henry
Aitkin,
of Union, in the third district;
Abraham S. ttewitt, of
Passaic, Andrew B. Cobb, of Morris, in the fi)urth district ; Willimn
M. Force, of _2ssex ; J. R. Wortendyke, of Hudson, in the fifth district ; and power is hereby given to the said board, or a majority of
them, to fill any vacancies which may occur.
"9. And be it enacted, That this shall take effect immediately.
t_Approved March 30, 1864."
Under this act work in the survey was resumed with the purpose of
collecting together all flint could be found relating to the geology and
natural resources of the State in the four years allotted to the work,
and to prepare and put these in such form as might be umst useful
and acceptable to the people.
Short pamphlet reports of the condition and progress of the survey were made every year to the Governor.
That of 1864 contains 24 pages, with a colored geological map a_nd a
profile of the rocks of the State, each in an octavo page. The report
of 1865 contains only 12 pages; the one of 1866 has 27 pages, and
that of 1867 has 28 pages. The matter in these, however, is all reproduced in the Geology of New Jersey, which was printed in 1868, and
is the only report of that year.
The organization

of the Survey for those years was--
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George It. Cook, State Geologist.
John C. Smock_ Assistant Geologist.
Major T. B. Brooks was engaged in topographic
of iron mine__ and iron-ore lands in 1864.

and magnetic surveys

][)r. ][)avid Murray w_ engaged in preparing projection for a new map
of tht. Start., and in collating and revising in the field the materials
fi_r such a map ill 1864--5.
])r. Charlcs C. Abbt_tt voluntarily devoted himself to the preparation
of catalo_uo_ of the vertebrate animals of the State during the
yc.ars I861-5-6-7.
G. M. tt_pl, in_, ('.E., compiled the maps for the use of tile Snrvey
aml tbr I_ublieatlon_ using such material as was aval]able from
fi,rrm,r snrvey_ and from old maps.
He also surveyed and
drew a top_*graphic map of about 80 square miles of the
di,trlct c_f 3hbrrls county in which the largest iron mines are
l_catcd.
His w_rk was done in 1865-6-7.
Edwin It. Bogurdus
1866-7.

was employed

as chemist

through

the years

Francis C. Van I)yck was engaged in chemical researches during
of the year 186_;-7.

part

Paul C_ok was occupied in tracing
beds of iron ore in 1866-67.

and

Line_ of magnetic
others.

attraction

lines of magnetic

were also traced

attraction

by John

I_ance

and

The work of the four years was completed as prepared, and at an
exl)ense within the appropriation
made for it. The report, however,
wa_ not ready fbr publication, and the section requiring its completion
in fnur years was repealed March 2-tth, 1868.
The year 1868 we_ devoted to the preparation of the general report.
Thi_ n.port, which wa_ entitled "Tile Geology of New Jersey," and
malh, to (]overn.r
Marcus L. Ward_'is an octavo of xxiv and 899
pa_c_, and is illustrated by numerous explanatory sections and sketches,
aim i_ accompanlcd by a portfolio of 8 maps.
I o thi_ report was brought together the work of all those who have
].._'n i'ngagq'd, with recognition of their services ; the geographical
matcrlal which could be made available;
the systematic geology of
the State as given in four divisions, vlz., the Azoie and Paleozoic,
Trla_slc, Cretaceous, Tertiary and Recent :Formations;
Historic
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Geology, Economic Geology, Fertilizers, Building Materials, Ores,
:5Ianufacturers' Materials and Usefid Products;
and in an appendix
are given a List of Invertebate
Fossils, by T. A. Conrad ; Lists of
Extinct Mammalia and Reptilia, by E. D. Cope; Lists of Minerals,
by Rev. E. Seymour ; Lists of Vertebrate Animals, by Dr. C. C.
Abbott, and Lists of Elevations in New Jersey, from various sources.
The four general maps were on a scale of two miles to an inch
and covered the whole State, following the four divisions mentioned
above.
The map of a group of iron mines in Morris county was
drawn to a scale of three inches to a mile. Those of the zinc miz:es
_)f Sussex count)', of the Oxford iron mines and of the Ringwood
iron mines on a scale of eight inches to one mile.
Two thousand copies of the report and maps were printed and
mostly distributed gratuitously, a few only being sold at the cost of
publication.
This report presented the resources of the State in detail, and was
intended to give them in such words and such order that they could
be made use of for practical purposes, and it cited facts to prove that
the principle which had been followed in authorizing the surveys, aald"
widely publishing their results, had been profitable to the State.
A supplement to the "Act to complete the geo!ogical survey of the
state" was passed April 1st, 1869, in which tlle survey was authorized
to be continued for a further period of four years, with all annual
appropriation
of a sum not to exceed five thousand dollars.
AN A.N*NUAL]_EPORT FOR 1869 was nmdc to Governor Theo.
_i'. Randolph.
It is an octavo of 57 pages_ and contains: A nmp of
the tide marshes on Newark bay and the Passaic and Hackensack, on
a scale of two inches to a mile, with the depth in feet of tile marshmud ; a nmp of the tide marshes on the Delaware, in Salem county_
on a scale of two miles to an iuch_ with the depth in fhet of the marshmud ; a map of the Passaic river, between Little Falls and Chatham,
with its branches, the Rockaway and Whippany, scale two inches to
a mile ; profiles of the Passaic river_ from Little Falls to Chatham,
and its branches_ the Rookaway and Whippany, horizontal scale two
inches to one mile, vertical scale one inch to forty feet.
Mr. E. H. Bogardus was engaged during the year in chemical
work.
Prof. E. A. Bowser made tile surveys for the maps with
reports upon them.
Tile work of the survey was arranged umler the
following heads :
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1. F[,rtilizcrs found in the State_ and the means of making them
mare qui('kly and generally useful.
2. Ou the tide marshes and tracl.s of land subject to protracted
freshets.
[Plans for drainage were prepared.]
3. On the s_)ils of the State, their origin, chemical and physical
pr_*pt.rtles and distribution,
and suggestions for their most,
productive raanagement.
4. Oa the iron and zinc ores of the Statc.
5. Additions

to the Scientific and Economic Geology of t]m State.

The topics above mentioned have been contimled in successive years,
aml have been the beginning of valuable and lasting improvements.
TIrE ]_EI'ORT FOR 1870 was made to Governor Randoll)h , and is
an o_.taw_ of 75 pages, and contains a profile of the Passaic river from
Chatham to MiIIington, on a scale of two inches to a mile; a map of
the Great Meadows in Warren county, scale two inches to a mile; a
pr.fiic or' the Pequest river tbrough the Great Meadows, horizontal
scale two im.he._ to a mile, vertical scale 40 feet to an inch : and a plate
The a._si,_tanee
of Mr. Bogardus
and perpetual-bnrning
Prof. Bowser in the
work of
_hl,wing
tim arrangement
of Hoffman's
brick-kiln.
the Survey was continued, and the State Geologist spent some time in
Europe, visiting reclaimed marsh lands in England and Holland, and
in vi.,itlng mines in Norway, Sweden, Germany and England.
The
material i_ arranged under the same beads as in 1869; plans for the
drainage of the flowed lands on the Passaic and the Pequest were prepar_d ; and the results of the drainage works in :Europe were reported
upon.
THE REPORT FOR 1871 was made to Governor I_mdolph, in an
octavo of 46 pages, and contains a map of the Drowned Lands ou the
Wallkill river and its branches, in Sussex county, New Jersey, and
()range county, New York, on a scale of one inch to a rail% and a
profile of the Wallkill river, from Lawrence's
Bridge, in Sussex
_.ounty, New Jersey, to the mouth of the canal_ near Hatupton_ in
( )range county, New York ; horizontal scale one inch to a mile, vertical scale 20 feet to an inch.
Prof. Smock resumed his connection with the Survey in June of
tlds year.
Mr. ]_;ugardus continued his work in the laboratory as chemist.
Prof Bowser continued work on surveys.
Geo. W. ttowell_ C.E., also did work on surveys.
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The passage of a law by the Legislature at its session in the beginning of 1871, entitled "An act to provide for the drainage of lands,"
required the managers of the Geological Survey, when petitioned, to
prepare maps and plans for drainage works, and, under this act, maps
and plans were prepared for the lands on tile Passaic and Pequest,
and the preparatory notices, &c., were given for the appointment of
commissioners to execute the plans.
Much attention was also given to the agricultural
and mining
interests of the State, and to their progressive development and improvement.
THE A_,'_;UAL REPORT FOR 1872 Was made to Governor Joel
Parker, in an octavo volume of 44 pages. The work of the Survey
was continued, with the assistance of Prof. Smock, Assistant Geologist;
Prof. Bowser, as surveyor, and Mr. Bogardns, as chemist.
The projects for tile drainage of wet and flowed lands occupied much attention
and labor, and their importance to the State was strongly presented.
'_['hegeological location and relations of the iron mines was presented,
and modes of searching for and opening new mines were described.
The condition of tile business of producing and marketing tlle products of tluarries, mines and soils was presented at length and discussed.
In the agricultural interest of the State the announcement was made
of the organization of a State Board of Agriculture, and the question
is proposed as to the transfer of those matters relating to agriculture,
from the Geological Survey to this new Board.
The Legislature, at the session of 1872, passed an act continuing
the appropriation
of $5,000 a year for the Geological Survey for a
further period of four years.
THE _kN_UAL
REPORT OF THE STATE GEOLO(_ISTFOR THE YEAR
1873 was made to Govornor

Parker, and printed

in an octavo of 128

pages, and accompanied by a geological map of Northern New Jersey,
showing the iron ore and limestone districts; scale, 2 miles to 1 inch.
The working force in the Survey was continued the same as in
1872.
In addition to the miscellaneous work of furnishing information upon the nunmrons subjects and interests which come within the
special work of the Survey, the drainage works on the Pequest were
begun ; the resurvey of the northern boundary line was begim, and
some work was done in Warren county in surveying and leveling for
the purpose of making a topographic map of the county, in which
the elevation and outline of the hills and mountains and the lines of
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drainage wouhl be accurately shown by means of contour lines.
In
this report, too, the mines of magnetic iron ore are named in detail
with descriptive notes, and the attempt is made to arrange them in
gco]ngieal order, as they appear in somewhat parallel belts or ranges
which cro-s the State in a northeast and southwest direction.
Tw¢.
hundred and twenty-three mines were included in this llst. A description was also given of the methods of searching for iron ores by the
miners' c,mpa% which was accompanied by two small maps of actual
surveys to illustrate the method.
The references are also given to
the growing industries of lime burning, marl producing, plumbago
mining, &c.
TtlI.: I_.EPOP.T FOR 1874 was made to Governor Parker, in an
octaw* of 116 pages, and was accompanied by a map of the northern
boundary of the State, to illustrate file survey of that line. It is
drawn tm a scale of one inch to a mile.
The work of tile Survey was continued by the aid of the same
a_sistants as tbr the two preceding years, and the further assistance
of James K. Barton, wire a_sisted in Prof. Bowser's surveys, and
began the t_*pographie survey of the Middlesex clay beds.
The resurvey of the northern boundary furnishes remarkable illustraIi_ms of the errors of compass surveys.
The line was run in 1774.
It is marked by mile monuments, of which there arc 48. The line
was run by the surveyor's compass, and was intended to be straight_
lint there are no three monuments of the boundary which are in the
same straight line ; there are great crooks in some parts of it, and the
whole i, ._,uth of the straight line; in the middle it is nearly a halfmile too far south.
The drainage works on the Pequest are in progress.
Special mentl.u is made of the mines of hematite, of copper, and of zine_ and of
tin, method._ of searching for hematite.
The fire and potters' clays
of Middlesex arc here given, with their chemical composition, and, for
the fir,t time, the geological position and subdivisions of the several
beds of clay, sand, kaolin, &e., are laid down with definiteness.
The
qm,stinn .f wa_cr-supply for the towns and cities of the State was
ai,o pres_,nted in this report.
Tin.: A _-xt'Ai. REPORT FOR 1875 Was made to Governor Joseph D.
Bedle, in a report of 41 pages octavo, and an outline map'of the State,
on a scale of a-¢o_¢¢0
-. in which was shown the triangulation
proposed
and partly executed by the U. S. Coast Survey, to furnish a basis for
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accurate maps.
The U. S. Coast Survey was authorized, in 1871, to
determine triangulation points in each State in the Union which shall
make requisite provision for its own geological survey.
Under this
act, the Coast Survey, in 1873, determined the latitude and longitude
of Tri-Stales-Rock,
which marks the western end of the boundary
between _Tew York and New Jersey, and also the northern end of the
boundary between _ew Jersey and Pennsylvania.
In the spring of
1875, Prof. Bowscr was appointed assistant in the Coast Survey service, with the duty of conducting and extending the triangulation
over _New Jersey.
This appointment he still holds, in 1885.
The other assistants continued in the service of the Survey, and, in
_ldition, Ed. A. Reiley and Robert A. Meeker assisted Prof. Smock
in collecting geological specimens and minerals for the Centennial Exposition, in Philadelphia.
Much time was taken up with this work
of collecting specimens.
The survey of the clay district of Middlesex
conuty was completed in its field work, the drainage work on the
Pequest was continued, the question of water-supply
was again
brought
forward and examined further, and much miscellaneous
work was done in the laboratory to furnish information upon the
subjects in charge of the Survey.
The Legislature of 1876 made a further appropriation
of $8,000 a
year for five years more.
ThE A_UAL
REPORT :FOR 1876 Was made to Gov. Bedle in an
octavo of 56 pages, which was accompanied by a map of the Passaic
water-shed on a scale of two miles to an inch.
The assistants of last year were continued and George W. Howell,
C.E., William E. ]King and William :F. Gregory, surveyors, were
employed in surveyings
for projects of water-supply
in the area
drained by the Passaic and its branches.
Win. R. Whitehead aud
Geo. McC. Taylor surveyed and mapped the Bear Swam t) near Trenton, in preparation for its drainage.
The Centennial Exhibit, at Philadelphia,
was arranged and catalogue(l, and a highly satisfactory display was made of the agricultural
and mineral products of the State, and of the means provided to
make these products known to all our citizens.
The catalogue is an
octavo of 111 pages, and contains lists of forest trees, soils, rocks,
minerals, building stones, ores, marls, lime, clay and miscellaneous
products.
The subject of water-supply from the basin of the Passaic above
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Little Fails, was presented in much detail, and clearly showed a
source of supply sufficient for Jersey City, iNewark and neighboring
clties and towns, that was pure and wholesome,--suillcient
for the
largest populatlon--and
eapab]e of being secured at a moderate cost.
THE REPORT FOR 1877 is an octavo of 56 pages, with a one-page
map of New Jersey on which the area covered by the glacial drift,
together with it_ southern limit, is plainly marked.
It was made to
(;.,)vernor Bedh..
The Geologist was assisted in the work of the survey by Messrs. Smock, Bogardas and G. W. Howell.
Prof. Bowser
c,atinued
iu the triangulation
S. ('oa_t Surv,,y.

of the State at the expense ot¢ the U.

A large purt of the work of the year was given to a study of the
tirt. aml potters' clays, both in the laboratory and the furnace.
The
]orating aml tracing out of the southern margin of the northern
glacial drift was (lone this year, and the line was trace<l across :New
Jersey, as shown on the map, and the examinations extended east
across Long Island in its length, and in Pennsylvania
westward to
Berwick on the Susquehanna.
The clear definition of this southern
margin wa_ recognized in the spring of 1877, and the record'of it
wa_ given in a paper presented to the Society of brining Engineers
at their meeting at Wilkesbarre, in May of that year, and is published
in \'ol. VI., p..i67, of the transactions of the society.
The work of
drainage of the Great Meadows was continued, and testimony is
printed in regard to the sanitary condition of the country surrounding them.
The topographic survey of the country between Orange
l_,Iountain and the Hudson was begun this year by l_[r. Geo. W.
Howell.
The surveys were taken so as to construct a map of the
whole country and to put on it contour lines, so that an inspection of
it will enable one to see the form and elevation of the bills, and tbe
depth, direction and drainage of the valleys.
It was the beginning
of a survey which is still continued and i.q intended to cover the
whole State.
At the beginning of the year 1878 was published the "Report
on
the Clay Deposits of Woodbridge, South Amboy, and other places in
INew Jersey, together with their uses for Fire-Brick,
Pottery, &c."
This was an octavo of viii and 381 pages, and was accompanied by
a topographical nmp of the clay district on a scale of three inches to
one mile, and by one large general section, showing the clay beds and
clay pits, with their proper location and elevation.
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first of those which have been prepared by the Survey with contour
lines of elevation upon it. This report contained a very full account
of the three most charaeteristlcally
marked beds of fire-c]ay, and the
single bed of stone-ware clay. By the numerous openings which had
been made, and the contour lines upon the map, it was possible to
trace ont the outeroppings of these several beds upon the uneven surface of the district, and to give most valuable information
to those
seeking for locations upon which to make new openings.
The assistants engaged in this work were Prof. John C. Smock, in
the geology; Edwin H. Bogardus, in the laboratory, and James K.
:Barton, C.E., in surveying and drawing the map.
The chemical examinations
of the fire-clays showed them to be
composed of' silicate of alumina of almost unequaled purity, and possessing remarkable power to resist the action of intense heat.
The history and statistics of the working of these beds of fire-clay
show that their extraordinary
development and use has been attained
siuce the year 1840, and that it possesses excellenccs which will cause
it to coutinue and increase in these respects for a long time tocome.
TIIE A._'NUAL REPORT FOR 1878 Was made to Governor George
B. McClellan, in an octavo volume of 131 pages, and a map of the
State on a scale of six miles to the inch, and colored to show its surface
geology.
The corps of assistants remained the same as last year. The topographical surveys were continued by Mr. Howell, and extended nearly
far enough to get the material from which the map of ±Northern _ew
Jersey was afterwards drawn.
Prof. Smock traced out the varieties
of soll in the southern division of the State, and examined the numerous openings which have been nmde for clay and for glass-sand.
Much
time was given to collecting facts in relation to the glacial drift which
covers so much of the uorthern part of the State, and tracing out
minutely its southern limiting boundary.
Mr. Bogardus examined a
great many soils and determined their chemical composition.
The
miscellaneous work and correspondence of the office increases every
year, as the resources of the State come to be better known.
•
TL[E A_:CtTAT.REPORT FOR 1879 Was made to Governor MeClellan_
and is an octavo of 199 pages_ accompanied by a map of the State on
a scale of six miles to the inch, which is colored to show its economic
geology.
The report_ in addition to the usual matter, gives special
information in regard to the iron mines and their working, with maps
12
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of magnetic surveys, prosecuted in the search for new or Undiscovered
beds of ores, and full accounts of the soils of the State, with analyses
showing their composition;
and a lengthy list of bored and dug wells
in various part._ of the State and their geological relations, together
with some account of the success which has attended the efforts to get
a water-supply from them.
A list of the blast furnaces in the State
is also given, amt as complete a list as possible of the forges which
have been in operation in New Jersey at various times.
The Ix'gislature of 1880 made an appropriation
of $8,000 a year
for five years more. The assistants engaged this year were Professor
J. C. Smock, Assistant Geologist; E. H. Bogardus, chemist; C. C.
Vermeule, topographer and surveyor.
Geo. W. Howell, C.E., and
Prof. E. A. Bowser, were employed a part of the year in topographic
and geodetic work.
THE A_'._,_L REPOttT FOR 1880 was made to Governor _[eClellan,
and is an octavo of 220 pages, with a geographical
map of the State,
on a scale of six miles to an inch, entitled "A Map of Progress."
An
important part of the report is on the glacial drift and its distribution
over the northern part of the State.
A few new mines of iron ore
ties
of the fire-clays
_N'ew
in comparison
with thoseproperfi'om
are described
; a long ofseries
of Jersey,
experiments
npon the refractory
other well-known localities, with their results, are given ; and in the
appendix there is given a series of tables upon the climatology of the
State.
The assistants engaged in the work were Prof. J. C. Smock, Assistant Geologist; I_Mwin It. Bogardus, chemist; C. C. Vermeule, topographer and surveyor.
N. L. Britton was engaged in preparing a
list of the plants growing wild in the State.
Prof. J. S. Newberry
has in hand the description of the fossil plants and fishes of the
Triadic sandstone and the plants of the Cretaceous formation.
And
Prof. R. P. Whitfield has begun the drawing and description of the
invertebrate fossils of the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations.
THE A.W._'VAL REPORT FOR 1881 Was made to Governor Geo. C.
Ludlow in an octavo of 88 and 107 and xiv pages.
The principal
topics treated of are the topographic survey, in which 1,260 square
miles are now surveyed and mapped with contour lines.
Record of
a aeries of bench-marks made on a line across the State from Sandy
Hook to Easton, in Pennsylvania,
all referred to the mean level of
the ocean at the former place.
These benches were made by the U..
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S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Notes of change in the level of lhe
sea and ]and in recent tiales, description of quarries amt building
stones found in New Jersey, and an appendix containing earsfully
digested records and tables upon the climatology of the State_ by
Prof. J. C. Smock.
Prof. Smock, Assistant Geologist, was employed.
Mr. Bogardus,
chemist, closed his work in April.
Mr. Vermeule,
with several
assistants, continued the topographic survey.
Dr. Britton completed
a preliminary
catalogue of plants, which was printed, and Profs.
Newberry and Whitfield continued their work upon paleontology.
THE ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1882 was made to Governor Ludlow,
in an octavo of 191 pages, and was accompanied by a geologieal map
of the State, on the scale of six miles to an inch.
The topographical
map of a part of Northern New 3_seyj was published this year.
It
is on a scale of one mile to an inch, and includes 847 square miles.
The greater portion of the appropriation
was expended in carrying
forward the topographical surveys, and the whole area surveyed at the
close of this year was 1,740 square miles. A lengthy account was
given of the characteristic features of the red sandstone and trap-rocks
of the Triassic age, and some account of the igneous rocks in the
Kittatinny
valley, in Sussex county; a Iew new iron mines were
described, and new developments and uses for the plastic clays were
noticed i sea-shore changes were recorded, and a list of the new settlemeats along the seaside was given.
The agricultural
development of
Southern New Jersey was also given a prominent place. The subject
of public water-supply occupied 78 pages of the work ; the pollution
of many present sources, and their dangerous qualities, the sources of
better supply from lakes, ponds, streams, springs, artesian wells, driven
wells and dug wells, and rain-water cisterns, were presented, and a llst
given of the water-works already iu operation in the State.
The geological structure of Southern New Jersey was described; the strong
probability of getting a supply of good water from artesian wells
bored along the sea-shore was pointed out, and lines were drawn across
the State maps to indicate the depth at which water-bearing
strata
would probably be met.
The assistants employed were lhe same as at the close of last year.
THE ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1883 was made to Governor Ludlow,
in an actavo of 188 pages. The Topographic Survey occupied the
first place in it. The total area surveyed was then 2,856 square miles;
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1,893 square mih_s had been mapped, and 1,691 square miles had
bscn erlgraved, mt a scale of one mile to an inch.
The matured plan
fi_r makln V tile map_, .-o as to cover the whole State was given; it
required 17 maps, each 21 by 34 inches, and. maps Nos. 3 and 4 were
nearly ready fi_r di_trilmtion.
The geology of southern New Jersey
was ag:alu rePS.fred t,, with a notice of some better observations on the
dip of the strata, aml it was anuouneed that in accordance with the
suggt,sth,H, made in the report of tbe preceding year two artesian
wells had bc_u b.rl.d, _he first at Ocean Grove, and the second at
Asbury
P:_rk, aml tlmt beth were sueeessful, tim water in them
spouting up ,oza_c20 vr ;10 fcet above the surfiee.
Some observations
upon fatdt_ in the red saudstone were recoMed.
The description of
the Arch:can recks was given at some length, with examples of diflhrenl;
kinds of reek, their strike and dip, and of pinches, iblds, flexures and
fractures fimnd in it. A full list of all the iron mines in the State
was given, with ret:erences to descriptions in further reports.
Some
account is also given of explorations
for iron ore by meaus of the
diamond drill, and by the miner's compass.
_,rarious matters connected with economic geology are also treated of.
The assistants employed are still the same as those of the two preceding years.
T_E A_'._UAL Rm*ORT Pea 1884 was made to Governor Leon
Abbett in an octavo of 168 pages. The Topographic
Survey is
reported to have extended over 4,438 square miles, and 2,910 square
miles are mapped and ready for engraving.
Maps 3, 4 and 7 are
done, and 2, 6 and 16 were to be printed very soon. Sections were
also given to straw the stratification of various deposits beneath the
surface, and extending out under the ocean. The geo]ogieal age of
the Green-Pond mountain range has been a subjecL of question ever
since it_ first examination
by Prof. :Rogers. This year's work has
determined the rocks to be Silurian, and in their newer parts, perhaps,
Devonian.
Some further examinations wera made upon the geological structure of the Archman rocks.
:In addition to the record of
dips, strikes and kinds of rock, it was noticed that considerable belts
of the rocks in the mountain ridges were massive and unstratified.
A full record of the iron mining industry was also made.
A history
was also given of the drainage of the Great Meadows in Warren
county, including the plan, the effects, the crops in them, the litigation and the total expenses.
An account was given of the successful
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boring of a number of artesian wells in the Cretaceous and Tertiary
strata of Southern New Jersey.
The results of the surveys by the
State Water-Supply
Commission were also glven, and an article on
the chemical put,cation
of water by alum, by Prof. P. T. Austin.
The assistants were continued the same as in former years, but file
pay and expenses of Mr. Yermcule
and his assistants in the topographic survey were, after the 15th of July, borne by the United
States Geological
Survey, Major d. W. Powell, director.
The
work is conducted by the same persons in the same way, and by the
same methods and instruments as before.
The United States Geological Survey gets the maps made, by this means, for its general
United States map. The State of New Jersey only pays for copying
the maps and field-book notes, for its own reeoMs, and has the
remaining part o{ its appropriation
for its proper geological work.
The Legislature of 1885 made a further appropriation of $8,000
a year, for 5 years, for completing the geological survey.
THE AI_'NUAL ]_EPOI_.T FOR 1885 is made to Governor Abbett in
the usual form.
[t is accompanied by several geological sections to
illustrate the Archman and the Quatenary Geology, and to show the
relations of artesian wells to geological structure;
and by maps, to
show the changes which have taken place in the location and outline
of the beaches since the first surveys were made.
The geodetic
work lms been completed upon 2 primary stations, and nearly finished on a third one, and observations
have been completed on 27
tertiary points, and the work ou the whole State approaches completion.
The topographic survey now covers 5,828 square miles, and
475 square miles additional have been partially surveyed.
In addition to nmps 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 16, which were issued last year, maps
1, 9, 13 and 17 arc engraved and ready to be printed, and the
mapping of 8, 11 and 12 is in progress.
The study of the geology
of the Highlands, with their Areh_ean rocks and their iron ores, is
now begun with the aid of the topographic maps, and several sections
across them have already been studied.
The study of the detailed
geology of the Quaternary
formations along the seas_aore has also
been begun, with the purpose of making the full and final report
upon them.
The demand for filller information in regard to artesian
wells has been answered in an aceouut of the wells bored in the
different geological ibrmations of the State, with illustrations of geological structure and of the success which has attended such bored
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wells in the dit_brent sections of the State. Various minor particulars
of flleoretical and economic geology are also treate<l of, and a hlstorteal ._ketc'h of the 3 geologlcal surveys of the State, and their influenc.e upon its prasperity, is also given.
The assistants in the survey have been Dr. N. L. Brittou and
Mr. F. J. H. Merrill, in the department
of geology; Mr. C. C.
Vermeule ha._ had charge of tlle topographic
surveys, with several
as_istant_, and Profi Edward A. Bowser has conducted the geodetic
work.
DIIIEOTION

AXD

G_O.NTROL

OF

TIIE

SURVEY,

The Board of Managers of the Snrvey was named in the act of the
Legislature of 18G L It consists of the Governor of the Slat% who is
ex-ofl_c;o Prt'sldent of the BoaM_ and of' two members from each Congressioaal district.
The first members were named in the ac_, and
vacancies in the Board are filled by the remaining members.
The
original members were: General David Potter and Hen. Andrew
K. ttay, from the First district; William Parry and John A. Roebling, from the Second district; Isaac R. Cornell and Henry Aitkin,
from the Third district ; lion. Andrew B. Cobb and Hen. Abram S.
tiewltt, of the Fourth district; and William 5I. Force and g. R.
Y_'ortendyke, from the Fifth district.
The vacancy caused by the
death of General Potter, in 1865, was filled by the appointment
of
]:Ion. Mr. Matlack, of Woodbury ; and on his decease, in 1867, by
Charle_ E. Elmer.
S.T. Scranton was appointed to fill the place of
J. R. Cornell, who ]lad removed from the State in 1866.
Hen. H. S.
Little was appointed in 1869, to fill ttle vacancy caused by the death
of John A. Roebling.
iton. Jos. P. Bradley was appointed iu 1869
tc fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Wortendyke.
Thos.
T. Kinney was appointed in 1870 to fill the vacancy caused by the
removal of Judge Bradley from the State.
lion. Aug. W. Cutler

!

,va.s appointed in 1872 to fill the place left, vacant by the death of
Jmlgc Cobb. l/enj. Aycrigg was appointed in 1874 to fill the vacancy
cau,ed by the removal of lion. A. S. Hewltt from tim State.
In
1875 the State wa_ divided into seven Congressional districts, which
made necessary the appointment of four new members, viz.: Dr. John
"Vought, of tim Third di,trict ;Iton.
Thos. I._wrence_ of tile ]_ourth
district, and Bcnj. G. Clark and _Vm. W. Shippen, of the Seventh
district,
tIon. Clement H. Sinnickson was appointed in 1881 to fill
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the place vacated by the death of Mr. IIay.
Wm. H. Hendrickson
was appointed in 1882 to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Dr.
Vought.
George Riehards was appointed in 1885 to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Col. Aycrigg.
Rev. Samuel B. Dod was
appointed in 1885 to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr.
Shippea ; and Lebbeus B. Ward, C.E., was appointed in 1885 to fill
the place left vacant by Mr. Clark.
Win. M. Force, of Newark, is
secretary of the Board.
OFFICERS

OF

THE

SURVEY.

Geo. H. Cook was appointed State Geologist by the law originating
the Survey.
John C. Smock has been Assistant Geologist from 1864
to 1869, and again from 1871 to the beginning of 1885.
Mr. C. C.
_ermeule
has had charge of the Topographical
Survey from 1879,
and still continues in the work.
Numerous other worthy assistants
have been engaged in the work for longer or shorter times, and their
names are given in full in the reports for the years in which they
_vere employed.
PUBLICATIONS.

The Board of Managers is by law a board of publication, with
authority to draw from the State treasury such smns as may be needed
to pay the expenses incurred in printing and publishing the reports
and maps presented by the Geologist.
This authority was exercised
in the publication of the Geology of New Jersey in 1868, and in
engraving and printing maps, and also in some expenses of distribution, but most of the printing is done by order of the Legislature, by
the State Printer, and the expense is a part of the charge for public
printing.
Some monographs, like those containing the fossils of the
Cretaceous and Tertiary periods, are of general interest and will be
engraved and published at the expense of the U. S. Geological Survey, and the New Jersey Survey gets such copies as may be ordered
for it at the cost of paper, printing and binding.
DISTRIBUTION,

The Board of Managers of the Geological Survey are authorized to
distribute the results of the Survey, its reports, maps and collections,
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and some attempts were made to sell the publications at the cost of
paper and printing.
But the Legislature, in assuming the publication
of the reports as a part of' the State printing, have also the right to a
free distribution
of them among their constituents, which right is
exercised llherally.
This, of course, prevents all sales, and nothing
has been attempted in that way for several years.
The result is a
wide dlstrlbati_m among the people of the State.
The expense of
this has not heen felt as a burden, and the educating influence of the
publication, or, as it may bc called, advertising the resources of the
State, has been attended by the happiest effects upon the material
interests of the State, _-_will appear farther in the statements of its
development amt growth.
The editions of the annual reports have varied from 3,000 to 8,000
copies each, and the final reports and maps have been printed in editlons of from 1,000 to 2,000 copies each.

COLLECTIONS.

An excellent collection of the minerals, fossils, building stones, rocks,
woods, and everything to represent the natural products of the State,
was placed in a museum in the State House, at Trenton.
The best of
these specimens ]tad been lent to the _ew Orleans Exposition, in 1884.
The fire which tmrnt the State building in the winter of 1885_
destroyed most of the specimens left. But space is left in the new
building tbr a geoh*gical museum, and it is intended to make as full
an exhibit of the natural products of the State as the means provided
will allow.
Suites of specimens, representing the rocks of the State,
have been sent to the colleges, and a further distribution is still to be
madc.
METtIODS.

The method pursued in the work of the Survey has been such as to
keep its practical objects and applications prominently in view.
Its
systematic and theoretical prosecution has not been lost sight of, and
while mining, quarrying and t_arming have held the formnost places
for the people of the country, and water-supply, drainage, forestry,
&e., have interested the people of the towns and cities, the structure
of our marl and fire-clay beds, the changes of our shore, the limitations of our glacial deposits have been facts added to geological
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science, and the geological structure of the cmmtry has been a conslant subject of study, though no attempts have bcen made to force
conclusions as long as further points of inquiry or investigation
remained unsettled.
The accmnulatlon of facts bearing upon geological science has been steadily continue(t, and as fast as unquestionable
evidence can be found, conclusions will bc announced.
It has been
the practice to publish the work done, fully, aud at the earliest possible tim% and with such illustrations as may be needed, to make it
instructive to the people of the State who read it.

TOPOGRAPHICAL

SURVEYING.

The need of topographical
surveys is somcthnes looked on as recent_ and a demand crcetcd by our advanced clvillz, atic_n, but while
it is true that topographical surveying as we know it to-day, is almost
a new science, tbe need of it has been felt since very early times.
The rapid development of the last century has nevertheless rendered indispensable what ]tad long been regarded as a luxury, and all
Europe has bestirred itself to supply the want.
From the wealthiest to
the poorest; from the little principalities to the great Russian emplre i
all the nations of Europe are either now engage(1 in prosecuting or
have just cmupleted extensive and costly topographical
surveys of
their territory, as well for a measure of defense as of promotion of
improvements
and discoveries.
These European surveys range in
cost from $200 per square mile in England to $6 or $7 in Russia.
The United States, although not usually deficient in enterprise, is
very much behind other nations in this matter, and thus far the cartography of even important and populous sections of the country is
lamentably deficient. The cause of this is not difficult to trace. Here
the governments, both State and national, which alone can prosecute
a work of so great magnitude and of indirect benefit, so far as iudivlduals are concerned, are in the hands of the wlmle people, who ultimately direct all expenditure.
In every community there are a large
number who do not use maps and, naturally, have no couceptlon of
their value to those who do. The proportion of this class is increased
in the United States from the fact that the people have never lind accurate maps_ and have, therefore, had no opportunity to learn their
uses. Just here it may be noted that those States which are foremost
to-day in the movement

for accurate

topographical

surveys are those
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_hich have had the best maps in the past, and have felt their edueatlug influences.
New Jersey has the honor to lead the States: the preSent survey, now nearing completion, having been begun in 1877_ and
she is followed by Massachusetts in 1884. No other States have suceessfldly inaugurated, as yet, a thorough topographical survey of a
character suited tu the present needs oF the Eastern States.
The first mup of New Jersey, embracing the "_,hole Stat% was
probably that publishM by Adrian Wan der Donck in his "Description of New Netherlands
as it now is," in 1656.
This map was
subsequently
referred to as Viseher's
map by the commissioners
appointed in 1769 to settle the disputes as to the boundary between
New Jersey and New Ym'k.
Its errors of location range as
high as 21 miles, of distance 100 per cent.
It was probably used by
the Duke of York in 1664 in describing the bounds of the province,
and its errors led to a misunderstanding
of" that description which
involved the colonies of New Jersey and New.York
in disputes
which lasted nearly a century.
It is also probable that to it was
due the unequal division of the province into East and West Jersey,
which also gave use to long disputes between the proprietors of the
twn divisions.
A map was published in 1749, on a scale of about 15 miles to one
inch, n'hicb is one of the earliest printed in this country, and is a considerable advance on anything which had preceded it. It is entitled
"A map of PE.'C.":SYLVANIA,_EW JERSEY, NEW YORK and the
THREE DELAWARE COUNTIRS_ by Lewis Evans, MDCCXLIX."
The next map was made by Bernard Ratzer_ Lieutenant
in the
60th Regiment, R. A., in 1769, to assist in settling the disputes
caused by the first. It is a great improvement
on the previous one,
but still very incomplete.
All later maps have used two surveys, which had been made up to
'this time and were regarded as official. These were Lawrence's
.,urvey of the East and West Jersey line, of 1743, crossing the State
thr _. distance of 120 miles and giving much useful information as to
the topography, but having errors as great as 25 per cent. in some
places in chaining, and of three miles in a total distanoe of seven
m_lcs in "trla_gulating"
across Little Egg Harbor Bay ; and the
-urvey of the New York line in 1774, the position of the ends of
_h_ch were determined with remarkable accnracy by Rittenhons% of
l'hiladelphia,

but the line itself was surveyed

with the old surveyors'
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compass, and instead of being, as intended, a straight line, it approximates a rhumb line, but as no precautions were taken to eliminate
the effects of local attraction it is very crooked.
The divergence from
a straight line amounts to 2,415 feet at Greenwood lake, and in
consequence all maps made since have been erroneous by half a mile
in the location of the lake and surrounding localities.
The errors of
chaining amount to 12 per cent. in places.
The map of 1777, entitled "THE PROVLXCE OF NEW JERSEY,
Divided into EAST and WEST, commonly called THE JERSEYS,"
published in London, :December, 1777, drawn from the survey of
3769, and from another map of the northern part, in possession of
_he Earl of Dunmore, by Gerard Banker, scale about seven miles to
one inch, familiar to all from its reprint, issned in the Centennial
.year, 1876, was a decided step in advance, and, although it has errors
.of location, amounting, in one extreme case, to twelve miles_ it represents much detail and the relative positions of the various settlements,
with the leading highways, and must have been of great service to
the British army.
It was made by the English and published in
London,.cempiled,
no doubt, from tbe material which Ratzer used in
_he previously-mentioned
:New York and :New Jersey bmmdary map,
with some other military and property maps of limited districts.
About this time, the British officers prepared several of these military charts, covering
York harbor.

small areas, particularly

in the vicinity of :New

Our Legislature first recognized the importance of good maps in
1822, when a loan of $1.000 was made to Thomas Gordon, a surveyor conversant with the State and with existing surveys, "to enable him to obtain additimml surveys, for the purpose of making a
State map."
Gordon's bond was afterward canceled, and 125 copies
of the map subscribed for, and still later the Governor was authorized to subscribe for 125 copies nmre, at $1,000. Its title is, "A Map
of :NEW JERSEY, with part of the Adjoining States, compiled under
the patronage of the Legislature
of said State, by Thomas Gordon.
1828."
Scale, three miles to one inch. The map was largely compiled from existing records, but some field-work must have been done,
for the greatest error in latitude is but three-quarters of a mile, and
in longitude five-eighths of a mile, for all places of importance.
Considering the means at hand, the work was very creditably performed,
mad this map continued to be the only authority as to the surface
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It was the basis for the

geologicml survey by Prof. Henry Rogers, in 1836-40.
In 185J. the State began a systematic triangulation and topographical survey, which was actively prosecuted until 1856, when, the
treasury having become depleted, the work was suspended.
A map of New Jersey on a scale of 2½ miles to 1 inch was published in 18(;0.
It was compiled from all the materials available i_
the United States Coast Survey publications, and in the manuscript
maps and records of the Geological Survey of 1854-6.
The work
was done by {}. M. IIopkins,
C.E., under the direction of Dr.
William Kitchell, Superintendent of the Geological Survey, and was
published by tllem, tile State giving tile use of the maps and records
of all survey_ made.
Tills is an excellent map and greatly iu
advance of all which precede it.
The Geuloglcal Survey was resumed in 1864, and as it was found
imp,_sslble to proceed without better maps, a compilation was again
re_orted to, bat this time with increased materials to work with.
The available material was found to be :
(I) A triangulation by the United States Coast Survey.
The main
chain of pEmary triangles crossed the State from northeast to sonthwest its entire ]ength, and a tertiary system had been run down tim
AtIantlc coast and up Delaware bay to Trenton.
(2) Plane-table sheets of the United States Coast Survey, extending
along the entire c.'tstern side of the State, and up Delaware bay and
riw.r to I_tmbertville, in a belt from 2 to 4 miles wide.
(3) Plane-table sheets of the State Survey of 1854-56, covering
some 2,000 square miles of the interior.
(_.) County and city maps, and w_rious other local surveys, not
entirely reliable bat answering a fairly good purpose when adjusted
to the fi)regolng workj and reduced to the small scale of 2 miles to
an im.h.
The re_n]t of this work

was a map which, while

necessarily

deft-

cient in many rc_pe_'ts, was nevertheless a decided advance over the
average State map, and has auswered a very usefid purpose during a
perl,xl ,,f raphl d_.velopment.
No doubt it was an educating influence wb_,'h h_ up to the present undertaking.
In 1877 it was found that the geological work could proceed no
farther without more satisfactory topographical
delineation, and as
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polmlation was becoming dense, public works were being projected
and undertaken on a rapidly-increasing
scale, and questions affecting
important interests, which could only be satisfactorily settled by such
a survey, were constantly arising ; a new and complete topographical
survey was tlmn undertaken.
The coSperation of the Coast Survey
was secured and the triangulation
was proceeded with by that organization in advance of the topography.
It was at first supposed that
enough good surveys existed to allow a considerable part of the State
to be compiled, but as the survey proceeded it became evident that but
little really existed which could be used without affecting the accuracy
of the work to a degree incommensurate with the sligbt saving effected
thereby.
It was decided to make use of only the following material :
(1) The triangulation of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, still
being prosecuted in advance of the topography.
(2) Plane-table sheets of the same survey, covering about 440
square miles of the coast from the head of Barnegat bay to Townsend's inlet, and the shore line of Delaware bay and river, from Cape
l_[ay to Camden.
(3) Some recent surveys of cities and towns, giving the street lines,
and some of the better class of railroad surveys for alignment of
roads,

Excepting

the above, all of which

has been carefnlly

revised

and

improved, an entirely new and complete survey has been made. The
triangulation
has been extended by filling in the larger gaps, a total of
105 stations having thus fir been located by the topographical survey.
From what has been said it may be readily seen why the maps of
the State have been unreliable and insufficient.
It is simply because
no actual survey has ever been made. Orlgiually compiled from disconnected, inharmonious
and largely unreliable source, they have
been copied and recopied, a certain class of errors being each time
increased, and many important
details being necessarily omitted
because no surveys including them were at hand.
Yet the condition of the maps of this State is mucb better than that
of most of the other States.
If the location of the Delaware river, the
line between New Jersey and Pennsylvania, is erroneous to the extent
of a mile in some places on our maps, much greater errors must
exist in the maps of Pennsylvania,
for the compilation there has
been adjusted to our map of 1868, which was regarded an excep-
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tionally reliable authority, and in New York also the only existing
maps are unofficial compilations, which have been shown by the State
Survey to be very erroneous.
But in the United States the topographer is beset with other difficulties than those of topography.
The first question which muss
Usually In, confronted is that of cost. It must be known approximately what degree of expenditure
will best meet the case in hand.
On the one hand he has the scientific world, which knows well that
an expenditure of $50 per square mile would be wise and profitable,
but usually on the other hand he knows that no such expense will be
practicable, and if attempted will only result in failure.
:He must
therefore ascertain what rate of expenditure will be practicable and
will give results sufficient for the end desired.
This question of cast
determines the methods which should be used, and in fact the whole
plan of work, and the cost can only be fixed by deciding beforehand
the material to be represented, and the limit of accuracy necessary to
be attained in representation.
Thus we come to fl_e plan of the
_urvey.
The selection of material to be represented, accuracy required and
the scale of the map are interdependent.
It will sometimes be necessary to fix the scale of the plot first, as, when it is desirable to represent a certain amount of country on a single sheet or in a single atlas r
too large a scale will make a work so unwieldy as to impair its usefulness.
On the present survey it was determined that a scale of
three inches to a mile would be suitable for the original plot_ and a
scale of one inch to a mile for the printed map for general use. By
choosing a large scale for plotting the notes and then reducing this.
plot by photography, increased accuracy is attained, and the original
is also available for use for special maps of important districts on a
larger scale when required.
The scales which give a simple relation between inches and mile_
seem the best for general use, for they give the larger units, in which
approximate
measures are always desired, directly ; and it should'
always be remembered that, on account of the varying condition of
the paper, the more exact measurements, which are desired in smaller
units, should never be taken from a map by means of a detached
scale, but by the scale engraved on the map. No matter what the.
scale of the map may be, this engraved scale may always be drawn to
give any unit desired, as feet or yards.
For this reason it seems oh-
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jectionable to resort to scales of feet to the inch, etc., and compel tile
ordinary observer to divide by 5,280 to obtain his approximate"
measures in miles, since there is no offsetting advantage reaped by the
exact measurer.
It might seem best to fix the limit of accuracy of location to be"
attained, and select material to be represented, and then choose that
scale for the map which will be just sufficient to exhibit the results..
This is not always practicable, however, and especially when tile cost
is limited the reverse conrse seems as good.
It is usually as well to"
have the scale for plotting rather in excess of the requirements of"
ax_curacy as greater ease in plotting will result.
The hundredth of an.
inch is about the smallest distance which can be realized in ordinary
plotting; now on a scale of 1 inch to a mile this will represent. 53 feet ;"
of 2 inches to a mile, 26 feet, and of 3 inches to a mile, 18 feet.
It is therefore useless to locate any portion of the topography more
exact than within abeut 20 feet for a 3-inch scale, or about 30 feet
for a 2-inch scale, but if the latter be adopted as the limit of accuracy
desired, it will still be best to choose a scale of 3 inches to a mile, fbr"
then the desired accuracy can be attained by plotting to the closest,
fiftieth of an inch_ and the draughtsman
will be able to proceed
more rapidly and easier.
:Now in the field surveys there is often a misapprebension of what
constitutes true accuracy.
The survey cannot cover every one of the"
myriads of topographleal lines with an actual traverse.
The magnitude of such an undertaking
is not generally understood.
In the
case of the present survey of New Jersey, the surveys of read-linesalone now aggregate a length of 13,000 miles, and the lines of levcls¢
about 14,000 miles, with over 600 miles more of transit lines for
topography,
not to speak of the many thousand miles of streams,
swamp-lines and other detail traced up with the pocket compass.
It
may therefore be accepted as a fact_ that a certain number of stations
will be determined within the limits of accuracy and the intermediate detail sketched in by eye, or by pacing.
A survey, then,
which locates 2 stations to a square mile, within an error of 1 foot r
leaving all the intermediate detail to be sketehed_ while it may lay
claim to accuracy, and, no doubt, be allowed to be remarkably
accurate by the inexperienced, is really much less accurate than one
which locates 20 stations on the same area with a possible error of 30.
feet.

Instances

are know where surveys have been made by locating.
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a small number of pnints with tlle precision which could by no means
be reallz_,d in phJttln_ them, and then, tile means available having
be¢,n n,.arly expended in reaching this useless refinement, tile details
were filh_l in ab,mt these points by compiling from inferior and
untru_tw,rthy
mal% or by sketching.
This faulty distribution of
work is _T 1m means uncommon in topography.
The other question,
a_s to what material should be represented, is also important
in
dertermluln_
the cost. With a fixed limit to the cost of a survey, it
will he f, uad inapo_ihle to show all details of topography, nor should
it be atWnq*ted to show too much, for by sacrificing the less important matter iuereased accuracy may be secured in delineating
the
renmlmh,r.
Agaiu it is easy to overcrowd maps with detail and
thereby obscure important material and impair the usefulness of the
work.
In the present work the material selected as most useful and sufficient tbr ordinary purposes, is highways and streets, railroads, streams
and waWrways, swamps and marshes, timber, mines, quarries, clay
and marl pits, political divisions and contour lines to accurately
determine the shape of the surface and its elevation.
Itaving determined the scale of the map, and thereby the accuracy
neee&_aD" to be realized, we proceed to a choice of methods.
It is
believed to be a mistake to assume that because a method has shown
itself to be well suited to a survey, to cost $50 per square mile, or
even _20, it is equally applicable to one to cost but; $5 or $10, or that
any one method of surveying
will prove efficieut in all kinds of
topography.
The methods most in use are the plane-table method,
the transit and chain, or compass and chain method, now nearly obsolete; and the transit and telemeter, or "tachometrio
method."
That
most in favor of late appears to be the plane-table method, for an
account of which tbe reader is referred to the excellent treatise on
"The Plane-Tab]e and its Uses in Topographical
Surveying,"
published in the U. S. Coast Survey Report for 1865.
The special advantages claimed for it are (1) that it enables tbe
topographer
to dispense with taking notes.
This, however, is not
strictly true, and far from true, where the vertical element of the surwT is important.
(2) The map is made in the field while the ground
is under the eye of the topographer.
This is true to a very limited
extent, and only in open country.
(3) It dispenses with the errors
incident to plotting in the office with protractors, as the angles are
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]aid down directly in the field. There is an clement of truth, in this,
bnt there are few who will claim that, as a whole, the work can be
more carefill]y plotted in the field, under exposure to heat and cold,
sun and wind, than under the more favorable conditions existing in
the office; and it seems aimos_ certain that there can be no economy
in plotting in the field, often while the entire party is kept waiting,
and in the time when the heavier field rate of expenditure obtains.
The objections which have been decisive in choosing the methods
for the Topographical Survey of 1NewJersey are (1), that it is essentla[ly a fair-weather method, and great expense is incurred through
loss of time when the party is in the field in this latitude. (2) It
crowds the entire work of the year into about six mantles, since fieldwork and plotting are done simultaneously ; and, therefore, to accomplish a given amount of work, the force must be doubled, and this
increased force must be disbanded at tile close of the working season,
and another, probably untrained one, organized for the next year, a
process fatal to that esprit du corps so essential to all good work.
For a reconnaissance of mountain country, to be plotted on a small
scale, or for expensive detailed surveys of open country, such as the
marshes of our coast, or some portions of l'_orthern New Jersey, it
may be an excellent method, but for general application to our topography it is wholly unsuited.
The t_iehometrie method has been well described by Mr. George J.
Specht, in Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine, Vol. 22, p. 134,
and useful tables have been computed from his formula by hfr.
Arthur g. Winslow, of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, which are published in a convenient form in No. 77 of Van
•N'ostrand's Science Series. A diagram by which distances and elevations may be readily obtained accompanies Mr. J. B. Johnson's Topographical Surveying.
This method has been used with great success for surveys of
important rivers, the tide-marsh, bays, creeks, channels and beaches
of the coast, and wherever great precision was required, or where the
methc_l most in use was not applicable. For these surveys the wires,
which are movable, are set so that the outer ones cover 1 foot at a
distance of 100 feet, and the central wire, the horizontal spider line
of the transit, is set exactly midway between them. For the more
important work the maximum rang e of sights on transit points is
1,800 feet, ordinary Philadelphia leveling rods, fitted with an extra
13
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target a,t the foot, being used, and the targets being set to coincide
with the outt'r wires, if too distant for the readings to be taken with
the telescope from tile face of the rod. :For topographical
stations,
tile errors of location of which will not be cumulative, the targets
are set to coincide with one outer and the central wire, the possihle
range of sight being thereby increased to 2,600 feet, allowing a belt
nf country a mile in width to be worked up from a single transit line_
with transit stati_ms 1,300 feet apart.
In this way it is possible to
run the main traverse lines with an error not exceeding I in 800.
The cost of this work diminishes with increase of range of sight.
This may be secured by using longer rods, by" using wires set closer
than above, or what is the _me thing_ using the middle and one outer
,_'ire instead of the two outer wires in reading, but always at the
expense of accuracy.
The latter method has been adopted for
work the importance of which would not warrant the use of the
slmrtcr sight, or where frequent checks could be secured by triangulation.
The practice in such cases has been to read the distance
with the lower and middle wires, and repeat with the middle and
upper wires, the maximum
length of sight being 2,600 feet, a
13-feet rod being used.
The error by this method may reach 1
in 300.
The cost of field-work, using the 1,300-fcet sight, has
been about $15 per square mile, against $10 with the 2,600-feet
sight.
1i: not unfrequently
occurs that some local circumstances
compel the use of the longer sight, as in rugged mountain topography,
oue such instance having oecured in Northern
New Jersey, where the
sight had to i_e increased to a mile in order to make auy progress
whatever.
In such cases, where great accuracy is required, it is
necessary to throw a tertiary triangulation
over the area, with stations
at intervals of about 3 miles.
The organization of the party for stadia surveying depends on the
length of sight employed.
The most economical adjnstment is that
which keeps the transit observer wholly employed in instrmnental
work and in directing the movements of the party.
That usually
employed in this survey is a transit-man and two topographers, each
accompanied by a staff-man.
If the work is on the water, a boatman
will be nec_'-,.sary,or, if in the woods, one or two axemen.
Supposing
the tmusit to occupy a station, the transit-man selects the point which
appears to be most faw_rable for the next instrnment station (on this
_lection succes_ largely depends), and a topographer is sent off on
either side to sketch the topography, until he comes to a point the
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to check his sketch, when the staff-mal_

obtains the reading, while the topographer
proceeds wlth his sketch.
As soon as the reading is obtained, the topographer can ]oeate himself near enough for sketching purposes by taking tbe direction back
to the transit with his pocket compass.
He then proceeds, traveling
over the ground and sketching details, for 300 or 400 yards, when he
again obtains his location_ and thus gradually works toward the point
selected for the new iastrunmnt station.
The first staff-man to reach
this point takes the readings for the new station, the instrument
moves up and the work proceeds.
The stations bring all shown on
the sketches, these sketches are adjusted to the accurately plotted
points in the office.
It has not been found that any increase of slght over 2,600 feet has
improved the economy of the work, and greater sights should not he
resorted to unless unavoidable.
Tim above method is one which is captivating in its theory and
excellent in its practice when conditions of topography are favorebie
and when its cost is permissible.
It is applicable wherever the planetable method is applicable_ excepting for rapid recoanoiesanee, and_ in
tbe writer's experieuc% has been found more economical. It gives more
accurate resnlts for elevations, and, where the vertical element of the
survey is of importance, it should always take the place of the plane-"
table. It is, nevertheless_ open to many of the same objections as the
plane-table, in actual field-work.
Its cost is too great.
From what has been said, it may be inferred that the _ew .Jersey
survey has not adhered rigidly to any one method.
Each has been
used in its place, where it was peculiarly adapted to the cireumstances_
hut one method has been mainly iu nse_ and has allowed tim end to
be attained

by a moderate

expenditure.

This

I

shall proceed

to

descrihe,giving, first, a brief outline of the method as a whole, and
then taking up the various parts in turn.
The aim has been to use the simplest of the standard tbrms of
engineering instruments and the simplest meflmds, as far as possible.
A few special forms have suggested themselves, however, and have
been adopted in the interests of economy and accnraey, as the work
proceeded.
THE METHOD.

_"

Theanunderlying
method
is division
labor rather
than
attempt to principle
complete ofthethiswhole
survey
at one of
operation.
Its

sa
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elasticity is such that it adapt_ itself equally well to the pine plains
of Southern New Jersey or the wooded highlands of the north.
As already noted the principal triangulation is done in advance of
the topography by the ['alted State'_ Coast and Geodetic Survey, but
for the method in use it bec_ame neeessary to inorease the number of
points by tertiary triangulation, gaps of over 20 miles being found
sometimes in the older triangulation,
while an average distance of five
miles from point to point has been adopted as suitable for this method.
This is done by tlm topographer in charge, independently of other work.
The instrument used fi)r angular measurements is an excellently graduated engineer's transit of the ordinary pattern.
A side of one of the
Coast Survey triangles, convenient to the arca to be filled in, is chosen
as a base aml a series of triangles with sides from 5 to 20 miles in
length are selected by ree,nmoissanee.
For stations, commanding hilltops d_titute of timber, ehuccb spires, towers and other structures are
selected, since the building of observatories
must be avoided as too
expensive.
When it is impossible to accomplish this an inexpensive
s(_/Fold in the/brm of a tripod is erected, but thus far this ires been
neces_ry in but two cases, and then the scaffolds (with signals) were
erected twenty-five
feet high at a cost of about $15 each. The
instrument has been set up in a great many church spires, on house
roofs and like struetur_
of ordinary stiffness, and observations of
angles made succeasfully.
In this way areas of from 400 to 700
square miles have been triangulated from a single base with no error
greater than one-twentieth of a second in latitude or longitude of any
point, this being determined by checking back on the Coast Survey
primary triangulation.
The cost of this work has ranged from 50
cents to 75 cents per square mile.
Next, a carcfifi survey is made of all the roads of the district with
odomettr and compass; and, as the purpose of this survey is not
merely to secure the location of the highways_ but to furnish a network _f reference-llaes for the use of the topographer in locating his
level stations and sketching topograpby, the aim is to secure a uniform
distribution
of these links, and if highways are not sufficiently
nulnerous tbr the purpose, by-roads, wood-lanes or even paths are
thus surveyed.
A series of lines, always readily found by the
topographer, are thus secured.
These lines are /)lotted at once by
assistants in the office and from them field sketch-maps are prepared,

'

showing the lines and all the points at whieta streams s railroads,

•
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work furnishes a valuable

for the topographers.

The topographer takes the field, accompanied by an aid, and fllrnished with a light Y level (Gurley's architect's), a ttntehinson
prismatic compass, protractor and scale, and, if ill very hilly country_ an
aneroid barometer and Abney elinometer are added to his outfit,
lte
is filrnished with the previously-prepared
sketch-map, which has
coral)ass meridians drawn on it, and is mounted in such a tbrm that any
part of it is readily accessible, while tile unused folds form the tablet
on which to work.
Tile level is provided with a specially designed
range-finder attachment, by which distances less than half a mile may
be determined, with an error of not more than one and one-half per
cent., in less than five minutes.
Thus equipped lm proceeds to level
over the country and sketch the slmpe of the surt_ace, tracing up
streams, swamp lines and all topography met with, and determining
lhe elevation of all points necessary to show tile shape of tile surface,
locating tile more important with the range-finder, and plotting all the
results on his sketch.
In the office, during the portion of tt!e year unsuitable for field
operations, the work is plotted.
The triangulation
is computed and
the stations plotted in their true geographical positions on a projection
of tile earth's nmridians and parallels for ever)" minute, made on a
scale of 3 inches to a rail% by the polyeonic method used by tile
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
These stations having
been also connected with the odometer survey, that survey is next
laid downs being adjusted to fit the triangulation.
The sketches are
then worked over and adjusted to tile corrected odometer survey, all
the horizontal element of the survey being laid on the map. The
elevations taken from tbe level books are next plotted in their true
positions_ and, lastly, the contour.lines are interpolated between these
.level stations by the aid of the sketches.
Tile inking and lettering of
the sheet being completed, the map is ready fior the engraver.
Tile
various operations of _his method, may now be briefly considered
singly.
TIIE

ODO_IETER

SURVEY.

The odometer has been long in use in a variety of forms. Probably
the most noteworthy instance was its use by Ferne], wb% in 1525,
rolled a wheel from Paris to Amiens to determine the length of a
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degree ,_f latitude. It has for years been used by the county map-mau
with poor field-work, worse plotting and no triangulation or other
cheek to eliminate tlm error._. It has also had an extensive use iu
route survey_ _i_rrunning r.ugh meander lines under circumstances
where aeeurmT wu_ impossil*]c. Hence, it appears to have been lost
sight of a_ uut !_icient aid to the topographer for work of a better
cla¢_ th_n the ab.)ve, yet it posse.-sesadvantages peculiar to itself, and
will, no dt_abt, }n time prove indispensable whenever good surveys are
de_ircd et _, m,*dcrate c._t. OdcJmeter work earefully done, with tile
ordlnary pr_:mti.u,, ob-ervt'd in uther kinds of surveying, and well
ehc('kc(t by tr'_allgu]at]lla,
llas prnved a simple, inexpensive and very
efficient m*,tlwd in 1hi, Tc,p_graphlcal Survey. When so used_every
ehan:ze t_f d_r_a-t_*nis t.ar_,_'ullytaken with a small 3_-incb compass.
It must be rt,mr_rdwred that in this ease the compass merely becomes
a ready mean- _t' nwasuritlg' angles, and ultimate direction does not
depend .u it, It Inay, _n all ordinary eountry_ be relied on within
about 15 minute% aml this i,_quite near enough for the short courses of
tnpogmphy. The ]ine_ are clcst_l in short circuits, which allows the
deter,lion of aet.idental crrc*rsin reading either compass or index.
One clz..s of errors incident to ordinary odometer work are much
overrated by urdinary obst,rvers, viz., those resulting from measurement
along the .,urfaea instead of on a horizontal line, The levels allow a
correction to be applied for ibis when neeessary--as it rarely is--for it
is to be remembered that the measurenmnts are made along the highways, _nd _r_but _ne instance in the State dues the grade reach 600
feet per mile, and as tMs is barely surmountable with an empty
vehicle it will rarely occur anywhere. A grade of 600 tbet gives an
expressof length of 34 teet per mile; one of 400 feet, 15 feet per
mile, aml ,me of 200 fec.t only 3 feet per mile ; but the ordinary
errors of the odometer from slipping are more tban enough to nentraliza any of the-*e,and it therefore not unfrequently occurs that tile.
b¢'_t result* arc reached in hilly country. The ordinary error of a
large number of' comparisons of odometer work with triangulation,
mea, ured .n tln. odometer plot and including the error of plotting, a
number c_f'short cour_c.shas been ascertained to be, in level country,
I in 125 with the ordinary barrow odometer in use until the present
_.,_m.
it i_ believed that this error can he considerably reduced by
improved construction. Being invariably in one direction it is easily
re_.tifie_lby distributing the error uniformly throughout the runs.
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A two-wheeled odometer was constructed and used on the survey
during the lost summer.
The form presented many advantages, such
as greater stiffness, greater ease of operating and more reliable recording
than the barrow form, but no opportunity for thoroughly testing the
resuIts has yet occurred.
Although the barrow form is very objectionable in some respects it is probable that it will prove best for some
kinds of topography.
The value of tbe odometer survey as a reconnolssance is so great
that the small expense necessary to make it would probably be repaid
even should other methods be tbougbt necessary in working up the
details of topography, but as used, it is a convenient and rapid means
of obtaining the location of about 2_ miles of lines per square mile
of territory with sufficient accuracy for the scale used. One recorder
can run at least 10 miles of lines daily.
Plotting the odometer work was at first a tedious labor and a drawback to tlle method, as an ordinary day's run embraces about 200
courses and distances.
The substitution of a speclally-devised
protractor, which combined parallel rules, scale and angle protractor in
one instrument, greatly lessened the labor ; probably to the extent of
one-third_ at least.
LEVELING

•

This constitutes a large part of the work of a survey made [)y this
method.
It is the most accurate known method for ascertaining
elevations, the vertical element is therefore more than usually reliable.
In leveling tbr topography the observer's attention is so largely
taken up with studying the ground au(t sketching_ that it is imposslble to secure the highest grade of .accuracy in leveling, especially
since, in order to make suitable progress with the topography, the work
must be hurried.
It therefore becomes expedient to cover the area
with a system of carefully leveled primary lines, which serve as a
basis for the topographical
levels. These primary lines are run in
closed circuits of about 100 miles, and carefully ehcoked. The equipment in use is a 15-inch Y level, and, for the more important lines, a
h_ew York rod with target, although a self-reading Philadelphia
rod
has been also used with slightly inferior results.
Tbe rate of running is about 4 miles per day, and thus far with the New York rod
and target, reading to .001 foot the error has not exceeded the square
root of distance in miles >(.02 feet, and very long lines have been
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lcveled with an error of the square root of tile distance in miles X.00_
fi't't. Tile greatest error with tile self-reading rod, read to nearest
.1105fi'et, was equal to the square root of tbe distance in miles X.03
fi'et. Tiwse lines are permanently monumented on the plan described
in the report of operations of the survey for 1885, and frequent
temporary h_,m.b-marks on trees, buildings, etc., are left for tire use
.f the tt_pographers.
The t.qulpmt'nt tbr topog_phieal leveling is a light Y level, with
ll-im.h tch,_,opc and a self-reading rod, which is read to .01 foot.
The lim,s art' closed in ..,hort circuits of from five to tea miles, and
a_,y a,'_'ident:d ,,trots are thus detected. It is possible to close tile
five-ruth, cir('uits wheu moving about five miles per day, and sketching t.pography with an error not exceeding 0.25 feet. Supposing the
instrument to be in good order, whieb should be made certain by a
most rigid examination by the observer, the precautions most strictly
.b,erved are to keep it in good adjustment ; to always read the bubble
afwr reading the rod, and if it has moved from tl_e center to repeat the
r_.ldlng, to c_refully equalize fore and back sights, aml to provide
solid supports fi*r the leveling-rod. Au ordinary iron spik% driven
firmly, is mostly used for the last purpose.
SKETCHING

TOPOGI_APHY.

This is an important feature of all topographical work. To do it
well requires no mean skill. The faithful represeutation of forms so
intricate and of so vast size as those which tbrm file subject of the
topcgrapher's sketch, requires a minuteness and scope of observation
unknown to any other kiud of sketching. Topography is, in truth,
both a science and an art. A trained and accurate eye and a band
schooled to follow its direction are essentials to success. At every
glance he must gather some knowledge of his model ; he can only see
a limited part of it at once, and his mind must retain these separate
parts and blend them in one lmrmonions sketch, with each occupying
its relative size and position. More than thi% his subject will deceive
him unless he learns to guard against it. He sees a hill of intricate
form, and may think he sees its true profile, but it is only the line of
tangeney of the visual cone whose vertex is his eye ; tbe form changes
at every change of the point of sight, and it is only by retaining them
all and utilizing them in his sketch that he can represent the true form.
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The perspective makes some distances appear greater than other equal
distances i the state of the atmosphere makes a distance appear greater
at one time and less at another ; the surroundings, particularly the
background, have the effect of increasing or decreasing the apparent
steepness of slopes, or may even make a descending slope appear to
ascend. Thus, nature herself seems to oppose him: and only long
experience will arm him against these deceptions.
Equipped, as previously described, the topographer proceeds to level
over the surface and trace its form. In moderately level country he
usually traces the actual contours at once, tell feet apart, working up
his level notes as he goes, and studying the relative heights of lbe
ground as he proceeds. Ill hilly country he does not attempt to sketch
actual contmtrs, but only close approximate contours showing the
direction which the true contours should take. The latter are afterward worked in frmu the elevations.
The level is kept swinging around the horizon, mid is a great aid
in sketching. When he finds that the level-plane just cnts stone
neighboring point, the elevation of which is desired, tim topographer
notes tile fact, and when convenient, locates the point on his sketch.
INearly all the roads are leveled over, not because they are of special
importance, but because they furnish convenient avenues by which to
reach all parts of the district under survey. When it is necessary, it_
order to obtain the elevation of important points of the topography r
side runs are made to such points. The principal points of the surtqace
to be represented may be enumerated briefly as (1) summits or peaks,
from which the ground descends on all sides, (2) passes, gaps or saddles,
from which the ground ascends in two opposite directions and descends
in the other two directions. (1) and (2) occur alternately along ridge
lines. A special and very important case of (2) is the divide in a
valley where its drainage turns in opposite directions. The above tw(>
classes of points are indispensable to an accurate knowledge of a surface. (4) Lowest points of depressions, such as craters or sinks. This
class of points is common along the glacial moraine which crosses
New Jersey from Belvidere to Amboy. (5) Points of change in the
inclination of slopes, such as the brow of a plateau, the foot of an
escarpment, the front or rear of a terrace on a hillside, the head or foot
of the rapids in a stream. As no rule can be given to cover all cases,
the judgment of the field topographer must be exercised in determining how many of these latter points are worth leveling to, and which
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may be _fely left to the eye and sketch ; but on the number actually
determined, both in position and elevation, will depend the faithfulness of repre:entation.
In tin. nmuntainous portions of the State, where a great amount of
leveling alld undue exp_'ndlture of time would have been required to
determine a'_[the..-t, mlm*r points in this way, a small aneroid was used
tbr the In,- ituportaut one_. The method of using it was to take its
reading at the instrument where the elevation was known, then to proceed tc_the p_int dt'_ired, and after sketching the surroundings, to read
a_ain, and _,u returldn_ to the instrument read a third time.
In this
way, when the. itm.rval did not exceed about an hour, the difference
of" elevaliun _u_ u.ualIy determined within 10 feet.
The,e pnint¢, _L_previously remarked, may be located by the rangefinder, _hcre a elcar l_ne of sight can be secured to any point of the
road-llnes already plotted on the sketch-map, or_ as the distance of
any of them from a road very rarely exceeds half a mile, an accurate
pact.r can stt.p a random to them through the timber with sutllcient
m,rurat:v tbr all purposes.
The range-finder in use is constructed on
the principle empIoyed in the Pratt instrument, bul; utilizes the pointlug power of the level telescope, and is much more accurate.
A pair
of nights are attached to the top of the telescope, at an angle with its
collimation of _,7_ .8'. The telescope, at the point A, is set with its
vertical _ire on the object, C, to be located.
The rod-real! is sent off
on the llne indicated by the sights, with a rlght-angle
mirror, to
some point B, where the image of the sights coincides with tim image
of the object U. A B C is then a right-angled triangle, with k (3
e_|ual t_ twenty times k B, the distance from instrument to rod. The
rod-man having carefully ascertained the point Bj holds his rod there,
the telescope is revolved and the distance A B read with the stadia
w_res, with which the levels are provided, and multiplied by 20 for
_he r_'_lolr_d di,_tam'e A C.
In hilly (._)un_rv, it is po_ible for a topographer to greatly economize his work wifll no falling off in results.
To do this effectually,
he mo,t be able to predict, by inference from his surroundings,
what
topt_gruphy will be found ahead of him.
Close observation will soon
eoable him to do this with remarkable accuracy_ and he will thus be
ah/e to approach every point in the most direct and easiest way. He
will not be caught leveling through the timber up a slope 1,000 feet
high, to obtain

the elevation

wblch be might obtain later from the
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top of the plateau, with one-twentieth of the labor; or, if compelled
to level to the summit of a peak, he will do so from a side which
commands the neighboring
elevations, each of whlch he will obtain
as he raises the plane of his instrument to its height, thus saving,
perhaps, days of labor.
The power of foreseeing the outcome of certain topographical eondltions will also enable the surveyor to give increased fidelity and
expression to his sketches.
The prepared
sketch maps, showing the routes of travel and
approximate
drainage lines, are a great aid to the exercise of this
power. They also allow the topographer to approximately locate any
notable feature of the surface as soon as it comes into view, although
still some miles distant, and thus to study its form and relations to
surrounding
topography more satisfactorily and intelligently
than
would otherwise be possible.
The advantage of sketching in this
cmmected way, on a map of some extent, over-sketching
detached
parts in a sketch-book and afterwards joining them together, is very
great.
All sketches are made on the scale of the final plot, 3 inches to a
mile.
The supposed advantage of sketching on a larger scale and
afterward rt_lueing has been found to be more than neutralized by the
errors incident to reducing the sketches a considerable amonnt.
So
thr as possible, ane scale is used throughout for sketching, as the topographer soon learns to think in this scale, so to speak.
A distance
comes to represent not so many yards and feet, but so ninny inches or
parts, corresponding to the scale of the sketch.
Sketching from too great distances is not safe, as the ilh|sions of
perspective rapidly increase with the distance, and the topographer
is expected to travel over and inspect the surt:ace at short range.
The stations at which elevations are determined are indicated on the
sketch by a small cross with a station number corresponding
number opposite the elevation in the level-book.

with a

By means of the above method of surveying, topographical
nmps
have been secured at the following cost for field-work and plotting,
not including expenses of organization and general superintendence;
the topography
being classified to correspond with the geological
formations:
Archteau and Paleozoie topography,
$7.80 per square
mile ; Triassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary topography, $6.12 per square
mile, and it is not expected that the average cost per square mile for
the entire State will exceed $6.50.
J
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CONCLUSIOh'.

There remains now the pleasing work of showing that tlle surveyshave accomplished the ends fi)r which they were designed.
1. To.
encourage our pe,,l)le to remain in New Jersey and not emigrate.
2.
To develo t) our agricultural r(_ources.
3. To explore and utilize our
mineral wealth,
t. To improve our advantages for manufactures.
5. To l)obli_h our remarkable means of communication, advantages in
locati.n, climate, and its _lubrity.
POPULATIOn'.

There wcrc a fi'w scattered settlers in _N'ewJersey before 16(34, wherr
the Engli,-h took possession of it. The'increase
of its 1)opulation
from that time .n to 1790 is only to be gathered from incidental
reeords and estitnates.
The following, however, is probably the nearest that ean at present be given :
Y(':_r.

l)[)I)lllatlq,11.

1(;);4............
2.Stir)estimate ; East Jersey under the Proprietors.
)
lq),,_ ..........
(;,0ll0 estimate; E_mtJersey under the Proprietors.
II .1_;
............ 10,000 estimate ; East Jersey under the Proprietors.
17o0............ 10,0o0 estimate by G.overnor Hamilton.
] __, ........... 82,442 _N'ewJersey Archives, Vol. 5, p. 164.
1737............ 4_,,h,9
" ' '¢ Smith's History of _'ew Jersey.
1745............ B1,403 Smith's History of New Jersey.
17:'_'i........... 10tL(It_0estimate by Smith.
1776............ 150,000 estimate.
In 1790 the census was taken by the general government_ and hasbeen taken every ten years since. A census was taken by the State
government in 1855, and this also has been taken ever)" ten years since.
PereflltRge

Y_ars.

Population.

1790 ..........................................................
1'.(10.......................................................

334,139
211,149

lsl0 ..........................................................
'o ......................................
..........
ls.I)
I _"._0....................
. ................................
I', J,0..........................................................
1_50 .........................................................
IS55 ..........................................................
1"_;0 .........................................................
1STY5.........................................................
lS7t) ..........................................................

...,.,.,,.

1_75.........................................................
lSst)........................................................
1_,.'-5 ................................................
t
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of increase
each 10.Yrs.
......
14.6

245,562

16.2

277,429
320,823
373,306
489,555
569)499
672,035
773,700
906,096

12.9
15.6
16.4
31.1
.....
37.2
......
34.8

o
1,0-0,584
1,1hi,lit
1)278)102

......
24.8
......
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An inspection of this tabl% both in the column of population and
in that of percentages_ shows a rapid increase since 1840, and also
that the rate of increase has been greatly enlarged since that time.
But this will appear more plainly when tbe rate of increase in New
Jersey is compared with the rates in the States immediately aronnd it,
and wltb tbe increase in the whole United States.

PERCENTAGE

OF

INCREASE

OF

POPULATION

AT

THE

SEVERAL

DECENNIAL

PERIODS.
]
to
1790

to
1800

l_

zslo.

to
1510

to

182o. )829
)s3o.

Massachusetts
11.6
Connecticut... I 5.4'

.
4.3

.
5.0 !

"_ Jersey..... I[q 14.6
New
Pennsyhania' . 38.6
Delaware ....... ! 8.7

16.2

12.9

15.6

34.4
13.0

')9.3
0.1

Maryland .......

6.8

11.4

7.0

9.7

United States..

35.0

36.4

33.1

33.5

) t85000

1_0

1860
to

1870
to

1_,o!I 1840
i_fo. 1_0 18701_o

_008-:
4.1

19.6

°-.3.,
24.(

16.3

31.1

37._0 34.18 ')4.8

_08.7 .27"8
5.4
1.7

34.0
17.2

°_.7
22.5

21.1
11.4

21.6
17.-0

5.1

-04.0

17.8

13.6

19.7

32.7

35.9

35.6

_02.6 30.1

3.1

%0 °2

16.3 i 15.8

The conclusion, necessarily reached by a comparison of these records,
is that _or the last thirty years New Jersey has increased in population
at a more rapid rate than any of the adjacent States which are in
somewhat similar circumstances, and _hat its rate of increase does not
now differ materially from the rate of the whole United States. And
we also conclude that the State is not losing by emigration.

AGRICULTURAL

DEVELOPMENT,

New Jersey was settled as an agricultural
State, and a[l the land
within its bomlds, which was thought to be worth farming without
first enrlcMng it, was cleared at an early day. In 1833 Gordon estimated that 76 per cent. of all the land in the State was in farms. In
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thecensn_of 1880 the amount of landsin farms isonly60 percent.
of the area of the State.
But as this does not include the lands occupied by cith,s, towns and villages, or house-plots of less than three
acres, it is plain that no close comparison can be made. But generally
it may he considered that the whole amount of cleared land has not
varied much in the last fifty years.
In some of the northern counties
it has diminished, and in some southern counties it has increased
largely.
But the value of the lands in farms has increased to a remarkatllc extent, and its estimated value per acre is greater than in
any of the adjacent States ; and this relative value it has maintained
now for several decades.
VALUATION O_ FAR_IS I'b;R ACRE_ COMPUTED FROM TIlE
_TATE_ CFJqSUS REPORTS OF ]_0.

UNITED

]Massachusetts ........................................................
C_mnecticut ...........................................................
.Ne_ _.ork ...............................................................
New Jersey ............................................................
1enns31_anla ..........................................................
DeIaware ...............................................................
Maryland ................................................

$43
49
44
65
49
33
32

52
34
45
36
65
74
82

In the stock on the farms there has been a notable increase:
1830.
Ntunber.

Horse_ End mules ..................
53,865
Cattle ....................................
122,805
Sheep ...........................................
Swine ............................................

1850,
Number.

18_.
Number.

67,044
211,261
160,488
250,370

97,147
223.886
177,020
219,069

Farm products:

I
Bulthels,

Btlshels.

Indian corn .......................................
"_¢hv:tt...............................................
R._e...................................................

8,759,804 11,150,705
1,601,190 1,901,739
1,255,578
949,064

Oat- .....................
• .........................
t'otatl)vs ............................................
Sweet potatoe_ ....................................

3,378,063
3,207,236
508,015

ttay.

................................................

3 l'tl lIB3
3,563,793
2,086,731

Tons.

Tons.

435,950

518,990
Valuers.

Market

gardens

...................................................

Orchard I*roducts ...............................................
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MINING STATISTI(_,
]833.

Iron ore mined yearly ..................................
Zinc ore mined yearly ....................................

1880.

Ir0n ore .......................................

1880.

Ir0n ore ......................................
Zinc ore ........................................
Minor minerals ..............................

Tony,
20,000
none.

Tops.
50,000

Value.
$657 ._)0

754,$72
39,881
33,828

%_00,442
451,079
40,L270

Total value ..........................................

,$3,891,7Sfi
Value,

Building

atone ........................................

$514,420

MANUFACTURES.

The

following

statistics_

sey, are estimates
be got at this time.
provision

made

They

for collecting

taken

in 1833,

from Gordon's
and

are very

statistics

are

History

probably

incomplete,

of New Jer-

the

best

as there

of manufactures

at that

Iron manufactures ...............................................
Glass manufactures ........... , ..................................
Delf w_rc ...........................................................
Woolen manufactures
..........................................
Cotton manufactures ...........................................

that

call

was no public
tinm:

Yearlyproduct.
$1,000,000
440,000
50,000
°-?*50,000
] ,733,72|

• It is prohable
that the value of all tile manufactures
or' the State
at that time did not exceed $5_000_000 or _6,000,000
a year.
Of the manufactures
above enumerated,
the products
for the year
1880 were :
Iron manufactures ................................................
Glass manufactures ............................................
Pottery manufactures ...........................................
Woolen mauufitetures .........................................
Cotton manufi_etures .............................................

$10,841,896
2,810,170
8,030,000
5,008,-q07
4,548,275

But the growth of manufactures
in the State is better
statistics
oI manufactures,
as published
in the United
reports

for 1850j

1860,

1870

and 1880:
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Annual Product_

1850..............................................

$2.°,2_r3,258

$39,851,256

1,_60...............................................
1870 ...............................................
1880 ..............................................

.t0,521,048
79,606,719
106,2'261593

76,806,104
169,287,732
2541380,236

RAILROADS.

The miles of railroad

in the State are 1,918, which is 1 mile for

every 3 14½- square miles in the State.
This represents the greatest
nnmber of" miles of railroad, in re]atlon to the area of the State, of
any in the Union.
Table showing comparison of railroad facilities to a square mile of
territory, and square miles of' territory to 1 mile of railroad :
One _qnare mile of
te rritory tx_-Sew Jersey. ...........................
,Massnchu_ctt_
........................
New England
States ...............
N*.w York. Pennsvh'an_:_.
Delaware, Marvland,0hio,
lmliana,
Mwhlgan,
.New Jersey,
Dmtrwt
. i£C,o!m_]bia
.........
:...............

0.253
0.245
0.096

miles
"
"

R. R.

One mlle of railroad to3 95 sq. miles
' 4.08
"
10.43
"

_
[ )11a
)

_

of Tert_y.
"
"

"
! 8.78
I

CANALS.

'['here are 158 miles of canals in the State.
in concluding

this account of the condition

of New Jersey, at the

preseut time, it may be stated, in short, that while she is the
35th State in _ize, _hc _s the
19th in p.pulati_m.
2,'ith in vltlu*, _*f agricultural
products,
_;tl_ in pr,_ltlcts
_f marltll.tcture
t
7th i. pr,_du_.ts _*f rnin¢_,
",th in vahlatit)i]
of re:_l _nd personal
property,
1st i_l r]l_.;ttls of (.olllmtlrlication
by railroads,

roads

find c_nals.

3/any c_rcum_tazwcs have contributed to favor this singularly rapid
increase in population and wealth.
It is situated between the two
great cities of the continent, and has the advantages of the markets
in both.
Its soll is specially well adapted to garden and fruit culture, and to high thrming.
Its numerous and rich mines are so near
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to tbe great markets that they offer special attractions for working.
"Its facilities for transport render it peculiarly favorable for the location of manufacturing
establishments.
Its climate is mild and
healthy at all seasons, and its long line of seashore oilers a standing
and attractive invitation to tbrongs of people to come and find relief
from the summer heat of the crowded cities and towns.
The policy of the State in describing and publishing its natural
resonrees and advantages in this survey, is justified by the prosperity
which has attended it from the beginning.
And while it is not to be
supposed that this is tile chief cause of its prosperity, it may safely
be said that it has done its share, and that the liberal course pursued
in sustaining the survey, distributing
its re.ports freely among the
people, has had a material influence in supplying information
and
quickening enterprise.
14
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MISCELLANEOUS
PAPERS.
o.--

PI'IUAUATIONS

OF

THE

SURVEY.

THE ANNUAL I{EPORTSOF THE STATE GEOLOGIST are printed b',order of the Legislature, and as part of the legislative documents.
They are distributed largely by the members of the two houses. Extra
(_pics are supplied to the Managers of the Geological Survey and the
State Geologist, who distribute them to libraries, public institutions,
and, as far _ possible, to any who may be interested in the subjects of
which the report treats.
Most of the reports of former years have
I_en distributed, and tbe editions are exhausted.
THE REPORT ON

FIRE

AND

lm.s been widely distributed.
them were lost in the burning
few copies are remaining.
TIIE

PRELIMINARY

POTTERS'

CLAYS

OF

NEW

JERSEY

Of the copie_ which were left, most of"
of the State House, last winter, and but

CATALOGUE

OF THE PLANTS of the State has

been generally distributed among botanists, so as to get in return reports
of the localities of plants, and to thus have the assistance of botanists
in making a complete list of all our plants.
The revision is going on ;
several new plants have been discovered during the last year, and many
new localities of well-known plants have also been found. A few copies
of this preliminary catalogue are still on band, and the coSperation of
botanists in getting new species is earnestly solicited.
It will be one
or possibly two years before the revised edition will be cempleted so
as to be published.
zCk TOPOGRAPIIICAL

MAP

OF

A PART

OF

_N_ORTHER_"

_EW

JER-

F.EV,on a scale of one niile to an inch, is printed, and has been distrlbuted to some extent.
I:n addition to the deliueation of boundaries_.
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streams, roads and geographical matter, it has on it contour lines of
level_ so that the elevations of tlle surfi_ce abbve mean-tide are accurately marked on all parts of' it. This map has been very generally
approved, and is in demand for laying out drains, ditches_ water-works,
roads and railroads, and for selection of building-sites, and as a study
for drives, bicycle excursions, etc.
THE ATLAS OF NEW JERSEY
is nOW in course of preparation,
and
several sheets are done. These sheets are each 27 by 37 inches, including margin, and are intended to fold once across_ making the leaves of
the atlas 183 by 27 inches. The completed work will be made up of
_venteen of these maps, on a scale of I mile to the inch, and one map
of the whole State, on a scale of 5 miles to the inch. The location

and number of each (nap is given on the reference map, on page ] 1
of this report, and is printed on the paper cover of the atlas. Numbers 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 16 are done, and numbers 1, 9, 13 and 17 will
be ready in March, 1886.
bly, in 1887 and '88.
The following
numbers :

The other numbers

is a list of the titles

NEW JERSEV _._YrATE
_[AP.
.370. l. A_tlatinny
line.

of the sheets, with their

Scale, 5 miles to an inch.

]/-alley and J[ountaln,

No. _. Southwestern
tinny valley.

will be issned, proba-

from Hope

H'ulhlands, with the southwest

iv the State
part of Kitta-

No. 3. Central Highland.s, including all of Morris
Boonton, and Sussex south and east of Newton.

county west of

No. _. Northeastern HigMauds, including theconntry
Deekextown, Dover, Paterson and Snithrn.

lying between

No. 5. Vicinily of I_lemington, the country
]Drlncetnn, westward to the Delaware.
No. 6. The ]'_dley of {he Passaic,
Newark and southward to the ]_ritan

from Somerville

with the country
river.

No. 7. The Counties of _ergen, Hudson
Passaic and Union.

and

eastward

to

and ]_ssex, with parts

of

No. 8. Vicinity of Trenton, from New Brunswick to Bordentown.
No. 9. Monmouth Shore, with the interior from Metuehen to Lakewood.
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No. 10. l%iMty of Salem, from Swedesboro
ward to the Delaware.
No. 11. ]Telnily of Camden, to Burlington,
born.

and Bridgcton,

west-

Winslow and Swedes-

No. 12. l%bdty of .3!uuut Holly, from Bo_entowu
ton, southward to Wiuslow.

and Burling-

No. 1,]. 15cb_ity of Barnegtat .Bay, with the greater part of Ocean
county.
No. 15. Vicinity of Bridgeton, including the country from Allowaystown and Vineland, southward to the Delaware Bay Shore.
No. 15. Southern Interior, the country lying between Ateo, Millville and Egg Harbor City.
No. 16. Egg Harbor and V_einity, including tile Atlantic Shore
from Barnegat to Great Egg ttarbor.
No. 17. Cape May, with the country westward to Maurice River.
_-EOLOG:ICAL
_[AI) OF NEW JERSEY.
Ses.le) six miles to an inch.
The improvements going forward in the State call for a revision of
our map very often. The one which was printed with the annual
report of 1882, and was corrected up to that date, had some corrections in railroads) some minor improvements in the geological coloring, and much was added in new places along the sea-shore, and the
llfe-savlng stations were all located.
A few copies are still on hand.

The results of the Survey are intended for the benefit of the citizens
of the State, and the Board of Managers have charge of and direct
the distributions of its collections, reports, &c. The addresses of the
members of the Board are given on page 3 of this report, and application made for publications to them) or through them to the State
Geologist, will be received and given due attention.

EXPENSES.
The annual appropriation
of $8,000 a year ires been sufficient to
meet the expenses, and all bills are paid in full to date.
The expense of topographical
_nrveys paid hy the United States
Geological Survey w_:
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From July 16th, 1884. to December 31st. 1884......... $5,208 85
From January 1st, 1885, to December 31st, 1885...... 10,385 53
Appropriated for tile survey from December 31_t,
]885, to June 30tb, 1886.................................
5,597 24
Total from United States Geological Survey..... $21,191 62
The expense of the Geodetic Survey, which is paid by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, is, for the fiscal year July lst_
1885, to June 30th, 1886, $2,000.00, and the total expense for that
survey since 1875, which has been pald by the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey, is $21,379.76.

PERSONS

EMPLOYED.

My own time and attention has been given to keeping the survey_
in all its departments,
in operation.
Tile triangnlatlon_ the topography, the works of drainage, the questions of water-supply,
the
agricultural
improvement of our lands, the progress of our mining_
quarrying and other industries of like character_ demand attention_
and the systcnmtlc resurvey of the geology of the State, with the
aid of our completed topographic maps has been begun.
PROF. JOH,'_ C. S_OCK, who has been the faithful
Assistant

Geologist since the resumption

and efficient

of the survey in 1864, con-

tinned in the service of the survey for a few weeks at the beginning
of the year, when he left to accept an appointment at the l_fuseum of
Natural History, of New York Stat% in All)any, and to take charge
of the Economic Geology of that State.
DR. I_AT. L. BRIT'rO.-_ of Columbia College School of Mines, has
been engaged in surveying and constructing a series of sections across
the Archtean rocks of the Highlands, and in collecting the characteristic rocks.
This service was begun the first of June, and with some
interruptions is continued to the present time.
He still has the revision of the New Jersey Flora in hand.
MR. FRED. J. H. MERRILL, _)H.B._ was engaged with Dr. Brittnn in constructing the cross sections of the Highlands, and in the
latter part of the season has been occupied in examining the geological features of the Atlantic coast of the State from Sandy Hook to
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Cape May, in collecting the statistics
Jersey and in some general work.

OF

of iron production

in New

PROF. R. P. WHITFIELD is still engaged in figuring and tie,scribing the Cretaceous invertebrate fossils of New Jersey, and for the last
.,cason has been occupied with the Gasteropoda.
DR. J. S. NEWnERRY has continued his paleontological work of
describing and figuring the fossil flora of the Triassic and Cretaceous
periods, and the fishes of the Triassic.
MR. C. CLARKSON VERSIEULE,
Topographer
in Charge, has been
prosecuting the Topographical
Survey steadily throughout the year.
He has been aided by the following assistants :
MR. FREDERICK W. BENNETT, Assistant Topographer,
has been
engaged in running primary levels_ and leveling and sketching for
topography.
He has also had charge of the transit parties at Sandy
Hook and along the Delaware river.
MR. PHILIP H. BEVIER, Assistant Topographer, has been principally occupied with setting bench-marks and running primary levels
along the coast.
LVSTER, JR., Assistant Topographer, was employed in surveying roads until July.
Since then he has been leveling and sketching for topography.
_,_R. WILLIAM

H.

MR. C'.'RUS F. SPROUL, Assistant Topographer,
was employed in
the office until October 8th, and has since been leveling and sketching
$)r topogesphy.
MR. PETER D. STAATS, Assistant Topographer, has been engaged
in surveying roads during the early part of the scason, and later in
leveling and sketching for topography.
MR. GEORGE HILL, Assistant Topographer, was engaged in levelbig and sketching
topography until the date of his resignation,
_ovembcr 1st.
All of the above assistants, except Mr. Bevier, were on duty in the
office, mapping, until May 1st.
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has been surveying

1'viE.W_LLIAM F. MAr_V_N, Odometer Recorder, has been employed
as draughtsman, rodman, and later in the season in surveying roads.
MF_SaS. JOHN E. HILL, "b_RANKVAN BRAKLE, GEORGE E.
JENKINS and WILLIAM H. BARNES, have been occupied with mapping, furnishing necessary data to the field topographers, and other
office duties during portions of the year.
]_IEssP,s. JOHN G. TAIT, JOSEPH B. REYNOLDS, GEORGE G. EARL,
I, EAMING M. RICE, JR._ HARRY S. SPROUL1 HARRY J. SHERMAN,
and T_o)IAS
the season.

T. WATSON, have been employed

STATISTICS

OF

IRON

AND

as field aids during

ZINC

ORES.

IRON ORE.
The output of the iron mines of the State for the year 1885, as
shown by the shipments of iron-ore from stations in the State and the
amounts used at furnaces which do not come in the tonnage of the
railroad lines, aggregated 330,000 tons--a deficit of 63,710 tons as
compared with the production
of 1884.
:For the convenience of
reference the statistics of iron-ore mined in the State for the years
1870-1885, inclusive, are here inserted in a tabular form.
Estimates
and U. S. census figures at intervals back to 1790 are also given at
the head of the column :
1790.........
1830 .......
1855.........
1860.........
1864.......
1867.........
1370........
1871........
187'2.........
1873.........
1874.........
1875.........
1876.........
1877.........

10,000 tons ............
20,000 tons ..........
100,000 tons ............
164,900 tons ...........
226,000
275,067 tons
tons ............
............
362,636 tons ............
450,000 tons ............
600,000 tons ............
665,000 tons ............
525,000 tens ............
396,000 tons ............
285,000 tons _..........
315,000 tons _ ..........

Morse's estimate.
Gordon's Gazetteer.
Dr. Kitchell's estimate.
U. S. census.
Annual, Report State Geo!ogist.
U. S. census.
Annua! Report State Geo!,ogiat.

* From statisticscollectedlaler.
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1_7_).........
........
1880 ........
18Sl .........
18s2 .......
18s3 .........
I8_4 .........
1885 ........

This

tabular

40_L674
18_.C)2_ tons
tons
745.0,0 tons
737.052 tons
932.7_;2 tons
521.111_ tons
39_,710 tons
330.0110 tons
statement

REPORT.

...........
............
............
...........
............
............
............
............

Annual

Report

State Geol,ogist.
"

shows

"

that

from

1870

to 1874

gradual
and steady increase in the annual
production.
depression
in the latter part of 1873 mgrked
a turn
production,
The

and the lowest

product

that year
showed
attained

for 1877

onward

output

was slightly

there

for the decade was reached
in excess

was a gradual

of that

of 1876,

The product

of the zinc mines

of New Jersey

for a number

E_timated

1868 ..................
18t_9..................
1870 ..................
1871 ..................
1872 ..................
1878 ..................
1874 ...................
1875 ..................
1876 ..................
1877 ..................
1878 ................
18_9 ..................
1880 ..................
1881 ..................
1882 .................
1883 ..................
188J,..................
1885 .................

in 1876.
which
was

ORE.

for the year

1885,

as shown

of years

Annnal

:

Report

State Geologist.

22,000 ............
17,500 ............
18,500 ............

"
"

14,467 ............
1,937 ............
28,311 ............
49.178 ............
40,133 ............
56,085 ............
40,094 ...........
38,526 ............

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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by.the

of the

ton_.

25,000 ............

a

and from

maximum

shipments
over the transporting
lines, was 38,526 tons.
The following tabular statement
shows the production
mines

w_

rise to the boom of 1879,

itself in the large increase
in 1880.
The
in 1882.
The decline since has been marked.

Z[_C

there

The financial
in the rate of

zinc

E R RATA.
¢.

COMPARISON

OF

TIDES--ADDENDA,

Page 35, table.
Later and filller information from the office vf the
United States Cdast and Geodetic Survey gives as the result for elevation of tides at Cape May Landing_ instead of the figures fi)llowed
by inferrogation
marks in the tablej the following:
2.05, -4).15_
-2.35, showing a difference of fifteen-hundredths
of a foot between
meaa-tlde at Sandy Honk and at Cape May. These tigures are
obtained from a series of tidal observations covering only six bigh
and eight low waters in August and September, and a longer series
would probably still further reduce the difference.
Page 13, table.
17,628, --.049.

Figures

after Ocean View

should
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